
TOPICS 0F THE DAY

THE The long summer months have witnessed a
BEGINNING complete change of position in the war, as be-
0F THE END tween the Allies and the Central Powers. 13y
midsuminer the initiative had definitely passed to the former,
and Germany--deprved of ail effective aid from Austria as
weil as from Turkey-is now a beleaguered state. The lie
with which she began the war, long prepared and deliberately
provoked, has been converted into what is for her a stern
reality: she 18 being attacked and hemxned in on every front.
Let us salute, in the first place, the heroic defenders of Verdun,
and the spirit of France by which their resistance was înspired.
Neyer in ail history lias an attack 80 persistent and so intense
been met by a defence so courageous and so devoted. Next,
before speaking of ourselves, let us pay a well-deserved tribute
to the generalship and the bravery of our Russian allies.
Alike on the Eastern front and in Armenia they have been
busy re-making that map from which the German Chancellor
used to derive sucli comfort and consolation. The fail of
Gorizia in August was a briliant culmination of the efforts
by which Italy had for long more than held, the Austrians at
bay. Hier declaration against Germany, and Roumania's
entranoe into the war, have been most welcome f eatures of the
luter record. As for Britain, the sea-figlit off the coast of Jutland
lef t lier the undisputed and indisputable commnand of what we
shai take leave Wo cail the " North Sea or Briti8h Ocean ";
while lier unexainpled efforts on land have not only been
crowned with success, but have seaed witli the life-blood of
lier sons and of lier children fromj over seas lier covenant
of ixnperial unity. Whatever course the political development
of the British Empire may foilow in the future, no foreigu
power will ever again make the mistake of coldly calculating
that the states of which it is composed would be incapable of
joint action, even for the purpose of resisting unjust aggres-
Sion.
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CANADA'S While we calanot laim to have done mucROLL 0F to support the Fleet, Canada and the otbHONOUR sea Dominions have seconded with e
available 8trength the efforts of the Imperial Arm 3tralians, New Zealanders, Indians, South Africans,brave men from Newfoundland, equally with ourCaaiadians, have proved themselves more than a nuthe trained and disciplined troops of the grestest:
power i the world. They have shown of what stuff imade. To speak more particularly of the Canadians,be reealled with pride that in the course of the summTennyson pubhished a letter in the Time8 in which a stalat the front placed on record, in the warrnest and most ,astie terms, his admiration for their unflinchig couralindividually and i the mass, and for their suprerne diOur heroes have done their part i brigig the Gernmachine to a stand-still. We ail knew that it would lie iswhile sorrow and mournig have extered into many a Chome, it is Borne consolation to remember that thosiives, whose loss lias madle the country so, mucli thewere given with<>ut f alterig or hesitation i the greatefor which Rmen have been privileged to figlit ever sincehistory began. Our, young warriors died gloriously.will not return to us, but their mernory remains; anid ,carry our heads ail the liigher for the sacrifice they iour béhaif . They wiil be held in proud and evremembrance.

TH1E SPIRIT lt was the writer's privilege to dommnOF GREA.T the " long vacation," a near view of thEBP4TAIN of Great Britain, and at the sanie time
even 'closer touch with that portion of the Cadawhich was stiil reeently quartered at Brame~ott, onuhof HIampshire and Surrey. keffaceable imprsorresulted, and tuiforgettable memories. $ince the outwar a complete cl4ange lias corne over the spirit of thedemocracy. Lulled into a fatuous and failqi;niia
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ie leaders whom hie trusted, the average Englishman had
een lotli to believe th.at anything couki happen in Europe of
ifficient importance to cail for his personal intervention.
Tars and rumours of wars lie thought lie could well afford to
ave to those whom they concerned. Even when the true
ature of the German menace began to reveal iteif ini the
ývastation of Belgium, the question was stifi asked whether
would flot be possible for England to keep out of thie war.

lie record of Cabinet dissensions, if it ever cornes to liglit,
il1 furnieli the best possible index of divîded, counsels at the
mue, on the part of the nation at large. Fortunately the
-eat heart of the people did noV take long Vo find itself. It
,aised that " those who refuse the sword must resign the
eptre," and it set itself resolutely Vo the task of opposing the
iemy's idea of world-ascendancy. There was of course
wh onfusion at the start, and many mistakes were made,
ainly in consequence of unpreparedness. But the Britishi
~mocrac ysoon grasped the importance of the issue, and highl y
sêlved that Europe should noV be enslaved by becoming
ermnized. There is no need Vo cry " Wake up, Eng-
ad! " The whole nation is roused, as neyer before ini its
,evious history, and it has achieved sucli a unity of spirit
no other issue coiild have brouglit to the birth. The self-

orifice which led the working classes to, forego their accus-
med holidays ini order Vo maintain the output of munitions
ws thec rowning evidence of that unity. lt effaced the bitter
emory of the strikes that had made Britain's allies stand
ýhsst during the earlier stages of the war. And it is an e&rnest
that solidarity, as between the classes and Vhe miasses, whidh

iglit Vo result from the happier , conditions that are sure Vo
[low thc war. Meanwhile labour is playing its part nobly
[d unsélfishly alongside of capital. The nation is one, be-
use it is a nation in ars

kNGER OF Those who know England best arc apt to be
I$UNDER- a littie impatient with the cheap criticisoes that
A&NDINGS are somnetimes passed upon lier people by those
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who know her least. Certain of our own Canadians seem,
on their firat arrivai, to, get somewhat out of temper with
the ecceutricities of the IEnglish telephone system, and
neyer afterwards quite to recover their equanimity. They
bhink meanly of Britishi efficiency and organizing power,
and keep wondering whether the leaders " really have
their heart in the wax." Signe of slackness are to theni
everywhere apparent, and they doubt whether the nation
as a whole will ever get out of the rut in which it has
been dragging on for so, long. One critic wus even heard to
complain that the people did not walk fast enough inl the.
London streeta: there were no hustlers. Another even hinted
--save the mark !-at graft. Such, however, were not the.
views of the men ini the campa. They had enjoyed every..
where the kindliest of receptions, and were strong in their
consciousness of being free and equal partners iu a gre&t
adventure. In spite of minor regrettable incidents, mag-
uified perliaps by transmission from mouth to mouth, and
notwithstanding the latent dread of encountering some un-
welcome indication of the assumption of Britishi superiority,
our Canadian soldiers know that the people of the homelaud
are ready to meet them more than half-way. What they fiud
different from their owu manners and customns they do n'it
immediately stigmatize as bad. They are ready to make
allowances for the accretiona and encrustations of tradition
in a country that lias been in business for over a thousand
years. And there are many traditions in which they are
proud to dlaim a share. Those of them who attended the un-
forgettable memoriad service for Lord Kitchener at St. Paiil's
must have felt the thrill of a common brotherhood and the
inspiration of a united patriotism. And in the vast cathedraj
.there must have been few, very few, who would wish to be
quoted as persons to whom their overseas kinsmen seem beinp
of an inferior order. Equality of political privilege in regard to
matters of common intereat will be achieved in time, with
good will on both aides. Meanwhile the average man in the
homeland ia ready to put both arma arouud has colonial bro-
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ier,-if the latter does flot objeet to, the process. And we
ust see to it, on our side, that no root of bitterneas is allowed
i spning Up to, embitter mutual relations. We must translate
to practice our belief and conviction that the nature and
,nstitution of the Empire involve enormous possibilities which
ay be made to mean mucli for the orderly development of
vilization and the march of human progresa. We must make
ourselves, ini short,

A mighty brotherhood
Liuked by a jealous interchange of good.

IE i>ESI- Far be it from, us te say a single word that
ENTIAL "might, influence the conteat for the position ofý-ECTIQN President of the UJnited States, especially as
iiiversity men have, or ought to have, so warm a side te
e present holder of thatý exalted office. For integrity,
[ioerity of purpose, and moral earnestness it would be hard
find any one superior te President Wilson. But we greatly

deer the mnanifesto of the Axnerican Five Hundred, and the
iblie utterances of the ex-President of Harvard, te the

[deswhich, Mr. Wilson delivered before the League to
force Peace. Whern this war is ended, he will be ready, lie
ys, to join any feasible association that shall guarantee the
*I against "every distu-rbance of its peace that lias its
igin i aggression and disregard of the riglits of peoples
~d nations." That is cold conifort te those whose peace
is been disturbed by German ambition! We may well aek,
hy not now ? To this question Mr. Wilson makes no reply.
far as he is concerned,,Germany might, have won the gaine

d got~ away with her winnings! &e would then have been
~a position te ridicule Mr. Wilson's idea of drawing up a
of 118W rules. The President has .nothing te sy as to the
igof the war: in regard to that, his judgement s i a

nte of suspense. "With its causes and objects we are not
ncre.. The obscure fountains from which its stupen-
us flood lias burst forth we are not interested to search for
ex~plore." Was there ever sucli an instance of philosophical

. ..... ......... -
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detachment and aloofness? Freedom may shriek, but M
Wilson stands unmoved!1 And in the midst of ail the roajii
of the guns, lie kceeps 011 presenting his littie bill The w
has touched Anierican riglits and Ainerican property, otherwi
it could be disregarded! Even in the submarine controvers
while Washington hms made a loud protest against the violatig
of the " rights of humanity," it limita its interest to veffl
torpedoed 'with American citizen on board. In this way
lias made a great moral issue dependent on a mere accider
And there i8 to be no more ".Rule, Britannia !" for the Briti
Empire, even though its very existence is dependent on se
power. The " freedom of the seas," according to Mr. Wilsc
muist be vindicated at ail costs. This is highly acceptable
Berlin, which continues to "Istrew the sea with mines, aw
caUl it freedom."

The fact i8 that Mr. Wilson lias been unduly obsess
by the ruling idea of keeping bis country out of the wt
We know something of bis difficulties, and for a time lie hý
our synipatliy. But most of bis feilow-citizens have cor
by now to realize that freedom and democratie governme
have been at stake ail the time in the war. H1e lias rernain
uximoved. There are many things in regard Wo the war f
which Britain feels gratefui to Anierica. Mr. Beck receiv
several proofs of this in the tour lie made recently through t
British Isles. But what touches us most nearly on this si
of the Atlantic is the fact that after the war we Canadia
will be able Wo carry our heads higlier than our Anierie
cousins; and tliey know it!1

IMPERIAL The war his made the British Empire m<
RE-ORGAN- conscious of itself, and it may rank in t]
IZATION respect as a great federating agency. Wlien

ends in a peace that shail be worthy of the effogts we ha
made, the problem wiil be how Wo consolidate anid ren<
permanent the progress that lias been achieved. The poli
of drift commends itself only Wo those who are separatists
heart. What we have to do is s0 Wo organize our imper
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titution that we shail be able to realize, and to, translate
actusi fact, those possibilities of unity that ought to

e aur Empire the greatest ageney'the world has ever
for the development of democratic freedom. We shail
confidently take aur place--and by no means the lowest-
ig the United States of Civilizatian. Mr. Lionel Curtis's
on the "Problem of the Commonwealth" has naw been

ished, and ham attracted in many quarters the attention
serves. It is a logical and orderly argument directed to,
Itainment of a constitutional ideal which he has elsewhere
ated in the following words: "The people of Britain and
> of the Dominions have yet by some solemn and irre-
ble act ta decide whether, in the last analysis, it is to
mighty Commonwealth as a whole or merely ta the
bory in which they live that their final allegiance is due."
essence of the new federation proposal is that the self-
rning parts of the Empire shail be represented in one
,rial I'arllament, which shail have powers of taxation
uperial purposes. The Gaverninent responsible ta this
ament îe ta be in charge of the Foreign Office, the
iralty, the War Office, the India Office, and the Crown
iy side of the Colonial office, together with a Ministry
aperiai Finance. This is a very bold. scheme of recon-
tion, but now that Mr. Asquith ie going ta cail ini the
f the Dominions ta settle the question of the governnient
.eland, anything is possible! The alternative is to,
content with a close partnership of constituent nation-
s linked together by a cominan allegiance ta, the British
Mn, and at the sanie tirne ta go on developing the Imperial
Loil and the Committee of Imperial Defence. Those wha
)rt this alternative will be known as the Half-way-house

They see ini the Imperial Conferenice, holding stated
iugs ini London, the best apportunity for getting together
sentative Ministers from the variaus constituent States
e Empire ta diseuse foreign relations and other imperial
-rs. And they are quite definitely set an securing sanie
al direction of such matters as trade, industry, trans-
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portation and migration. Like many of their fellow-work
in the federation camp, they desire to see the British Comnim
wealth in reality one Empire, each constituent state retainî
of course, a large» measure of fiscal independence, but
eo-operating in the effort to realize the poet's ideat of "C

Life, One Ftag, One Fleet, One Throne." Either line
advance witt make things difficult, for the separatists, if E
are left. Canada is fortunate in having had her true aspi
tions eloquently expressed by Sir George Foster during
short month in which he acted as High Commissioner
London: " We have grown step by step to, be more uni
than ever. Let the movement go on, until the seat can
put on a constitutional union. Ulnder the stress of a gr
war we have been drawn together to understand each ot
as we neyer have before, and the time wiil be opportune
organie indissoluble union."

THE The suxnmer in England has been notable 1
NEGLECT 0F among other things, a great outhurst of argum
SCIENCE on what is called the Negtect of Science. 1

is so important a topic that it seems to demand an art;
to itself, and may perhaps get it. Lt is a great tribute to
power of education that so many peopte shoutd concur
the argument that the country would be ail right if
education were not ail wrong! The discussion has brou
out many excellent points, and it cannot fait to do mi
good. Some confusion has no doubt been caused by the 1
that m-any of those who are most energetic ini the preseutal
of their views are reaily unfamiliar with the possibilitieE
the schoot-prograinme. They would be at their wits',
if they were asked, for instance, to construet a schoot tii

table. Much of the dificulty arises from the obvious
inevitable multiplicity of desirable subjects. There may
as many as twenty or thirty which press for recognitior
the curriculum of a good schoot, but everyone knows t]
if thoroughness is to be the aim, there is no profit in tr3
to deal with more than seven or eight. So when a diei
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ied public servant states his conviction that Arabie
Id be tauglit at sehool, because 80 mny young Englishmen
)the East, we take leave to utter a low whistle! The
basis for a later acquaintance with Arabie is a good

ing in language study. Who knows if the German
eror's tirade against Latin was not his first step on the
iward path that has brought hlm. where he is to-day ?
> science itself, we must avoid the gross materialism which,
:)een the curse of modern German education, and which,
ig other consequences, has entirely bani8hed chivalry

war. The making of high explosives is emphatically
~he one thing needful. For the rest, it 15 not so, much
estion of science as of scientiflo method, which ought to
y everywhere. The memorizing of incomprehensible
àeal formulae niight prove to, be as mucli of a bugbear
ie average school-boy as the unintelligent conjugation of
3reek verb. It seems useless in this connection to try,
)me of the disputants have done, to revive the dying
,rs of what is known as the classical controversy. There
c> real or inherent antagonism between science and,
tture. The main issue concerns what it 15 possible to
ript, and the method by which, the work should be
cd out. The rest depends on good teaching. If we
o build more laboratories, and generally to spend more
ýy on our sehools, the war has shown us what the country
pable of; a continuation of our war expenditure for six
;hs after peace is proclaimed, in the interest of education,
d place the whole problemn on another plane. But we
not forget the things of the spirit. The onward march

vilization is no doubt mainly due to man's graduai.
iiest of his material surroundings. Lt 18 in this region
the marvellous triuxnphs of modern science have been
and no education is worthy of the name whieh fails to,
account of them. But man is a "rational animal," and
tory of his civil and political development, as well as his
ipt to express himslf in his moral, intellectual and
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spiritual relations, cannot be neglected without grave i
Wo the " hunan " element, in ail good education.

UNI VERSI- The Universities throughout the Empire h,
TIES AND been doing their part in the war. It has b
THE WAR caiculated that they have nearly 50,000 of ti
members on active service. And apart from their v
notable work in medicine, surgery, and hygiene, they hý
plaeed their resources, and their facilities for research, at
disposal of the state for such matters as the testing of muniti,
and high explosives, the supply of dyes,. and the investigat
of problems connected with airshipe and submarrnes. '1
report of the London Conunittee of the iPrivy Couneil
Industrial and Scientific Research wiil be a surprise to ma
and wiil give a new meaning to that much-abused w,
"academic." This subject received great attention at
May Conference of the Presidents of our Canadian Unisý
sities, and a resolution was passed off ering the hearti
co-operation with the Ottawa authorities in any steps t]
may propose to take. It is expected that action wiIl s4
foilow i the appointment of a Cozmnittee or Cormm
similar Wo the one which has just reported i London. 'J
collapse of the German connection wilI give our Universil
an enlarged field of usefulness in this and other brancheE
their work. Advanced graduate students who have hithe
gone Wo Germany ought now Wo be provided with w'
they want at home, if adequate resources are forthcomi
And in the years foliowing the war, as Dr. Sadler has poin
out at Leeds, the historical and economic teaching of
Universities, which ought to include a training in pul
administration and finance, as weil as the influence of ti
intellectual and corporate life, will be powerful factors
developing and consolidating the new feeling of ixnpe:
unity. There is also a further consideration. The reN
against German ideals i the United States will result in
migration of their graduate students elsewhere than
Germany. This wiil give our British Universities, especis
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;e in England, an opportunity which they should be
rpt to seize. It is for them, in fact, the psychological
nent. We may expeet to hear more in the future of an
iange of prof essors, as wdll as of students, with the old
1 in preference to Germiany. The effeet on the relations
Lie two democracies cannot fail to be of the best.

W. P.

KITCHENER

flim, if flot lEngland's wisest, then her best,
Who, when her hour supremne of fate did dawn
Could summon soul of oak, and ash, and thorn,

Framing lier human bulwark, that the test
Does find each son at arms-to God the rest!

His shoulder from its Atlas load is tom,
Him n 1W beside the mantling seas we mourn:

Ah, how at last we miss hie istern behest!
But Fate, inscrutable, did cry " Enough!1

If hap some human hold outmeasure his
Ere long our vaunted power but fable is:

We build our Prospero of mortal stuif.
Hearken, ye floods ! Say, does the sea have room
To reist the heart of Kitchener of Khartum? "

CRLPjEs TWINING
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A CANADIAN HOSPITAL IN FRAN(

LIEmany other places on the lines of conlmunicatic
France, Boulogne presents the outward appearance

city i English occupation. Except for the indispens
officiais, the French uniform is conspicuous by its absenc
the front. The defenders of their country are with the ar:
of the Republic. Khaki ie everywhere the only wear,
many who have donned the British uniform-in additio
administrative officiais, directors of transportation, and n
bers of various staffs,-belong to one or other of the nume
base hospitaJe, situated, in Boulogne or its iminediate n(
bourhood. At the present moment, Boulogne is one of
great clearance ports of France; and were it not for the ti
portation activities resulting from this fact, its prini
industry might be said to be medicine and surgery.

The crossing was effected on three transports, convoye
two destroyers, the first of which curveted about in front ol
leading vessel like a dog i front of a baker's van. The dq
generally barking, and no doubt the destroyers would 1
barked too if any Germnan submarine had been su foois'
to reveal itsi presence in the near neighbourhood! I wa
the leader, and as the officer who, in virtue of his seniou
commanded the troops happened to be a MéGill graduai
had the privilege of being invited to the captain's bridge, f
which I felt sure of being able to obtain a good view of anyt]
at ail likely to happen. But the "English Channel" i8
and will continue to be so if the Germans f ail in their effoi
change its name!1 No danger was encountered, either g,
or returning, and no hostile vessel put in an appearance.
story of the Channel nets will be a great one to write m~
the war is uver. Near the French coast, a fleet Of a31
fiahing boats could be descried, pursuig their ordii
avocations; but the captain called my attention at the a
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time to vesséls of a larger huild, which were evidently moving
according Vo a eoncerted plan, and were trying Vo catch fish
of quite another kind-" tin-fish," the captain said. They
were sweeping for mines. As Vo the sneaking submarine, one
xnethod of detecting and afterwards destroying iV is the
employment of dirigible air-ships, one of which accompanied
us on the return trip Vo Folkestone. It made marvellous
speed, and its silver sheen in the stunmer Bky wau in marked
oontrast Vo the dank scowl of a nocturnal. raider. On the way
over we met two hospital ships, bringing back the wreckage
of w Vo convalescent homes and other institutions in England.
They are easily recognizable by their green paint and red-
cross device; and as they passed us, the troops on board our
vessei gave a cheer to hearten the poor sufferers on their way
to "Blighty." 1 have seen such cargues flnally unluaded at
Waterloo Station, and nuthing could surpass the luving care
with which they are welcomed, or the respectful and sym-
pathetie demeanour of the crowd as the ambulance vans
pais by.

Outside the harbour of Boulogne, une or two wrecks are
esufly discerraible. They once were ships lying peacefully at
anchor, but in the night an enemy torpedo had found its mark.
Sucli are the triumphs of Germany by sea! On Vhe quay
it,.lf the. first thing that strikes Vhe eye is the long array of
Engliah and Canadian motor-ambulances, many of thern
donated by private associations. They are part of an organ-
ied medical service Vhe proved efficiency of which is one of
the. war's wonders. In tIe hospi Val where I was Vo bc a gue8t
for a few days, and where the Commanding Offioer's own
ouarters were most hospitably asuigned Vo me, convoys of
wounded arrive more or les. continuously in the evening and
alo> through the night. It hua over 2000 beds; and when
there le a certain " livelinessa" at tIe front, it wlll receive many
IlulMreds of patienta in a single day, evacuating at the saine
turne a corresponding number. On the finit evening of my
stay seventy patienta came in. The lighter case,$ are the.
firet Vo arrive: they are known as " walkers. " TIen corne the
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"sitters," and lust of ail the severely wounded, on stretolu
I followed the first patient from the reception room, wh
Mis card was made out, complete in every detail, and his c
indexed, to, the bath, and then to the ward. In the ba
room the new arrival's kit is carefully rolled up, after
private and personal belongings have been placed in his o
safe keeping; it is afterwards put through the disinfect
The patient hiniseif'dons hospital garb before entering
ward; but he will get his own kit back when lie leaves,
something quite as good. The firat care of the attendar
in whom I recognized many students of medicine, is to nu
the new arrivais comfortable for the niglit. After the jolti
of the railway-train the first thing they need is rest, both
body and spirit; it will be time enougli in the morning,
most cases, to do wliat may be needful in tlie way of surge
And riglit skilfully do the surgeons carry out their part of I
work! In fact it is the great reputation, not only of
Commanding Officer, but of the various departmental hea
and the number and higli standing of their assistants, ti
lias given this medical unit tlie réputation it enjoys in Fran
The operating theatre is as fully equipped and as ai
officered as in any of our Iargest hospitals, while the X-r
department and tlie big magnet have proved tliemseli
indispensable for enabling the surgeon to grapple with 1
difficuit and often unique problems forwarded to hlm from 1
field of battie. Another interesting and important adjux
of the surgical department is the room in whicli is houseè
large and varied collection of spllnts. Somne of these clei
and rapidly improvised inventions owe tlieir existence to t
ingenuity of the chief surgeon, who is well known also in ci
life for hie good work both in hospital and lecture-roo
though it looked to me as tliougli only in time of war coi
Mis resourcefuiness be put fully to the test. From Mis collea
in charge of the medical wards I also received mucli enlig]
eninent as te tlie general running of the liospital. Hie is
old campaigner, and nothing interested me more during r
whole visit than the account lie gave me of liow tlie Canadia
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had managed to hold their ground during the second battie
of Ypres. For seventeen days and niglits on end they kept
thie Germans off by their artillery lire, thougli if the enemny
had only knowxi how weak their line was, and how inadequately
supported, they would not have had mucli difficulty lin break-
ing through. A manxisl a hero who lias llved through such
a time as that!1 This particular hero ia kxiown to his friends
as a poet. I think he is also 8omethimg of a philosopher. And
hie medical work is no less well done because of the distinction
ho brings to it from other fields.

An army marches on its stomacli, and no mnedical or other
hospital could ho well run without a good'kitchexi. This and
other departmexits of the administration aide, 1 had the
opportunity of inspecting under the guidance of the Quarter-
master, whose great abiity and experience have made hlm
one of the most valuable members of the unit. The daily
muid weekly expense accounta are kept with military as weil as

buiesexactitude, and after studying the various tabulations,
I could not but commend the successful efforts for some
reduction of expenditure, and for varlous economies lin what
is likely to finish as a war of economy ail round. lIn company
with the O.C. and other officers of the unit, I took various
tripe to the town and its xieighbourhood. Boulogne wais
once a~ walled city; you can walk round it and count its towers
and battlements. The old chateau of the Counta of Bou-
logne la now used as a barracks, and its chapel, crypt and
duzngeon are well worthy of a v~isit. lIn the tast named we
created Borne amusement by asking our Frexich soldier-guide
if ho <id not think it would ho a good place for William 1
8t*h plea8antries are not iil-timed, for there la a look of sad-
ne about the people, li spite of their grim determinatioxi,
that contrasta painfully with the usual gaiety of France. It
struck me that two out of every three of the womexi were
wearing black. This was painfuily evident when one of thie
factoris opened its doors for the midday meal. lIn the near
neighbourhood of this factory are the headquartera of the
Canadian Red Cross li France. Her are stored ail thie
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multifarious supplies which reach Boulogne both fromn Car
and from London. What an amount of loving care
foresight on the part of the workers and contributors throi
out the world is represented in these stores!1 Nothing SE
to be lacking, either in the way of medical and surgical supl
or creature coniforts. The need is8 so great that in the m(
of July the contents represented a value of haif a milio:
dollars. Anid Do matter how full the warehouses may
their whole consigment is cleared out and lias t<
renewed on an average once a month. Let the worker
Canada and elSwhere continue their angelic efforts i the
confidence that every ounce of the goods they supply rea
its mark, and that here, as in everything else 1 was privil
to witness, the work of administration le above criticism
must Dot forget the nursing-sisters, of whom this unit
boast over seventy. A quiet tea in their delightful mess-r
reminded me of many acquaintanceehips, .and I af terw
had the pleasure of addressing them, along with the w
staff and ail the student-as8ietants, and many convalese
too, on subjects connected wlth their work in the war.

I visited also most of the other hospitals i Boulogne
neighbourhood, ail doing splendid work on Similar limes.
one of them it was especiaily interesting to meet and
with a group of German wounded prisoners, whose quai
seemed te have been carefuily selected so as to give the
good view of the shipping which constantly passes betY
France and that country which they fondly believed-beci
they had been told-had been quite sealed up by Ger.
submarines. Ail these hospitals are deservlng of the hMg
praise. But none of them brouglit things so near to
heart as did my visit te the unit which I have made the. sut
of this sketch. On the last day of my etay, two men»
brougit in belonging te a Canadian regiment to whieh 1
bidden good-bye but a short weck previously at Bramai
They had already received their baptism of fire. And 1
told me that on. of their officers, personally known to
had fallen a victim te a German sheil which had cauglit t
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last platoon juBt as they were leavîng the trenches. I see
him before me now as I graspe his hand at Liphook station,
and told hlm. that when I got back to Montreal I would tell
his mother I had mee the last of hlm. Poor mother, and
father, too! 1 have not yet been able to bring myseif even
to write to them.

AUl the hospitals, as I have said, are doing most magnifi-
cent work. But mine is a University hospital, officered by a
large staff of specialista, whose high standing and power of
co-ordinating science and medicine have given it almost a
place apart. Lt was littie wonder to me, and no small joy,
to hear it described by the highest authorities as the "be8t
unit in France." It is known as No. 3 General Hospital
(MeGIil), and its commanding officer is Colonel H. S. Birkett,
D=a of the Faculty of Medicine.

W. PETERSON



THE POSITION AND PROSPECTS 0l
PRESBYTERIAN UNION IN

-SCOTLAND

T T is useful to -recognize the exact position i whÎch 1
question of Union between the two larger Presbyterj

Churches stands, at present. The Committees, which b
charge of the matter, have been meeting for a long time a
devoting themselvee to discussion. At the beginn ' ft
discussions they arrived at a momentous decision, viz., ti
,neither Church at present was able, nor were the two in th
present separate condition able, to meet the changed spiriti
and physical needs of Scotland. This humble and sinc<
acknowledgxnent made by both sides must tell very p0w,
fully ori ail thoughtful men. It implies that only gra
reasons ean justify the present condition of things.

Thereafter, seeking to make clear the causes which ke
the Churches apart, they discussed freely and fully the diffi
ing ideals which have risen ini the communions from their pi
history: national religion wîth its daims on one aide, spiritt
independence on the other. While a good deal of time i,
iva8ted on these discussions, mucli benefit came from them ai
from the spirit in which they were conducted. A real effc
wasmade on each sie to recognize the strength of the position
the other Church, and the limitations which inevitably atte
that position. Is national religion, as at present embodied
the State Church, a national religion which f ails to find roo
for the position and dlaims of hall the religious commnuni
in Scotla.nd, and which owns its inability to meet unaided f.
religious needs of Scotland-is such a national religion an
thing more than a privileged institution? On the other han
can a Church which clainis absolute spiritual independen
realy exercise it, so long as it continues to hold propert
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since a Church which holds property on certain ternis must
corne under the cognizance of the State taw, whenever it ven-
tures to change the terme on which it holds its property?

The long discussion did good. It made men acquainted with
each other and with each Qther's attitude; and above ail it
made men sSe the advantages, and the dangers which attend
their differing ideals. Men are always the better for being
compeiled to say how an ideal wiil work.

The Church of Scotland Committee, however, came to,
dloser issues by preparing "Articles Declaratory of the Consti-
tution of the Church of Scotland lu matters spiritual" They
proposed that, if these Articles, with or without adjustment,
were found acceptable by both Churches, their Church should
seèk to carry them through Parliament with the benevolent
ssent of the United Free Church. When this had been dons,
it would be possible for the two Churches Vo proceed Vo union
on that basis. The Articles, even in their present condition,
are so significant that they seem Vo, menit Vo be printed at the
end of this paper.

Naturally, since the document had only been prepared by
a Committee, it was necessary to submnit it Vo the Churcli of
Seotland itself in order Vo see whethier its members approved.
The Articles were accordingly laid before the General Assem-
hly, and, sinoe they were as important as they were novel,
were sent down by that Court for exammnation and report by
the Presbyteries. At the same tiine, the Assembly gave author-
ity that they should be transmitted to the United Free Church
Çomrnittee, lu order that any necessary explanations might be
Wiven and dificulties removed.

No sooner had the Articles been remitted to the Presby-
teisthan opposition began Vo show itef. The fact is not

in the lest surprising. We all know how, so long as Union
is talked of lu general platitudes at bazaars, etc., every-
one is astonisbed, or professes Vo be astonished, at the delay
in carrying it out. But we also know how, so soon as
the proposais reach the stage of being practical, opposition
appears. Men ses what Union is going Vo cost and to take
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away. Beaides, ail the silent people, who, listen to rein
at bazaars and do not think it worth while to show their
agreement, feel it necessary to bestir themselves when
question is brought down to dloser ternis. And ail the la
dislike to any change i the accustomed thing begins to i
itself vocal.

Further, the Articles are i themselves 80 novel, an,
accepted, are bound to be s0 far-reaching i their effeets 1
grave hesitation waà justified and justifiable. I do not m
with the knowledge of one who belongs to, the Church of S
land, and accordîngly may inistake in iterpreting its j
tude; but I venture to think the opposition arises along
main Uines.

All who fear anýy sliglit change i doctrial mat
have 5h019 thernselves suspicious. We have a large nui
of men here who stili believe that the Church's doctrine is 1
guaranteed when it is placed under the protection of
Statute. They value the- State connexion, because b-,
the Church's faith is guarded by the law. Liberty on'
Part of the Church to be guided by the Spirit within it i
reformulation of the faith by and for which it lives, seemi
them to speil anarchy, or at least the possibility of disastr
changes. Such men have shown themselves sensitive to
danger of that new liberty on doctrmnal questions which
Articles declare to, be within the power of the Church of S(
land.

Besides these, however, another party bestirred themseli
The Articles show a whoily generous readiness on the pari
the Comniittee to surrender everything which implies pr
lege, while at the same tine a strong desire is shown to ret
the old historie status of the Church of Scotland. It is
a new Church which is to corne mnto existence through
claim: it is the Church of Scotland which takes here a new a
tude to its sister Churches, and abandons for a great end its j
vileged position. One cannot but recognize that a large nuni
of men, especially i the country Presbyteries and ni
especiaily among the eiders in these Presbyteries, have wal

322
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up to this fact, and are suspicious that by sucli a step the
whole position of the Churcli of Scotland is brought into dan-
ger. One cannot but feel that such men naturally have no
great objection to privilege and are begimdîng to fear that
their Committee has at lest gone too precipitatély. There
is need for careful and deliberate explanation on the part of
the. Comniittee as to, what the Articles imply and as to, the
larger aims they are meant to serve.

One needs to remember that on sucli questions as are in-~
volved in these Articles the UJnited Free Church is more of
eue mind than its sister Church, for the simple reason that
the questions have been so constantly discussed there. The
Church of Scotland lias not needed to debate or to, declare its
mind on these matters. Hence the United Free Comxnittee
has been able to speak and act with greater certainty as to its
ablIity to carry its Churcli with it.

Ou a certain side, however, the UJnited Free Church Com-
mittee is sure to meet with difflculty among the members of
its own Churcli. It will be noted that mn the Articles there
is ne mention made of the endowmoents, teinds and other

proerteswhich belong to the Church of Scotland, and that
nothing is said as towhatis tobe done withthesen the et
ef the. Articles being accepted by Parliament. Naturaily

slneon sucli a question lias roused the suspicion of what
m#y be called without offence the political Churcliman, There
ar a large number of men i the United Free Churcli who are
a littie weary of the long discussions on spiritual idependence,
but who wlU mtuse themselves to eager interest whenever the

qusto of the teinds is reached. Spiritual independence i8
apt to eeem to them an academic aff air, but endowments
oonoern practical issues, dear to the hearts of practical mn.

I do not profess Wo know how the Executive Comniittees
propose Wo deal with this thorny subjeot, but the likelihood is
that the. Church of Scotland will claim and obtain freedom
for t8elf with the iniplicit surrender of ail privilege, and that
the. questions as Wo property and specially as to teinds wiil b. left

apurely political questions which the people of Scotland are to
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de termine for themselves. Certainly sucli a course of pr(
would avoid the difficulty of haviug the Church, as a (
pronounce on the subject. Here, however, it may be ne
to make certain principles clear to the UJnited Free E

voluntary. He may need to define clearly for himnself v
bis objection to, endowmnents coming from without (f r
State or elsewhere) jei not justified merely by the fa,
the grant of sucli endowments has hitherto, involvec
control over the ends for which they were spent. S
that the endowments were given to, a Church wb
the saine turne was declared f ree in its creed and p:
does voluntaryism niake it impossible to unite wit
a Ohurcli? There might be an objection to the State gi
any' money without retaining control over the way in
it was spent; but that ie a political matter, on whiet
mani in Scotland, as a citizen, not as a Churcliman,
have the opportunity to give hie view.

These, I think, are the chief matters in connexic
the Articles which were ernerging before the war.
Church of Scotlamd the Comniittee was making great
to meet and deal with the Presbyteries and Synode
found difficulties over the Articles. Deputatione we
down to, explain nd answer questions, and these were n
with very varied success. The United Free Churcli Con
was not able to take very much action, for, until the(
of Seotland had accepted generally the Articles, it was
useless for the other Church to discuss too closely their
However, the outbreak of war put a stop to even th
Iimited activity. Men's ininds in Seotland were enl
by very different and terribly urgent questions;
became necessary for both Committees and both AssE
to put~ the entire subject aside and wait for a more f
able occasion.

Meantime, the war itself lias dore something, an
probably do stili more, to ripen matters. Its action'
indirect, but will not be less powerful or pervasive. '
lias brouglit about a great measure of co-operation betwE
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Cliurches, and, after it is over, will bring about the. need for
more. I do not here refer to the fact, which la somewhat un-
duly magnified i some chaplains' reports f rom the front, that
the. men have worshipped together very constantly and have
acoepted Holy Communion indifferently from the hands of
Churcli of Scotland or United Free Church ministers; that
tliey have tain ini hospital and been attended with equal
aWiduity by men belonging to both Churchee; and that they
will b. impatient, wlien they return home, of the continuation
of a distinction which. disappeared so utterly in the great day
of their national effort. One may b. ailowed to question the
force of such a preiction. After ail, intelligent Scotsmen
have always known how similar the ritual, worship and order
of the. two Churcjhes were-have recognized that there were
p>od and faithful parsons ainong the officiais of both
Cliurches-and yet have further recognized how bèhind these
thinps there miglit exist a difference in principle which, wa8
wozth maintaining.

What is a littie more significant in the co-operation which
is being found practicable at home. The Cominittees of the
two Churches which have charge of the appointinent of chap-
laine have worked on the whole into each other's hands. Thus
in certain cases a chaplain lias been taken from a country town

o rma rural parish. If the district for which h. was re-
spnile was smail and the man appointed belonged to the.

Unjited Free Church, it lias occasionaily been found possible
to appoint no one to the vacant charge, but Wo make the Parieli

iiitrresponsible for the entire Pariali work. lIn 8uch cases
he generally couducted service in both chwches and attended
to the pastoral duties of both congregations. The sarne thing
has happened where the. chaplain selected belonged Wo the
Ohurcli of Scotlaxid.

Such an act is insonie respects atrifie, but it is whoily
waprecedented among us here, and may have influence. Cer-
t.inly it iaswelfitted Wo give thouglit Wo men. For itis a
frwnk and public acknowledgmnent on the part of both Churches
that tliey need each other's help and are nearly enough alied
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to, be able to, accept that help witliout undue compror
True, the help lias been taken to meet a great exigency, bul
8tramn on the two Churches will not pass with the cessatio
the war. There will be need for mutual assistance then as
as now. Besides, such a step will heip, to, create that ten
of willingness to see the good, each of the other, that spiri
forbearance, which will make union, when it cornes, nx
more tolerable and reai. " Tolerabie, " for, speaking as
who has liad experience of union, I know how the unioi
two Churches, no matter how ciosely alike they are,i
its surrender of old ties, of vaiued habits, of close and ter
associations, always muet imply a great deal of sacrifice.

Another interesting step ini the direction of gr"ter
operation lias already been determiàned on and is to, be tei
during next winter. For some tâme it wus feit by maxn-
the United Free Churcli that some re-arrangement of
resources was absolutely necessary because of the depli
condition of our Colleges. The able-bodied students have 1
swept into the army; and it seemed somnewhat of a wast
maintain a complets staff of professors i three separate i
leges, when the Churcli was calling out for men to take ci
of pulpits, made vacant tlirough their ministers having beci
chaplains. Accordingly, the proposai had been mooted
amalgamnate at ieast two of the Colleges and, by bringing al
students together, to, set free one College staff for otlier sen~
But recently a new proposai. was made, viz., to, imite the Ser:
of New College, Edinburgh (the United Free Churcli Colle
with the Divinity Faculty of the University, to, have
students tauglit by certain members of the united sti
and set f ree the others for war service. It is an inter
ing illustration of how the same situation often brings i
to the sanie solution of a difliculty, that the idea was moc
i the University Faculty and the New College Sexiste at

same time. One moruixg, during the meeting of the Geni
Assemblies, several of the professors of the Edinburgli Faci
met to discuss the feasibility of sucli a step, wlien a dep
from the New College Senate arrived to, ask their opinion on
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wisdom, of making a movement in that direction. Both bodies
of men, responsible for the training of the students, had
been moving to the sanie conclusion, without a word having
been exchanged between even individual members of the
two staffs. The authorities which have control of the two
Colleges have now, with more or less cordiality, accepted
the proposai, and the United Free Churcli College Comrnittee
has further authorized that the sanie rnethod, if found practi-
cable, be followed in Aberdeen. The resuit will be that in Edin-
burgh, at least, the students of the Church of Scotland, and
of the United Free Churcli will, during the coining winter, be
educated together by a staff selected from the profesors of
the two Churches.

This, again, is a sign of the tirnes which need not be and
indeed ought not to be exaggerated. There are men who believe
that union miglit begin in this way, by amalgamation of certain
outward activities of the two Churches, and then proceed
downward to, the people. But that rnethod bas neyer corn-
mended itself, at least to the UJnited Free Churcli, which lias
always rather insisted. that Union, when it cornes, should
corne frorn the whole people, and that then a United Churcli
should rernould its own institutions.

Yet the step taken bas its great significance. The
Churches have shown thernselves willing, in a time of grave
national necessity, to do their best to ease the tremendous
strain. They have very plainly shown their f aith that insti-
tutions do not exist for their own sake, but can b. moulded
and ouglit to be rnoulded, in order to meet worthily a great
exigency. I believe that this temper, when it bas once found
vent, will not stop, but will go on to effect far greater things
than what bas yet been seen.

The. stramn, which is so severe on the. ecclesiastical organi-
sation ait present, will continue after the war, and i some
respects will be much more severe after the war is over. To
mention only one matter, which naturally interests and exer-
cises a main whose business lies in training students, both
Churcbes wiII then find grave difficulty in stafing their par-
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ishes and congregations. Oui students, both iii the Univer-
sities, and ini the Divinity Halls, and our probationers. have
been swept into the army. They have flot needed mauch
driving, for the men on the whole have been singularly willing
to go; and neither Church has attempted to put any difficulty
in their way, since the Presbyterian Churches of Scotland have
claùned exemption for no main on the ground that he ià a minis-
ter or a divmxity student. Now this means that the siipply
of men for the Coileges of both Churches has been very. seri -
ously depleted, and, since the depletion goes back to men in the
Universities, cannot be maide good for several years to corne.
No doubt, exceptional means will be taken, by extra sessions
in the Colleges, to push forward the needed men. But the
fact remains that for some timne to corne we shail not be able
to supply ail our charges with men. The difficulty wiil inevi-
tably ruaise with a new urgency the question as to whether 80
many charges are necessary ini certain parts of rural Scotland.
If the temper which has been willing to meet a national exi-
gency during the war by exceptional means continues after the
war, it may be easier to meet that strain and difficulty.

The strain, however, whieh will corne alter the war wil
involve much more than our ecclesiastical machinery. Some
of the chaplains who'have returned from the front have
uttered very strong staitements about the religious temper
which hais sprung up among the men in the trenches, and have
insisted on the need of the Church being ready to meet the
needs of these men more adequately and worthily. The phrase
became one of the favourite phrases ait the last General Assem-
bly; and it appeared as though some men found a certain
vague spiritual comfort in repeating how necessary it was that
the Church should be ready. Perhaps a great many who used
the phrase hardly reailized its tremendous force. They seemn
to believe, or to be able to persuade themselves, that the meni
Who return from this war will corne back with a quickened
reigious 111e which will show itself in better church-attendance.
They almost seern to beieve that the young men wiil corae
back, wihling or even eager to teach li the Sunday Schools and
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to staff ail the Church organizations. Ail such thoughts or
ideas are likely to, suifer a rude change.

Wiil the new life which will follow the war flow readity
into the old channels of Church organization, or foilow the old
conceptions of religlous service? It seems far more likely that
the questions which that new 111e wiIl urge wiil be questions of
far-reaching social and economic importance. After the sin-
gularly patriotic, and self-forgetting part which women have
played i Britain during this period, they wiil neyer, can
never, go back to, the social and political place they once
lield. Meni will demaaid new conditions for their life with
a new urgency. One can only hope that the new brother-
hood and new mutual respect which have sprung up between
men who have worked together as officers and soldiers
will continue after it lias served its imniediate purpose.
One dares hope that the sense of a cominon fatherland,
for the sake of which great sacrifices have beencheer-
fully made, will continue and be strong enougli to enable
the State to, bear the tremendous straîn which will corne upon
all it8 institutions from, every side. But there wiil be need
for patience and wisdoma and union among ail men of good-wiil.
Is, the Church ready for such a f ar-.reaching set of issues? To
ho so, it must be prepared to see the religious side of movements
which do not directly flowalong its institutional chamiels.
It must be willing Wo adapt its institutions in order Wo unify
its forces and s0 meet the strain which is about Wo come on the
whole fabrie of our civilization. The more it shows itself now
willing to modify old forms i order Wo meet the present abnor-
mal neecs, the more likely isit tobe wlling togo further, so far
as principle will admit of it, in the time which is àhead.

These, however, are large and somewhat vague considera-
tions. Perhaps it, may be more useful Wo note how the war has
touched directly the. problems which have so long troubled
the Presbyterian Churches in Seotland, aad how it lias given
both the Churcli of Scotland and the United Free Churcli
reason for freeli thouglit on the perennial question of the rela-

tosbetween Churcli and State. Personaily, I do not believe
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that question eau ever be absolutely " settled." In one
or another it wiil always recur and demand a fresh
ment. But we have ail seen in Germany a Church i
because of its close connexion with the State, lias been sil
Instead of being a conscience to the State, free and able
a higlier ideal before its rulers, it lias supported, î
by silence and sometimes by positive approval, a(
the State which were in clear opposition to the 1
promises of that State itself. There has been no r
from the gagged Churcli against the faithlessness to its p
whicli is the worst blot on Germany in this war. It
possible to suppose that the individual men 'were less a
see these facts. The fault lies at the door of a relati(
tween Churcli and State which lias been rigidly and unif
acted on.

Now this state of affairs lias given grave cause for thi
te many of the younger men in the Churcli of Scotland.
have liad opportunity to realize that if, despite our
failures and grave national ains, such a condition is i
sible in Scotland, this ie chiefly due to the existence i
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,y weil covet a Church which can speak for and to, the nation,
ich is vitaily related to ail the national past and which
iot only free enough but strong enough to speak Vo its pres-

;.They are anew conscious that for themeelves they do
b represent ail the religious lif e of Scotland. I do not mean
this, that they do not include ini their membership ail the
n of good-wiil. I mean rather that the Church of Scotland
aids for and represents a type of piety which is distinctive,
t wbich is also genuinely Scottieli in ite outlook and its feeling.
Salso without them cannot be made perfect; and, in any

,ure reconstruction of the religious 111e of Scotland, it must be
ssible Vo include within the new forms ail the national
igious life, so f ar as that life ie Presbyterian.

Men, I think, in both Churches are realizing more and
Sre clearly how needful it is that they should learu from each
ier, and should be able Vo speak with a united voice. They

conecious also that neyer before wae there greater need for
nion of the forces which make for good-will ainong Scotsmen.
,ese things make it tolerably certain that, when they are
le again Vo approach the question of Union, tliey will ap-
>ach it with a vastly quickened sense of ite urgency and
dfuIness.

ADAM~ C. WZLCH

APPENDIX I.
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II. The Church of Scotland adheres to the principles of the protest-
ant Reformation. The Word of God which is contained in the Scriptures
of the Old and New Testaments is its supreme rule of faith and life. The
Westminster Confession of Faith, approved by the General Assembly of
1647, is ite principal subordinate standard, subject always to the declara-
tions in the sixth and eighth Articles hereof. The govemnment of the
Church is Presbyterial, and is exercised through K%'irk-Sessions, ?resbyteries,
Provincial Synods, and General Assembiles. The systema and principles of
the worship, orders, and discipline of the Church are set forth ini its author-
itative historical documents.

III. The Church is in historical continuity with the Chureh of Scot-
land which was reformed. ini 1560, whose liberties were ratified ini 1592, and
for whose security provision was made in the Treaty of Union of 1707.
The oontinuity and identity of the Church of Scotland are not prejudiced
by the adoption of these Articles. As national it is a representative witnes
to the Christian faith of the Scottish people, and acknowledges its divine
caul and duty to bring the ordinances of religion to the people in every
parish of Scotland through a territorial rninistry.

IV. The Lord Jesus Christ, as Nkg and Head of Bis Church, hath
therein appointed a government in the hands of church office-bearers,
distinct fromn and flot subordinate in ite own province to civil goverfiment.
The Church of Scotland, while acknowledging the Divine appointment and
authority of the civil magistrats withîn has own sphere, and holding that
the nation acting in its corporate capacity ought to render homage to God
and promote in ail appropriate ways the interesta of Ris kingdom, declaree
that it receives fromn its Head and from Him alone the right and power
subjeet to no civil authority to legislate, and to adjudicate finally, in ail
inatters of doctrine, worship, government, and discipline in the Church,
including the right to determine ail questions concerning rnembership and
office in the Church, the constitution of its Courts, and the mode of election
of its office-bearers, and to deflue the boundaries of the spheres of labour
of its ministers and other office-bearers.

V. The Church aflims that recognition by civil authority of its
separate and independent goverument and jurisdictîon in matters spiritual,
in whatever manner such recognition be expressed, does not in any way
affect the character of this governinent and jurisdiction as derived from
the Divine Hlead of the Church alone and not fromn any civil authority, or
give to the civil authority any right of interference with the proceedings or
judgments of the Church within the ephere, of its spiritual government
and jurisdiction.

VI. The Church ha the inherent right, f ree from interference by civil
authority, but under the safeguards for deliberate action and legislati<»i
provided by the Church itself, to declare the sense in which it understandg
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its Confession of Faith, to modify the forme of expression therein, or to
formulate other doctrinal statements, and to deRmne the relation thereto, of
its office-bearere and members, but alwaye in agreement with the Word
of God and the fundamental doctrines of the Christian faith contained in
the Wad Confession, of which agreement the Church shall be sole judge,
and with due regard to liberty of opinion in points which do not enter into
the substance of the faith.

VIL. The Church of Scotland, believing it to be in accordance with the
will of Christ that Hie disciples should be all one ini the Father and in Hum,
that the world may believe that the Father has sent Him,4 and recognizing
that other Churches, in which the Word is purely preached, the sacraments
are administered according te Christ's ordinance, and discipline rightly
exercised, have richly contributed te the spiritual life of the nation, owns
and declares anew the obligation to seek and promote union with these
Churches; and welcomes conference with them on matters affectiiig the
moral and spiritual well-being of the community, and participation by their
ministers on national and public occasions in religious services conducted
according te, the usages of the Church of Scotland; and finally affirme the
riglit to umite without lose of its identity with any other Church on terme
which this Church finds te be consistent with these Articles.

VIII. The Church has the right te interpret these Articles, and, sub-
ject te the safeguard for deliberate, action and legislation provided by the
Church itself, to, modify or add to them; but the Church, as a branch of
the Catholic Church, unalterably adhering te the declaration of faith and
duty set forth in the firet Article hereof, and solemnly recognizing ita sacred
trust te defend and te, transmit the faith once for all delivered unto the
sainte, declares that acceptance of the Word of God as the supreme mile
of faith and life, and fidelity to the fundamental trutha of the Christian
faith which are founded upon the Word of God and received in His Churcli,
are essential to the continuity and identity of the corporate life of this
Church. The Church a"s holds that Preebyterian Church government
being agreeable te the Word of Qed, and consnant with the religious tra-
ditions of the $cottish people, is the only form of government of the Churcli
of Scotland.

IX Subject te the provisions of the foregoing Articles and the powers
of amendaient therein contained, the constitution of the Church of Scotland
is bereby anew ratified and confirmed.



CAPTrAINS ADVENTUROUS

Captains adventurous, from your ports of quiet,
From the gliostly harbours, where your sea-beat gal

lie,
Say, do your dreams go back across the sea-line

Where liis of England rise grey against the sky ?

Say, do you dreain of the pleasant ports of old-time--
Orchards oi old Devon, ail afoam, with snowy bloom

Or have the mists that veil the Sea of Shadows
Closed from your eyes ail the memories of home ?

Feet of the Captains hurry through the stillness,
Ghostly sals of galleons are drifting to aind fro,

Voices of mariners sound aeross the shadows,
Waiting the word that shail bid them up and go.

"Lo, now," they say, "for the grey old Mother calJ.s us,"
(Listening to the thunder of the guns about lier shoi

"Death shail flot hold us, nor years that lie between us,
Sal we to England to strike for lier once more."

Captains adventurous, rest ye in your havens,
Pipe your ghostly mariners to keep their watcli belo-

Sons of your sons are here to strike for England,
ileirs of your glory-Beatty, Jeilico.

Yet shail your naines ring on in England's story,
You who were the prophets of the mighty years to t

Drake, Blake and Nelson, thundering down the ages,
Captains adventurous, the Masters of the Sea.

NoRuix M. HoLLA



THE REAL GERMAN PERIL

A"S the montlis pass by, it is becoming increasingly apparent
that the military power of Germany, thougli neyer s0

great, is not great enougli to accomplisli even one of the prin-
cipal designs for whicli it was built up. It is almost certainly
destined to fail miserably, and that after the most stupendous
expenditure of human Mfe and treasure the world has ever
seen. And yet, nothing lias taken so great a hold upon
the imagination of iuxnanity as the apparent effectiveness
witli which Germany lias put forth her strength. Time and
again that effectiveness lias brouglit her to the brink-the
very verge--of decisive success. Not once or twice lias the
world held its breatl in anticipation of that culniinating stroke
which would lay it at the feet of a system scientificaly com-
plete and a milita':y art overwhehning in its vigour. Even
to lier eneinies, and most, perhaps, to themn, this diabolic
perfection iii the science and art of war lias appealed with
overpowering force, and it apparently bids faiir to create a
revolution in the thouglit and practice of lier most formidable
opponent-the people of England. Already, if we are to
judge from tlie written word, that revolution in tliouglit lias
gone far, and the Anglo-Saxon people, victorious ini a material
way over their most deadly enemy, seem in acute danger of
being bound liand-and-foot--" in mind, body and estate "-

by the pernicious politico-çconomic doctrines of a fallen foe.
If sucli a calamity happens, it will not, of course, hiave been
the first time in the history of hunianity. Greece conquered
the Est, absorbed tlie most of lier victima' vices, and perislied
irretrievably. Rome overwhehxned Carthage, cauglit the
contagion of oligarchic despotism f rom lier, and went down in
slow decay. Spain, liaving ceut out ihe Moors, at once
adopted as a f etisli the most promninent blot upon the cliaracter
of the latter--religious zeal and intolerance--intensifled it
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a liundred fold, and lost lier higli place and good name forever.
The Turks, at one time the most energetic of mankind, cap-
tured Constantinople and became ahnost iinmediately infected
with the ieptitude and utter inefficiency of the Eastern
Empire.

If one casts back to, 1914 (it already seems ancient
history) lie sees ail over the English-speaking world a proud
and, apparently, an indefectible belief iii tlie soundness of its
political ideas. These ideas were founded upon One great
corner-stone--the importance of the individual, and the
absolute necessity of his material and intellectual f reedom.
Wherever the Engliali language was spoken-in newspaper,
magazine and book-unnuxnbered contrAsts were drawn
between the liappy and dignified state of tlie people under
British Parliamaentary government, and the condition of
wretched and enforced subservience of those wlio groaned
under Prussian militarism, and wliose individualism liad been
practically obliterated by, and absorbed into, the State. In-
deed, for a whole year, these words, " subservience " and
" militarism," were the chief reproaches liurled at the head of
the Gerinan people. Theee were tlie real causes of the
war--the demoniac mesmerizers of a race once mentally
free and mndividualistic beyond any in the world. And these
reproaclies, past ail doubt, were founded upon truth, and
were actuated by an age-long and heroîe national history.
But these views are subsiding. Tliey are now chiefiy heard
i the mouths of those who lag behind in the procession of

sentiment, whose tiioughts are but the echo of words a.lready
long-since spoken, and of tlie f ew wliostiil dare to put their
trust in principles which have neyer yet failed in our national
crises and which are the product of twenty generations of
real democracy. Listen to the latest and one of the greatest
of the aposties of borrowed German political doctrine. It is
Mr. H. G. Wells in the London Daily Chronide.

" For everyone there are two diametrically differernt
ways of fhinking about life; there is individualism, the way
that cornes as naturally as a grunt from a pig of tliinkijiý
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outwardly from one's self as the centre of the universe, and there
is the way of thinkîng that every religion is trying in some
form to teach, of thinking back to one's self f rom greater stand-
ards and realities. .. ........ The former is
the spirit of individualism and business and law, the latter the
spirit of socialism, and science-and khaki."

H1e should have added, " 4and Germanism. " This is the
sort of teaching that is springing up everywhere, flot only
throughout the British Empire, but through Anglo-Saxondom.
Have the, teachers of this mental pestilence utterly forgotten
their breeding? Are the history and achievements of their
nation and race nothing to them, that they throw away with
petulant contempt the very principles by which these achieve-
ments were wrought, and accept with the inseinsate and glut-
tonous avidity of the animal so elegantly mentioned in the
foregoing extract, doctrines that have already plunged. the
world into slaughter and are destined to ruin the foremost
people of continental Europe!1 Have the B3ritish Empire,
English law, literature, philosphy, commerce, wealth, free-
dom, power, even science itself-been buîlt up by subordinat-
ing individualism to the state, as something of a "tgreater
reality ?" Although it is but school-boy learning, it would yet
appear essential to remind these preachers of a debased and
utterly discredited gospel, of the means by which their fore-
fathers secured for them their present happy position. Was it
the English or the modern Germanie or Wellian idea that
mnduced the Pilgrims to settle in and found New England? Was
it collectivism and devotion to the ideal of a " scientific " and
military state that caused their descendants to occupy the
wl)Ile breadth of America, even to the shores of the Pacific?
VWas it scientific goveramental unÎty and efficiency that gave
India to the English race, or Australia, or New Zealand, or
South Africa, or any other considerable part of the British
Empire, as it exists to-day? Was it individualiam, or was it
a conscious devotion to the aggrandizement of a great scientific
and efficient power that caused Newton to spend a life-time i
the unravelling of the natural law8 of the universe? Would
corporate and national efficiency, such as is idealized by these
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poor captives of " German Kultur," bave sufficed to accox
plish any of these things, or a thousand others, no less wi
known and trite in their application as examples? Sure
it is apparent to the meanest intellect that in the civilizatii
of this world the individual. is the only real thing. Comxu
nities, nations, empires are not real. They are mere abstra
tions, conventional* ternis used Wo designate a certain numb
of individuals living in certain places and under certain co
clitions, and without these individuals the state would n
exist, and upon the character of these individuals the greatne
or poverty of the state, lu every sense, depends. MoreovE
the individual is not rnerely the only real thing, but be is t]
only permanent thing lu civilization. Nations are evanesen
they corne and go-tbey decay or vanish utterly, but t]
individual remains, and if we are to'leamn anything from pa
experience it is that no arnount of self -abnegation of t]
individual to the state, and no degree of the obliteration
the masses lu a vain attempt at the apotheosis of the State ca
lu any way, render it more enduring; rather, it hastens to deci
ail the more surely, or collapses with terrifie disaster, such
Germany now promises to do. I arn ahnost ashamed to .s
down these propositions upon paper, so elementary are the
and so well known and weil understood, one would ha,
supposed, by everyone of intelligence born and bred und
British institutions.

But it is not alone the suppression of tbe individu
that the new post-bellurn doctrine would undertake.
looks to more comprehensive metbods, to a more dire
interference of the governrnent in the art of living. AMV
the war England is to renounce free-trade, to set up j
impossible tariff barrier against ber sometirne enernies, i

inhibit their advent upon ber shores and to trade with noue hi
her friends and allies. Sucb are sorne of the puerilities pi
forward, not by shallow enthusiasts crazed by the passions,
the moment, but, apparently, by some of the weightiest namn
of tbe country. It is needless to say that if England did th
it would indeed be a leap into the dark; a reversal of that sai
and liberal policy that has made ber the leader, and, in evel
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good sense, the miÎstress of the world. It would be the madness
of the gladiator, who, seeing his opponent at bis feet, ini an
ecstasy of triumph plunges the sword into his own bosomi.
Germany now refers to England " as the hope of hier enemies,"
and a truer characterization was neyer put forth. If England,
indeed, occupies this proud position, she has attained to it
by theories and methods f ar removed from, those she would
have tlirust upon lier by weak copyists and disciples of German
unity, German efficiency and German collectivism. She wMI
know, wlien she reflects upon it, that lier glory and lier honour
and lier supreme place have been conferred upon lier, flot by
a mass of indistinguishable units blind to, every incentive but
national advancement, but îndirectly and naturally by a
long succession of lier sons actuated, individually, by a higli
sense, of personal duty and enterprise, by an exalted faith in
the infinite worth of tlie human soul, by a never-ending devo-
tion to an independent mind and a f ree conscience, and by a
just appreciation of the fact that the state exists for the i-
dividual's liappiness and well-being, that it is a thing of bis
own creation whici lie may mould as lie will, and not something
to whicli lie is bound by servile bonds and in abject submiission.

This, then, as 1 see it, is the chief German peril. She
has obsessed the nations by the deification of the machine.
She lias eliminated the German man, and merged himn înto an
insensate and soulless monster that is a mere travesty of
humanity. She lias prostîtuted science to, most ignoble and
devilish ends, and, like every cast-away of error, would, per-
force, pervert the whole world to lier own lost condition. Nor,
as lias been noted, lias she been altogether witliout success i
the propagation of lier idolatry. From lier, as f rom some
great mechanism that pursues its way contemptuous of op-
position and lieedless of consequences, there proceeds a fascina-
tion against which botli individual and nation must steel
themselves by a constant remembrance of tliose just principles
which have guided tliem bitherto from darkiess to liglit and
given them a strengtli and stability of place that may not be
movecl.

GEco. G. MELVIN
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THE MIND 0F A POET

[N a well-known passage of the Exvcursion Wordswor'
A.complains that the fair face of Nature is being mutilai

and disfigured to serve the curiosity of a prying geologist:

You'may trace him oft
By sours whîeh hîs actîvity lias left
Beaide our roads and pathwaya.

He who with pocket hammer smites the edge
0f every luekieses rock or atone that stands
Before bis aiglt.

Just as the poetio and the geological interest in scenery i
so different as to make one impatient of the other, 80 Wb
we look upon a work of art a certain antipathy arises betwE
hlm who seeks only to appreciate or to, adore, and hlm 'w
insist8 upon analysis or criticisma. And there is a sense
which to analyze, or to Play the critic upon sucli sacred grou
appears to be profane. It is possible, of course, to be scienti
li everything-to turn the Ninth Syimphony/ into mater
for a lecture on the production of, sou.nd, to, examine t
Cathedral of Notre Dame witli the cold eye of an archite
Wo see li the Sistine Chapel only so many illustrations of t
laws of perspective and the phenomena of colour contra
But we feel somewhat ashamed when we permit ourseil
Wo think thus, and the psychologist of poetry miglit fiý
recail, li a sense even deeper than was originally itend(
the words of him who said

i think they love flot art
Who break the crystal of a poet'a heart,

That amail and sickly eyes may glare and gloat.

Yet for good or i11 such sacrilege belongs to the modern spir
nor do I think that Keats was speaking really to the pol
when lie reproached Newton for discovering the true cai
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of the prismatie colours, and thus destroying ail the poetry
of the rainbow. We cannot refrain now-a-days from, taking
things to pieces; we are no longer content with the iminediate
contemplation even of beauty or of sublimity; we want to
get behind the scelles, to discover liow the effects were
produced, even thougli, as we escape from our primitive
wonder, we may in some degree forfeit our capacity to, enjoy.

At first siglit no enterprise of this sort could seeni more
rash than to place upon the dissecting table the mind of a
poet. The problem in one form was tackled by Plato, and
in the end Plato gave it up as defying ail analysis and al
solution. In the Ion he reaches some such resuit as this,
that, like New Jerusaleni, poetry lias descended out of heaven
from God, that we need not frame categories to imprison
that which no one-not even the poet hurnelf--can under-
stand, that upon certain men beloved of the Most Higli the
wind of that inspiration bloweth where it listeth. "We may
not speak of it, we saw it." Yet this warning is flot 'So
formidable as it appears, for the question of the present paper
is far more modest than that of the Ion. I do not presume
Wo ask liow poetry is produced, in the futile sense of looking
for rules which a man must follow in order to become a poet,
just as lie must learn certain teclinical principles in order Wo
become a carpenter. 1 inquire, not liow the poet works, but
wliat is the specifie nature of the thing whici lie produces,
what exactly i8 that element in his creations whidh enthrails
us as we read and haunts the memory as we leave it. Ilow
is lie contrasted witli th, writer or the thinker in prose ?
What is the quality which i8 peculiar Wo him, whicli stamps
his order of craftsmanship ?

Probably no two persons would give quite the sanie
answer, provided, tliat is, tliey spoke straiglit froni their own
experience, and not in the phrases of conventional "literary
criticisin." We make upon poetry very different demanda,
and we obtain from it 'very different satisfactions. The
present paper is the work of one weil aware that his own
standpoint is narrow and speciaized; he writes as a psychio-
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logist who has found for himself in his own way a perennial
.source of joy in the poets, and who wishes to analyze the
fascination which he feels.

lu the first place, the poet is an artist in words even as
the painter is an artist in colours, and bis craf t, like any
other fine art, seeks to pro-vide us with a spiritual luxury.

Let us consider for a moment two periods, very different
from each other, but eacli of which we should a agree in
calling unpoetical. Primitive man used his words for a
strictly utilitarian purpose. Language, like everything else,
has been shaped by evolution, and in its beginnings can have
been littie more than an instrument for life. Some of the
higher animals seem to have a rude mode of communicating
with one another by sound, and the least developed cave-
dweiler could produce noises with the lip, the palate, and the
throat, by which hie needs and purposes were made known
to bis feilow. At the very origin of things we may be sure
that talking was not indulged for ta]king'e sake. It was for
the e&ke of action, and it would not go much beyond what
action required. lu those days mankind was faithful to
Matthew Arnold's law that "conduct is three-fourthe of life'
for ouly on 8uch ternis could life have been preserved. As
Professor James put it, man is not primarily a thinkiug, or a
feeling, but a behaving organism. The forms of behaviour
that are safe had yet to be discovered, to be systematized,
to be hardened into habits strong enougli to be relied upon as
second nature. Our anceetor, to use Nietzsche's phrase, must
needs " live dangerously "; through the forest, on the mountain,
lu the sea, lie was perpetuaily running rieks with himself;
he had no leisure for the luxurious elaboration of hie speech,
any more than for that of lis architecture, hie sport, or bis
music. Vlery soon indeed lie made sucli leisure, for beauty-
as lie conceived beauty-had its strong appeal for the savage,
and, owing to a reason which we shail notice, hie imaginative
impulses were speciaily alert. But language in its first
infancy muet have been coarsely practical; any sigu or
combination of signe was good enough to go on with if it
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would serve to get one food and shelter, to sunimon one' s
conirades to the chase, or to deceive the enemy whom one
wished to, 1<11. There is no poetry about such a state, there
is only utllity.

And there is a f ar later stage of human development
about which just the same may be said. It is a commonplace
that poets do not thrive ini a cormercial society. There it
is not the urgent necessities of 111e, it is the rush after material
success and material wealth, which is hostile not only to,
poetry but to every other artistie thing. The objecte of
Nature have thenbecome interesting to us--as psychologisa
say-not from their primary but from some derived meaning,
and the meaning is one which links itself to some utilitarian
purpose. We look on a mountain, and the engineer wonders
whether a tunnel could be profitably driven through it, and
a saving thereby effected for some industrial concern; we
think of the lightning in terme of electric traction, of the sea
as a highway for commerce, of sunehine and rain as affecting
the returns of the Board of. Trade, even of human beings and
their qualities as furnishing data for statisties and averages.
That vision of things as they appeal to uncorrupted sense, as
we may suppose them Vo, have appealed to our ancestors
before our complex civilisation overlaid them, the vision which
is still the birthright of childhood, has faded fromn the eyes
of civilized man.. It is this thought which inspired those
striking limes of Wordsworth.:

There was a timne when meadow, grove and stream,
The earth and every common sight

To me did seem
Apparelled ini celestial light,

The glory and the freshness of a dreai.
[t ie not now as it bas been of yore;

Turn whereso'er 1 may,
By night or day,

The things which 1 have seen I now can mee no more.

Thus at two periods, the one very early, the other very
late, ini manldnd's growth, the pressure of the material
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exercises a tyrannical force over the current of our thouglit
It is in those elements which sucli pressure suppresses thi
the germ of poetic faculty seems to, lie.

What are these? One of them. is just disintereste
curiosity, the love of tracing our way tlirough the nooks an
corners of Nature, and of describing tliem with ail the colot
and detail which they present to the eye of immediate sensg
quite irrespective of any purpose which tliey can be made t
serve. One realizes this~ I think, wlien one remembers, the
science itself can at times become poetical. When a scienth
describes the cruet of the earth for the guidance of a mijiin
syndicate he is prosaio in the extreme; lie is concerned wit
the derived meanings of that which he lias before him. But j
hie objet is to discover and to, arrange in series the fossaanimais, or to reconstruct a picture of the cavemen, and s
widen our horizon baekwards over the unthinkable past c
our race, we speak with propriety of hie developing for us thi
romance of science. If an astronomer by turning his telescop
on the heavens lias discovered some truth to fadilitate naviga
tion we feel thankful to, himn, but we do not clame hlm wt
the poets; for lie lias but made Ursa Major and the Mornin,
Star subservient to the needs of a shipping company and o
Atlantic traveilers. How ie it that wlien lie conducte u~
through regions of steilar space, where no fact could possibl,
be learned and no inference could possibly be drawn tliat wii
have the slhghtest bearing upon human uses, when we liavi
wandered with hlm over inconceivable distances wliere " othe:
systems circle other suns," we fe]. that lie lias exercised for ui
just that imaginative faculty by which the poet carnies ul
beyond the bounds of time and space ? The fact that i
discovery is useful should not derogate from its dignity noi
does it. But tliat aspect ini which science may be cafllK
romantic 15 j uit that in which it shares the disinterestednees
the directness, the immediacy, of the poet'e love of Natun
for lier own sake.

One sees this with special clearnees in tlie poetry oi
Wordswortli. To him was given in a very higli degree thE
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power of reversing that process which has thrust the derived
meanings into such prominence that the originals are hard
Wo recover, and bringing us once more into touch with the
sensoriai richness of the world. In this way the work of a
descriptive poet gives Wo the mind an experience like the
breath of the open country to a tired factory artisan.
Hence too it has been argued with great justice that as
civilization advances poetry tends to dedine. "LIt produces, "
said Macaulay, "lan illusion on the eye of the mînd, as a
magie lantern produces an illusion on the eye of the body.
And, as the magic lantern acts best ini a dark room, poetry
effeets its purpose most completely in a dark age." lie
maintains that Milton wa8 flot helped but imxnensely embar-
rassed by the weight of his erudition, or-as I have put it-
by the multitude of acquired meanings with which his mmnd
was filled. "Milton knew that his poetical genius derived no
advantage from the civilization which surrounded him, or
from the learning which he had acquired; and he looked back
with something like regret to the ruder age of simple words
and vivid impressions."

But not only does the language of a hurried prosaic time
refuse to dwell upon the finer details of Nature; it ignores as
equàlly superfluous the subtle interplay of the mental world.
Hence it has no place for what may be cal.led the riot of
imagination, the putting together of pictures, each element
of which, like each element of a dream, has been drawn
from conunon 111e, but the whole f ashioned into a new
combination. Lt is an irreducible faet of our experience that
this building up of novel rearrangements, this "make-believe,"
as the child cails it, provided it be carried out with fidelity
Wo nature, is a source of aesthetic delight. To quote Macaulay
again, " Truth îs essential to poetry, but it is the truth of
madness. The reasonings are just, but the prernises are
false. Heuce of ail people children are the most imaginative;
they abandon thenmeves without reserve Wo every illusion.
No man, whatever his sensibity may be, is ever affected by
Hamiet, or Lear, as a little girl is affected by the story of poor
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Red Ridinghood." The poet assumes, to begin with, perba
a wholly incredible situation, like that of Coleridge's Ancié
Mariner, or Christabet; lie who camiot get over the initi
difficulty of assuming this, lie who cannot stop remindij
huxuseif that the whole basis is "untrue," should know th
poetry is not for him. He is like the mathematician who reý
Paradise Lost, and said that he failed to, see what it provE
But if one can make the assumption, and forget that lie h
made it, he will have the same deliglit as in exploring a n(
country where the scenes are differenit, but the old hurný
nature is eternally the same.

When the subjeot matter is actual fact, for example,
an historical drama like Jul ju Caesar, or Henry VIII, tl
imaginative element is wanting. What then shail we sý
constitutes in sucli a case the poêtic treatment ? It is possit
even to construet a narrative poem. Apart fromn the accide.
of metre or rhyxne, how does this differ from narrative pros(
Here, just because so, many of the other circumstances a
identical, we seem to, have our best chance to isolate th
element which is specifically different.

The etymological sense of the word "poet" is ju
"maker"; lie is one who makes something. And it seei
as if the great mark of poetic narrative lies in that whui
the poet adds to the facts. Hie may see them, and mai
others see them, as Milton saw and depicted the sis ai
struggles of man, sub specie aeternitatis. Hie may bring the
together, as Virgil brouglit together the old Roman mytt
as symbols or foreshadowings of a great idea,

Tantae molis erat Romanam condere gentem.

They are the "clothes," as Teufelsdro*'kh would have sai
under which a spiritual movement is half concealed and he
revealed. Hence Herodotus's Hi8tory, and Carlyle's Fren
Revolution are in their way works of genuine poetic art.
Thucydides, who is of course equally concerned with motiv
and with the philosophy of events, strikes one as unpoetj
this is because the underlying principles of which lie speaj
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are by comparison so sordid-scramble for power, for trade,
for colonies,-all that a German writer means by Realpolitik.
We miss the idealism, the touches of feeling and emotion,
which belong to the essence of poetry. Yet the distinction
às clear between the veracious chronicler,-Nietzsche's
"objective man," who keeps everything of hîmself out of
what lie reports,-and him, who looks through the other end
of the telescope, to whom the facts are nothing more than
so mueli material which lie may use to exhibit will and
cliaracter and destiny. For this purpose the poet must com-
mit that which is, to the scientific historian; almost the sin
of oins; lie must pick and choose axnong his facts, selecting
those which are most effective for the picture which lie means
to, place upon the canvas. Thus, as Aristotle has told us,
the truth of poetry is not the truth of fact; it is essentially
a setting forth of the universal element in life.

Here it is perliape worth while Wo notice that the poets
have been among the most minute observers of mental action.
In a sense they are our most subtie and most vivid, psycho-
Jogists. One cmn even point to cases where th 'ey long antici-
pate the mental scientists. Take the curious tendency
known as "ideo-motor impulse," an impulse Wo act on the
bare ides; an extrem'e type je the idée fixe of the insane.
But it is Wo some extent a feature of normal 11f e as well.
Shakespere had noted it before it was noted by the professional
psychologists. What else had lie in view when lie made
Horatio remonstrate witli Hainlet for consenting Wo follow
tlie ghost?

What if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord,
Or to the dreadful summit of the eliff
That beeties o'er hie base into the se&?

think of it;
The very place puis toijs of doperatù
Without more motive into every brain
That looks so many fathoms to the sea,
And hears it roar beneath.
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Again, scientists have discovered, and have told us ir
their technical phrases, that the nervous system may funetiol
vicariously, that when one part of the brain is disabled itý
work may be to, some extent undertaken by another, and thal
thus the senses make good one another's defeets. But did
we not read long ago in the Midsummer Night's Dream,

Dark niglit that froîn the eye his function takes,
Tlie ear more quick of appreliension makes;
Wherein it dotli impair the seeing sense
It pays the liearîng double recompense.

And who does not remember the blind man in the Rxcursion,
advancing "towards some precipice's airy brink "?

But, timely warned, lie would have stayed bis steps,
Protected, say enligbtened, by bis ear.

proof abounds
UJpon the earth tliat faculties which seem
Extinguished do not therefore cease to be,
And to, the mind among lier powers of sense
This transfer is permitted.

Writers about genius, especially Carlyle and Frederie
Myers, have emphasized the spontaneous uprising, without
couscious effort, of thought-products which are transcendently
effective. Might they not well have illustra ted from the
autobiographical limes of a great poet?

A hundred times when, roving higli and low,
1 have been liarassed witli the toil of verse,
Mucli pains and littie progress, and at eow
some lovely Image in the $OflÇ rose up
Full formed, like Venus rising frein the ses.

How many of those psychologists who, from Plato down-
wards, have s;poken about the psychological effects upon
character of surroundings, beautiful or gracious, might have
been thankful to llght up their exposition with the Unes on
Lucy:
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The floating clouds their state shall tend
To her; for her the willow bend,
Nor shall she fait to see
Even ini the motions of the storma
Grace that shaH mould the maiden's form
By silent sympathy.

And who that has struggled to understand the doctrine of
Kant will not welcome the crystal clearness with which
Coleridge puts the principle of a mind making experience
rather than being made by it?

Tby soul received
A light reflected as a light bestowed.

It were a vain endeavour
Though I should gaze for ever

On that green tight tbat tingers in the west;
I may not hope froma outward forins to, win
The passions and the tife whose fountains are within.
O Lady!1 we receive but what we give
And in our life atone doth Nature live.

Especially delicate is the poet's portraiture of the differencoe
of moral feeling; the cynie in Lara, with

that sarcastic Ievity of tongue
The atinging of a heart the wortd bath stung;

the censorîous man with

that desire which ever siWays
Mankind the rather to, condexnn than praise;

the pride which

steeh'd itsetf as scorning to, redeemn
One doubt fromn others' hatf-withheld esteema;

the weariness of satiety in The Giaour:-

The lovely toy se fierely sought
Hath lost its charni by being caught;
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or ini Mazeppa:

For he who bath in turn run through
AUl that was beautiful and new,
Ilath nought to, hope and llought to leave;
And, save the future (which is viewed
Not quite as men are base or good,
But as their nerves may be endued)
With nought perhaps to grieve;

or the innocence of the sleeping babe in Caïn:

thou hast not plucked the fruit,
Thou knowest not thou art naked;

or the curse of remorse in Manfred:

Though thy slumber may be deep
Yet thy spirit shall not sleep,
There are shades that will fot vanish,
There are thoughts thou canst not banish,
By a power to thee uflkflowf
Thou canst neyer be alone.

One must check the tendency to go on like thie, for the st
le literaily inexhaustible.

But thougli the poet ie often distinguiehed by minute i
affectionate observation of Nature, or again by the sui
analysis of mind, it hardly needs to be eaid. that these qualii
alone do not. constitute hie. Character. The botaniet exi
in the one, the psychologist excele in the other; yet our mi
excellent treatises on peychology and botauy are f ar enoi
from being poetical. Insighit of this sort ie rather an indiep
sable condition than the-specific quality of a poet'e wc
Ris art is essentially an art of expre8tion, and of what I cal
at the outset luzurious expression. He je a manipulatoi
words; lie manipuiatee them in such a way that they becwi
not, as in everyday use, mere approximations, mere roi
and ready counters of thought, nor yet, as in science, clear-
technical terme for concepts of the reason, but rather symi
to the imagination, multiplying their force through an
juxtapositions, conjuring up pictures, vivid, warm with feeli
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ricli with colour. There are no rules for the callida junctura,
but witliout, it you have no poet.

The great imaginative instruments are simile and
metaphor. Maxi, as has been truly said, looks outward
before lie looks inward; he lias long been a student of externat
objeetsý before his thought retuns upon itself. This order of
precedence lias reacted upon language. Words were primarily
used te, denote things, the parts of things, the changes of
things outside us; with a view to, this they got their forni,
thir inllections, their shades of meaning. TItis wlien one
began te describe the inner life of mind no ternis were available;
language had been monopolized by material thîngs. One had
to make the best shif t'one could; lience our psydliology is
fiiled witli ternis that have spatial implications; we speak
of the movement of thouglit, of the ups and downs of emotion,
of grasp or span of knowledge, of streame or chains of con-
sciousness. As Prof essor James pointed out, we tend te
think that as the words are so, the thouglit muet be, and te
refuse recognition te, dumb or anonymous psychic states.
The great majority of our termes are no longer considered te
be metaphorical, for the similitudes whicli they contain have
been worn out by use. No one witli the slightest taste, for
example, will any longer dwell upon what was once a glowing
and brillant metaphor, the imaging of the state as a slip,
that muet be steered among rocks and breakers. The fine
gold of that figure lia been so, dimmed by familiarity that
it no longer arrests, it only bores and disgusts the eye.

But there is no more distinctive mark of poetic gift than
the power te bethink oneself of sucli likenesses as wiil be at
once new and f aitliul. They impart, more than anything
else can, a vividness, a pietorial effeet, an imaginative illusion.
Most aestlieticaily pleasing of ail is the power, so ridlily
possessed by the Lake poets, of detecting and working out
delicately shaded analogies between tlie world of humaxi
purpose or struggle and the world of nature. To find in the
externat an image of the internal, te conceive in this way
the essential oneness of ail creation, te discover-as a great
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critie has put it-" that mode of existence in which soul a
body are one and indivisible, in which form, reveals "-thiE
what gives its value to much of our finest poetic weal-
For example, Wordsworth's picture of the Solitary:

the tenor
Which my life holds, he readily may conceive
Whoe'er hath stood to watch a mountain brook
In some stiil passage of its course, and seen
Within the depths of ita capaclous breast
Inverted trees, and rocks, and azure sky;
And, on its glassy surface, specks of foain,
And conglobated bubbles undissolved,
Nunierous as star~s; that by their onward lapse,
Betray to sight the motion of the streani,
Else imperceptible.

Could anything be more perfect than Byron's comparison
the hectie flush to

the unnatural red
Which autumn -plants upon the perished leaf;

or Sheiley's picture of the individual soul:

Life, ite a dome of many-coloured glass
Stains the white radiance of eternity.

It lias often been confidently declared, anid it has also beý
hotly denied, that when each is taken on its highest le-,
the mind of the poet is elosely akin to the mînd of the philc
opher. In a sense there is, of course, an historie quar,
between the two. On the one side you have remorselE
reason, the man who "faces facts," looks with a calin co
eye upon things as they are, formulates truth as lie sees
no matter what winsome fancies that truth may contradi<
what fond impulses it may condenin, what castles in the e
it may forbid the imagination to build. To him the manglli
of huinan affections, the blasting of human hopes, t]
intensif ying of hurnan fear, ail count as nouglit provid<
some new law can be unearthed, or some new theorem ci
be demonstrated. On the other side you have the seer
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visions and the dreamer of dreams, the witness for the heart
against the intellect, for the intuition that outruns evidence,
believing where it cannot prove. Hie lives in a sort of
fairyland,

Has sight of Proteus rising from the sea
And hemr old Triton blow bis wreathed horn.

Not reason but feeling is to hi the "eye among the blind,"
thence lie draws his, "authentie tidings of invisible things,"
and when lie considers the other type of mind at ail it is to
describe it in such words as those of the Poet's Epita ph:

Philosopher! a fingering knave,
One that would peep and botanise
Tjpon his mother's grave.

This contrast may be traced back to the days of Xenophanes
of Colophon, and it wus probably that old sneerer who, first
set it in strong relief. But by the word <"philosopher"
wus meant at first very mucli what we mean by " scientist,"
and the assailants of " poetry " had in view those spinners
of legend about natural events whom scientists were obliged,
i the first instance, to discredit. The antithesis is SUil
further emphasized by Plato; yet hardly any writer of the
ancient world is more given than Plato to crown a phulosophical
argument with a burst of pure poetic fancy. But philosopher
and poet, as their offices are now understood, have been
brought f ar more closey together. They have corne together,
in part, th-rough a conimon antagonism to those prevalent
moods which are both unphilosophic and unpoetical, the
mood of the practical man for whom each day's business is
sufficient unto itself, the mood of the narrow scientist, for-
ever dividing and forever isolating, though in this way he
must needs miss the wood for the trees. To poet and philos-
opher, on the other hand, the one thing needful is to reacli a
satisfactory attitude, not towards the separate parts but
towards the whole, to smn up the total significance in ternme
of huinan values, human interests, human aspirations, to
get-in a word-a religon, meaning by religion, as Carl yle
said, not a set of articles which one will not objeet to sign,
but something which one "believes in his heart and knows
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for certain about this 80 mysterious universe, and hie omç
relation thereto." The philosopher does this through reasoi
ing step, by step, the poet seems to do it through flashes,
insighit; but the work of each at his best is the same, to brui
home to us some answer, with which we shail be content, C
the eternal problem, what we are, whence we corne, and whitbý
we are bound.

Hence the truth so, often repeated 'that the greatei
poetry 18 religious poetry. One might almost say that it
the onl4i poetry. The religious motive is very obvious j
sucli writers as Milton, o r »Tennyson, or Browning. But
is none the less present in the work of those who are in ti
ordinary sense of the word anti-religlous, provided they ha)
enough compase and enough depth to belong to the genui
poetic order at ail. If they are not mere " idie singera q
an empty day," they offer us--whatever it be worth-son
theory of things,,some gospel of life. Shelley is a strikir
example. Aixiid the shrill impiousness of Qzen Mab,
The Revoit of Islam, whatever is powerful and arresting
just the effort to cast in artistie and emotional form a ne
theory, a new worship, a new system of purposes and of hope
H1e ia indeed of the earth earthy, but lie lias made earthinei
into a religion, and the main nerve of bis song la the effoi
to be the poet of earthiness, witli no dogma but the dogn
of human solidarity, no faith except f aith in the progressa
man, no command but the command to be free, sympatheti,
self-reliant, no hope but the hope of a mundane millenniun
H1e is the bard of Frenchi Revolutionism, reading to us ii
mnomentous human moral, hia fancy, not les than Wordi
wortli's, "dreaiing o'er the map of things." The univern
ia to take a freali start, it ia the year One, traditions, civ
and ecclesiastical, are to be repudiated:

The world's great age begins anew,
The golden years return,

The earth doth like a snake reuew
Her winter weeds outworn;

Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleain
Like wrecks of a dissolving dreain.
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No more dogma; it was enough that

those who suifer with their suifering kind
Yet feel this faith religion.

If man must have a cuit let hin return to, the awe-compelling
Nature-worship:

A roofless temple, like the fane
Where, ere new creeds could faith obtain,
Man's early race once dwelt beneath

The overhanging deity.

No longer let us look for " Heaven, a meed for ail who dare
belle their human natures." Let us accept our place as items
iii a series, riveted together through inexorable law:

How wonderful!1 that even
The passions, prejudices, intereste,
That sway the meanest being, the weak touch

That moves the finest nerve,
And in one human brain

Causes the faintest thought, becomes a link
In the great cha" of Nature.

Let man cesse to worry over the transiency of things; above
ail, let him reject those opiates by which a false hope had
heretofore been sustained:

Asic why the sunlight not for ever
Weaves raînbows o'er yon rnountain river;

Why aught should fail and fade that once is shown;
Why fear and dreamn and death and birth
Cast on the daylight of this earth
Such gloom; why man hath such a scc>pe

For love and hate, despondency and hope.

No voice from somne sublimer world hath ever
To sage or poet these responses given;
Therefore the namnes of Demon, Ghost and Heaven
Remain the records of their vain endeavour,

Frail speIls, whose uttered chsrmn might not avail to sever
From ail we hear and ail we ses
Doubt, chance and mutability.

A strange sort of religion this indeed! Io it possible that
Byron, with a mind so much stronger than Sheiley's, had
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lis impious friend in view when he made Harold spe
of the possibiity that

as holiest men have deenied, there be
A land of souls beyond that sable shore,
To 8hame the doctrine of the Sadducee,
And sophists, madly vain of dubious lore.

The extreme dubiousness of the "lore" any present-d
reader can see who wiil turn to Sheiley's specuilative fragmei
in prose. But though avery crude philosopher lie was a ve
true poet. As Burke said of the Deists, lis system lias go
long since to "the vault of ail the Capulets." We lia
turned back, as Carlyle said we must, to the verity
verities, that "a God made this world and a Demon noi
But it la flot the special system, however true or howeN
false, that just now concerns us. It is the fact that eve
genuine poet speaka to the heart of his age in the way th
may be given to himself, upon the things which supreme
matter, that a fascination greater than that of tlie Mc
exquisite cadences of song cornes to us because deep îa calilii
unto deep, and tliat in consequence the only poets who cý
last for ever are those -wlo have seen most clearly and declari
most faithfully the trutlis by whicli men live.

These are disjointed commenta upon poetry, proceedji
from tlie special point of view of a psydliologist. I know n,
liow far 1 may have off ended against the canons of tas
whidh constitute wliat is cailed aestlietics. But I have thougi
it best and most sincere to speak of the poets as I ha)~
personaily found tliem, even as lie of old spoke to Isra<
flot in conventional phrase of "the God of our fathers " buti
"Hixn Whio dwelt in the bush." Let me bring what 1 hia)
said very briefly together. Language, as specialized to eith<
the uses of practical Jife or the u ses of scientific thinkin
ia wliat we cail prose; and, psychologicaily speaking, ti
mark of prose everywliere is the utilitarianism of purpose i
those who employ it. In this sense we can have prosa
thouglit just as truly as prosaic language, and the grei
mass of persons in any strenuous age are, eîtlier by constrax
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or willingly, prosaic thinkers. They refleet not for reflection's
sake, but because they must act; their reflection, in conse-
quenee, will not go much beyond the minimum that action
requires. So too the words in which their thought embodies
itself will be the quickest rough and ready phrase by which
what they look upon as important or essential in their ideas
may be sufficiently conveyed. Plainly a great deal is thus
suppressed, and it is these suppressed faculties and suppressed
ideas upon which the poet works. He reveals to, us unnoticed
and hitherto unsuspected sources of enjoyment in natural
things; he makes known to, us subtie differences, subtie lightis
and shades in our own mental life; feelings which were uncon-
sciously there become for the first time vocal; aspirations are
given for the first time a distinctness; imaginative pictures
are spread before us in which we identif y as in a mirror those
ups and downs of our own soul which we could no more
otherwise have seen than we could look upon our own faces.
H1e produces in short an illusion, an illusion helped out in
vividness above ail by metaphor and simile, by the melodies
of verse, by the innuinerable artifices which belong to poetical
technique. And, as was to, be expected, the most profound
interest of a attaches to that side of the poet's art which,
bas to do with the deepest, the most universal, the most
significant elements in the life of the spirit. As Coleridge
80 often insisted, it is our reaction towards Nature which gives
Nature her meaning:

Ours is ber wedding garment, ours ber shroud!1
And would we aught behold of higher worth

Than that inanimate cold wortd allowed
To the poor Ioveless ever anxious crowd,

Ah!1 from the fioul itself must issue forth
A Iight, a glory, a fair lurninous cloud

Enveloping the Eartb,
And from the sou] îteelf there must be sent

A sweet and potent voice of ite own birth,
0f ail sweet sounde the life and elernent.

HERBEUT L. STie wÂT



A TREATMENT FOR INSOMNIA

I NSOMNIA, the revenge of nature, as one rnight cal
upon super-civilization, is a distinctive product of o

day and generation. No one ever heard of it ini the fr
out-of-door life of a couple of centuries back, nor did it beE
the fox-hunting or corn-raising eighteenth century squiri
bedside, thoughlihe miglit know that his wheat was spoilli
with the amnut or that lie had a duel to figlit next morning.

Yet here and now it is amongst us, to ail appearance f
good, or what amounts to the same thing, till we alter o
manner of living, and is no more to be got rid of, as so mif&
know to their cost, by the use of medicaments with Gr&~
naines however jaw-breaking, than is a club foot or a&b
conscience. Then, again, what practitioner can argue wi
you in his brisk, helpful way, as lie miglit over a tuniour or
cough, that lie sees a decided improvement in your case sin
last visit; that your isomnia is reaily mucli better thouý
you don't notice it yourself, and so on ?

Ail this being indisputable, a course of treatment ishle
set forth free of expense and which, thougli but a palliativ
is yet quite as likely to produce the end aimed at as niai
costly drugs and costiier doctors.

*And here let me admit that my plan, consisting as it do
of a mild mental exercise only, is not to be considered strict
original. Suggestions in the saie direction, but of a cru(
half-baked sort, have long been in vogue, sucli as for t]
sufferer to try adding up a thousand, number by number,
to repeat the creed and ten commiandinents backwards; but:
practice sucli uncivilized schemes are insupportably tediou
and cannot even be counted on to work with any certaint-
They need developinent, varîety, less of the flavour of Turk(
rhubarb and more imaginiation, if the hypersensitized mind
not to returu to its morbid round of dreary arithnie
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calculation as to the nuniber of people that can be squeezed
into a couple of twelve foot rooms at a forthcomîng tea,
without laying them out ini layers, or, it may be, if the harrowed
mimd be of the maie variety, how the war is going to affect
prices next season when the crop of buckwheat or "hog
products" cornes due.

Not to waste our tiine and space over preliminaries, like
too many of our preachers, 1 may say that the scheme here
propounded is not for the poet or litterateur, with whom or
their like it would certainly not work-would in fact do harm
rather than good-but for the ordinary, cominonplace indi-
vidual of eîther sex, who lias no brains to spare from. life's
avocations and is only too willing for the nonce to be rid of
market quotations and domestic anxieties.

In brief then the plan is to try a littie composition in
prose or verse, not exactly original, for that might involve
some expenditure of intellect, but by way of emendation or
expansion of pieces you know already but are disposed, for
one reason or another, to flnd f ault with, your mind we assume
being equal without strain to the task of correction but not
of sustained literary effort.

Eschewing parody, that favourîte hunting ground of the
third-rate literary mind, let us consider for a start Professor
Carruth's well-known pantheistic limes, " Each in his own
tongue, " of which, the final stanza reade as follows:

"A picket frozen on duty,
A mother etarved for lier brood,
Socratea drinking the hierniock,
And Jesus on the rood:
And milions who, humble and nameleas.
The straiglit liard patliway trod,
Some cati it consecration
And others cati it--God."

This poem has been widely celebrated and admired, but it
may occur to you (whether rightly or wrongly does not at
present matter) that it needts surnmarizing,-s-,omething of the
nature of a more comprehensive conclusion,-and so, after a
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night's effort, or until sweet sleep shail your eyelids close, y
work off and recail next morning a stanza or so like this
your owx' idea (or Spinoza's) of a winding up:

Thus ever the quest of the ages,
Since time itself began
0f the earliest coming, the presence here
And the ultimate goal of man.
Some see it a gleam of a larger hope
Not lost beneath the sod;
Somne call it a breath of eternity,
And others cali it---God.

Lines like these may not be altogether bad, good einoui
even to print if they were only quite original but, wanti:
the affiatus of first creation, they are of no value and so y,
have no occasion to keep awake over the reflection that
themn anything is being lost to the world.

Next night that you flnd the drowsy god avoiding yo
you may have decided in advance to look into the absurditi(
or, shal we say, the weak points of our sentimental soi
writers including some of the most popular and melodiou
We wil pass by the notorious "When other lips and oth
hearts their tales of love shail tell," which lias, already fallq
before the talons of the parodist, besides having been ti
puzzle of commrentators-for the last sixty years, and 1(x
into the equally well known, "Good-bye, sweetheart, go(
bye," the opening lime of which specifies clearly enougli t]
time of action:

"The bright stars fade, the morn is breaking"

and the second stanza is equally explicit:

"Fromn distant towers the midnight chiming
Where sînks the world to calm repose">

while the third commences with the words:

" The sun is up, the lark is soaring."

That is to say, this too constant lover makes his interview
farewell extend to twenty-four hours, with a hint of furtht
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continuance: "I1 could not leave thee though I said, 'Good bye,
sweetheart, good bye. "' Here, one would think, is a chance
for the insomnolent to exercise his improving touch, if ever
there was one, but mayhap the lover, too, poor soul, is trying
a cure for insomnia of his own devising and ought not to be
interfered with.

The poet Moore, most prolifie of song writers, has
produced one upon " The meeting of the waters " at Castie
Howard, Co. Wicklow, which has attained to great favour
and commences with the lines:

"There is not in the wide world a valley so sweet,
As that vale in whose bosom the bright waters meet.
0! the laut shade of feeling and life must depart
Ere the bloom of that valley shall fade from my heart."

Yet he seems immediately to become alarmed at the compre-
hensiveness of this eulogy, for in the second verse it appears
that

« It was not that nature had shed o'er the scene
Her purest of crystal and brightest of green"

and we are made aware by degrees that " it "-that is to say,
1 suppose, the real cause of his rapture--was the presence
of certain uimamed individuals, friends of his own, but in
whom the public can take no possible interest.

Let us match our wits against Tom Moore's (nobody îs
going to know of our presumption) and try a different con-
tinuation, from the point where he commences his string of
negatives:

Here wide have I wandered when twilight was long,
And the braeside re-echoed the wood( bIîrl's wild song.
Where the far mountains melted in tendereist blue,
And mnammon's proud turrets were sunk fromn my view.

There is a sort of anarchical touch about this last line that
ought to stiffen things up and help to redeem the poem from
the charge of too sugary sweetness. But how are we going
to continue ? Well, this is the steepless one's own business,
not mine. I have given him a very fair start, but my system
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will neyer get a f air trial if he has ail his work done for hi
in advance.

Should it appear that your nocturnal restlessness
owing to increasing domestic expenditure, with its attenda
worry and reproacli, it may turn out a mistake to, keep tryi:
to reconeile yourself to, the inevitable and calling philosopi
to, your aid, as, of course, will be suggested to, you by well-to-.,
friends. The probability is that philosophy is a spirit thi
wiIl not corne when you do cail to, it and the effort may ha
the effect of aggravatîng your symptoms. A better pl,
miglit be, if you are of an ironical turn, to start out wi
someting ini this vein:

As through life's devious ways we go,
Philooophy is rot.

If mnan " wants littie here below,"
Sweet womau wants a lot!

By following this unedifying but effective course throu
three or four stanzas you may end i woring off yo
saturine humours with a hearty laugli and also attain,<
many hours have gone by, to sof t oblivion of your daily c&

But it rnay be that you neyer made a couplet in yo
life, that you know nothing of poetry. This need be no dra-
back. Many who do not care to, make this admission are
reality i thie sanie preicarnent. Yet supposmng that, àl
Grosvenor, you "do not like poetry "-that you positivE
detest it, even this need not be whispered i the ear ini closei
it is by no means to, your discredit nor need it be any hindran
to trying the systeni. Ail you have to, do is to, fail back up
good honest prose.

In trying "conclusions" with the novelists, the " Myste
of Edwin Drood " at once suggests itself, but this plainly
too mucli of an undertaking. Our object is to put the patie
asleep and not to drive him into a f ever. There are, howevgi
many other tales going the rounds whose endings are liard
more satisfactory and which maight be experimented upon
the way of improvement. What became of " Kim,
instance, the hero of Kipling's thrilling story of that naan,
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He is brought, a briglit quick-witted boy, haîf English,
hall Hindi, after adventures, to a certain river's bank where
bis Buddhist preceptor and patron dies to slow music and
the author makes his own escape, in accordance, doubtless,
with the canons at present approved by novel publishers if not
by the public, whereby every story lias to end with a jerk or
a mnort, and for the reader to show any further curiosity is
to mark himself as entirely behind the age. Nevertheless,
being unfashîonable, let us enquire what is to become of Vhs
slimn littie soul with his honest rascality, his slirewdness and
bis slang.

Does lie take his glib tongue and insinuating manner to
the wliolesale merchants, and geta stock of goods on credit
or, perliaps, by eking out the littie hoard of copper coins
remaining f rom his partnership, start a tiny sweetstuff and
tobacco sliop and, prospering greatly as the years go by,
niake his final bow Vo tlie reader as Sir Ramsetjee Min of
Bombay and Kimberley, Baronet, patron of tliree livings and
son-mn-law to John, third Banl of Serimpliamn? Well, no, Vhs
would be altogether too coznmonplace, too orthodox. Any-
body could make a fortune and marry a titie.

A more satisfactory winding up every way would be Vo
make Master Kim, liaviug served bis hoary patron loyally til
the final close, now appropriate Vhe old man's rosary, spectacles
and petticoats when tliey can be of no further use Vo him,
and start out as a saint or pilgrim on hIs own account. What
a fascinating vista of possibilities is liere opened up! NoV
alone iniglt his adventures "ffil a volume" but, wliat is more
Vo our purpose, miglit put you Vo sleep every niglit for a
month.

The Begurn of Travancore comes along in state and,
catdhing a glinipse of the devotee's f resh young countenance
througli bis ffltli and supposed decrepitude, sends a palanquin
bearer Vo flnd out the meaning of so great a marvel and Vo
command the interesting fakir's immediate attendance at lier
litter. What wil follow next-Don Juan redivivus ? Perhaps,
but noV necessarily.
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The Beguni may be elderly and virtuous yet stili
unable to restrain a certain liking for Klxns looks and wa
She compromises by appointing hùn higli priest to the prilcii
idol at Travancore, where for a tume bis ministrations prc
most, acceptable, but presently the newly lnstalled hierophi
makes the discovery that the idol's eyes are in reality rubie,ý
surpassing lustre and value. He will pick these out, replaci
them with bits of brightly tlnted glass eut to size, ai
mounting bis dromedary, ostensibly on a begging trip for I
monastery, will make bis way with bis booty to Pondicher
a Frenchi settlexnent.

The youthful and interestîng high-priest does not sh,
up again at Travancore, as expected, and a rumour that lie 'çP
seen ascending to heaven fails to convince. But the stol
jewelry is now safe li a bank's strong vaults awaiting shipm(
to the order of Kimi & Co., Paris, and, a generous advax
having been collected on the property, Mr. Kii lias gro,
much too Englisli and well dressed to be poisoned W'
inpunity, should any sucli idea be mooted,--etc., etc.

lI "No. 5 John St., " a story that attracted attentioi
few years ago, an unnamed young aristocrat goes to live 1
experiment ln the slums of London on what lie znay be ai
to mnake by bis daily labour. Here an Ainazonian and go
looking flower girl, a straiglit-livlng daughter of the pavemei
fails ini love with hlm, as is not unnatural, and he, li J
virtuous, lackadaisical fashion, is clearly drifting li the sai
direction despite bis title and bis valet in the background.

Sometling decided lias to be done as we near the lî
cliapters, and that quickly. Beigravia cannot be allowed
wed wlth Blllngsgate unless the writer us prepared to
laughed out of court, and sO poor Tilda is exploded by
anarchist's bomb and thus got .nid of.

But surely this is exasperating. Anarchists do not bli
pretty girls to pièces li London. Tliey know too well WhE
tliey are conifortable to risk it. Yet wliat else is there f
it'? Female athietes cannot pine away into a consuxnptii
or fail, by the moon's pale unreal light, over the parapets
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rivers. Conclusions that might have satisfied the ingenuous-
ness of fifty years &go are now gone stale. In short, here is
an opportunity of the choicest kind for the unwiling night
thinker to, get in his work.

To corne down to the realm of everyday possibility.-
Which of us has not observed some newly wed couple, i11
assorted, uninated, perhaps of widely different age, and
wondered what the upshot of the association was going to,
be ? One such instance the writer noticed at a large summer
hotel lately. The bride, plamnly wealthy, was somewhere
between seventy and eighty and had an air of dogged resigna-
tion to whatever might befail. The husband, about a third
of her age, wore a new suit and a sulky, hangdog manner as of
a person who had made a fool of hixnself and did not relish
the consequences. He had taken a younger brother into the
party as it seemed for protection.

What îs to be the outcome ? The groom can hardly
expeet to, get a divorce, with alinony, from the most oblîging
of courts. The wife has clearly made up her mind in advance
to put up with anything except separation. What then ?
How is this young man going to, pass the years of matri-
mony if, fromn morn till twilîght bound he feels the heavy
hours toi! round even during the honeymoon ? Poker and
gambling of a surety to commence with, and later, stock jobbing
--ending, mayhap, in a huge purchase of some hie explosive
company's shares. Explosion caused by Gerznan emissaries
at the company's works follows just as the young couple
have arrived to, look over their new property. Tremendous
crash!1 No munition works lef t. No scoundrel foreign
emissaries. No newly wed couple. Nothing!1

This is up to date. This is seeing the "No. 5 John St."
man and goisg him one better. But, hold!1 What is this
absorbs me quite, steals my senses, shut8 my sight; what
langours o'er my eyelids creep? Tell me, my soul-can this
be---sleep ?

HENRY CARTER
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THE GOWARD

1 don't know what I seen, or done-
I only know I had to run,
And if, in running, I'd been shot,
The name of hero I'd have got.

But now my glory days are dead,
And I arn branded coward, instead-
Because a something, with my naine,
Drove me from Hell to lasting shame.

iFunked it!1 No, that could neyer be.
The man who done it wasn't me.
Gwod! Shoot me n1 1 Ifear no gun....
1 don't know what I seen, or done-
1 only know I had Vo run.

A. BznucF, HIMx

THE LETTER

He took it froin the pocket of bis coat,
And kissed it,-just before lie feil asleep,
1 saw-and something, rising in my throat,
Came pretty near Vo- making this foo1 weep.

Strange, how a trifle wakes sucli cruel pain!1
It seemed to stab and break my heart well nighi
To think she'd neyer sec his face agamn,
Whilst I must live, who, only prayed Vo die.

A. BEATiticE Hic
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W HEN I went to a High School in Ontario, rather more
than thirty years ago, we had a class which was styled

"Englîsh Literature." I remember two poems iu particular
which we considered: Gray's Elegy and Goldsmith's Traveller.
Here is how we studied them. We analyzed every sentence
they contained. We parsed every word in them. Then we
held a sort of insect-hunt for figures of speech-aliteration,
metonymy, simile, aposiopesis and the rest, and Vo this day 1
ean tell the difference between a metaphor and a simile. (One
begins with " like " or "'as " and the other doesnV; iV is a most
valuable piece of information.) Perhaps we learned parts of
the poems by heart--upon that my recoilection is indistinct.
Of course we hated Gray, Goldsmith, and ail their works.
Burke's most celebrated work was " taught " at the same school,
and 1 remember one boy, who afterwards became a Member of
Parliament, observing that Burke would have been a fine man
if he had noV reflected 80 much. LaVer iu my life I was a
High School teacher myseif, and while I hope I used somewhat
better methods of teaching, I learned that to make young
people understand and enjoy good writing, whether poetry or
prose, ie noV an easy task.

Recently I have become acquainted with the work doue
at the Perse School at Cambridge and arn in a state of wonder
at the methods adopted and the succesa achieved in causing
boys to understand and love literature; I amn anxious Vo share
that wonder with others-if possible with some of the teachers
of to-day. 1 derive my information froma the five " Perse
Playbooks " which have appeared between 1912 and 1915.
The smailest of these books has fewer than forty pages, the
largest is of some two hundred pages, and the publishers are
W. Heffer & Sons of Cambridge. Such are the prelimi-
nary commercial facts of the matter. Let me now state the
preliminary literary facts.
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The Perse School is one of the old Graminar Schools
which England is rich. In part it is a boarding school, 1
it has day boys as well. The youngest boys are nine or i
years old, and it prepares lads for the Universities. While
methods in general are revolutionary the resu.lts are orthcl
in1 one way-its boys pass the usual examinations, and in 1
competitions the -school carnies off its share of prizes a
scholarships. A boy who attends, while gaining the benel
which it is my business to describe later in this article, ia
no danger of losing toucli with the world in which he lives. I
Headinaster 18 Dr. W. H. D. Rouse, a scholar of great repu
The master whose work in English is the subject of this flot
18 Mr. H. Caldwell Cook. A few years ago a number of 1
boys acted in public, the special points about the performaz
being the excellence of their acting, and the fact that they b
wnitten the plays theinselves. So eminent an actor as
F. R. Benson, so great a Shakesperian scholar as Sir Wal
Raleigh, so noteworthy an authority on folk-lore as Mr. CE
Sharp, found these plays and the actor-authors deeply
teresting. In 1912 the first of the "Playbooks" was print<
it contained two short plays, one, "The Cottage on the Moo:
written (in prose) by the boys of the Sixth Form, one, " Tho
Hammer," wnitten (in blank verse) by a group of younl
boys whose average age was twelve years and a hall. ]
cluded also was a ballad, suggested by an incident in the fir
nazned play, written by a junior boy. In the same yeari
published the second Playbook, with rather more than thii
poems, some by juniors, some by seniors. In 1913 caME
third, with three plays, "The Wraggle-Taggle Gypsies"
Sixth For~m boys, and " Baldr's Death " and " Freyr's Wooiný
by younger lads, and fourteen poexs, ail by the little boAgain the big boys' play is mainly in prose, while the youx
sters stick to blank verse. The fourth book, in 1914, contain
specimens of the prose work done by the school. The fifi
issued in 1915, contains over one hundred and thirty poer
besides a considerable number of snatches of verse. Ail to
we have five plays, and about two hundred poems, balla
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and songs, in addition to, a considerable amount of prose
work. Ninety-five boys are named as authors. It is flot a
ceue of a few gifted or precocious boys; it is, first, a communal
affair, and, secondly, nothing less than this, that a vein of
poetry and romance lias been wicovered in the average boy.
" Quite seventy per cent. of our secondary scboolboys between
the ages of ten and fourteen can write creditable poetry, and
ail you have to give themn is permission," writes Mr. Cook.
" Some initial encouragement, and subsequent correction and
advice are valuable if sparingly and tactfully given." But
enough of explanation; the main purpose of this article is
quotation.

1 have remarked that the littie boys prefer blank verse
for their plays. From " Baldr's Death " 1 extract a soliloquy
by Loki:-

Now reigns ry evil 8pirit over me,
For good being cruah'd and smotber'd in my breaut,
Dies tike a wild flower trampled under foot,
And evil devils cry out for revenge.
Revenge me for my children's injuries
I will against these silly simpletons;
They who have banished my three chîldren benee,
A.ided by cunning of the underworld.
Fenris the Wolf they bound with d1warf-wrought chain,
Shaped on the anvil of the prying elve.
Andl Jormungandr, mightiest of my brood,
They threw into the sea, to wallow there,
Stirring the deep with bis teinpestuous tail.
And Hel, my only daughter, they st forth
Down Wo the misty depths of Niflheim,
To overlook the tribes of coward dead.

This is fairly competent blank verse for boys of twelve
and thirteen. From "Freyr's Wooing" 1 take a courtship
scene. Gerda, Preyr's bride, has corne from the frost-bound
land of Jotunheim, and here is the loyers' dialogue:-

G ER. .
The very hour 1 Ieft that cold, bleak land
I feit the soothing influence of thy reign,
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For ail my way wus marked upon the ground
By snow-flakes golden-hearted. What are they?

Fuwmi They are the daisies, starring for thy feet,
The heaven on which they walk. And they are thine.

GEEDA. I was attended on my happy way'
- By flashing jewels, and a choir of 8ong.

FriEYi. Thome jewels thou hast seen, floating in air,
Or flitting ini and out among the trees,
Are feathered minstrels, who with mellow throats
Are flutîng bornage, knowing they are thine.

GiERDA. And o'er my head light clouds went sailing on
To guide me hither.

FRE vu. For the olouds are thine,
Nay, Gerda, ail my power upon the earth
Lies at thy feet, for I inyseif arn thine.

The chief author of " Baldr's Death " 18 Ralph Dren
who was twelve years and sevenmonths old at the tiine.
ebief author of "Freyr's Wooing" is A. J. Storey, who
twelve years and. ten months. Ail the boys of the fi
concerned bore a fuil share in suggestion, criticisin and ei
dation. The acting was worked out li the sarne comm
way. But perhaps I had better let Mêr. Cook speak -

" It is a fatal error to, buy a ready-madeplay, have it learut byl1
and acted without ceremouy iii hired costume. 'Your play should
haud for at least a term, and it will do uothiug but good to keep it bu
throughout the school year. The workers should be a single form i
you eau have collectively under your control without tiresome arrangei
The historical period in whièh the play is set is of importance in a hi
ways, aud may either be determined, by the courses of History, Geogr
and Literature gomng ou; or, if it is doue ou a large enough scale thi
circle rnight include such study of those subjects as it required.
advisable to allow the subject aud the style of the drama to spriug
raily from some immediate demand,small though it be, so long as itbei
general. An iuterest in casties and heraldry for example may alwa
counted upon, and this might grow into a drama of medioeval times.
spontaneous division of a form iuto Cavaliers and Roundheads will a
yield a sturdy play.* Our own coucern with the Northeru Gods origi
mainly in the euriosity of a single boy whose father eould read the)1
Wheu the group lias such au interest i common a tale is ea8ily fou

*"The Cottage on the Moor " is a Royalist andi Roundhead play.
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invented. The moat meagre story will do. Look to the characters and
they will taire care of the plot. Now eleet or select the cast, and let
eacb person of the draina realize who and of what kind he is....

" When the story bas been aissirilated in every piece and part it may
be acted through roughly with the aid of notes for dialogue, in prose or
verse as proves casier. But though rugged verse is easy, they are few who
have the requisite command of prose for such a service...

"I1 must deal briefly with the authorship of the plays and poemns in
this book. 'Baldr's Death' came first in order of time. It began as
classwork with Form IIIB on the wave of enthusiasm whicb followed the
production of 'Tbor's Hammer.' The story, cast, plot and setsi wcre
fully discussed and mainly determined, and several speeches had been
written when lust term, came to, an end (Christmas, 1912). This term's
promotion distributed the cast among three forms so that full collaboration
becaie impossible. Then we rearted to amethod whiih, though p)erfec(tly
admissible when openly confessed, introduces great complication into the
question of authorship. One boy took over ail the available plans and
materîaI and proceeded to, work the play into its present form, adopting,
revising or discarding the speeches we had, but composing by far the
greater part bimself. Rie worked somnetimes by hirnself at home, but quite
often under my supervision at tea-time in mny roomn. It is clear then that
the whole play might have been composed at my direction; and so in a
sense it was, only my chief aim was always to stimulate original production,
and my chief share throughout bas been in rejecting passages or disapprov-
ing of suggestions that were evidently unsuitable."

1 have quoted Mr. Cook at length becuse to us Cana-
dians, wistful as to whether the youth of Our land can obtain
similar advantages, the question how these resuits have been
produced is am interesting as what they are. It should be
added that Mvr. Cook himself is a poet.

From communal dramas and blank verse let us turn to
lyrie verse. I take firet a poem, "Cloud.land," by Donald
Wakeling, twelve years and three months of age-

llîgh up in cloudland,
Ever so, higli:
You hear the birds whietle,
And the lark bis Mr.
High up in cloudland,
Ever so bigh:
You hear the wind howl,
A.nd the old moon sigh.
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This littie poem is very characteristic. It is but a mom
tary thought; perliaps there is something odd about " )
hear the birds whistle;" and then there is the sudden inte
note of poetry and romance in the unforgettable last El
Ilneven-and piercing. Let me now quote " The Skylar
by Adrian Tuffield, a boy of exactly the same age:-

He clears his voice with a sip of the dew
That lies on the grass when the day is new;
Then spreada his wings and soars on high,
Till he's naught but a speck in the vast blue sky.

Ris musical notes corne fast and free,
In a strain of sweetest melody;
He pours them out so rich and clear,
That his thrilling song the world may hear.

To guard the nest his mate must stay,
But her heart îe cheered by his roundelay;
When sunset cornes with its rosy glow,
He'll leave hie heaven for hie love below.

Yet another boy of twelve years and three months,iDoin
Turner, produced the following poem. 1I'ts titie is ý'IIa
This is the name of a school-fellow, and the word'was sel
random as the theme of a poetical exercise. In someqwa,
struck the vein of mystery and romance which lies i 1
nature:-

Dark and dreary wais the night,
Not any star did gleam,

But over the hille a mysterlous lîght
Came like a fearful dream.

And you could hear the maiden singing
A sweet and old, old eong,

And the raiters of the hall were ringing
While she wae singing long.

And now there came an ancient knight
A-riding up the hîli,

And he would stop and think of the fight
That the maid was singing stili.

Mr. Cook remarks on the resemblance between this Pc
and Wordsworth's "Solitary Reaper." The boy-who 1
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neyer heard of Wordsworth's poem-has conceived the very
striking ides, of making the knight who listens to the song a
sharer in the battie which is its subject. A companion idea,
that of the poem living and strong while its maker is dead, je
struck out by a ten year old boy, Reginald Apthorpe, who thus
handies the well-known story of Taillefer at Hastings

Froin out the Norman ranks there rode
A minstrel gaily dressed,

He went by the naine of Tailefer,
And his helmet bore a crest.

He whirled his sword as on he came
And threw it high in air;

He sang a good old song of France
Which stirred the Frenchînen there.

With flashing sword he slew two mnen,
And with the hoet marched on;

But while they sang a sword-blow rang-
And Tailleer was gone.

The bMade was buried in his heart,
But over bis body swept

The host still singing the warlike etraijis
Which were made by him who slept.

Ten years old, and the boy wrote a poem like that! But
sti-ange things are done by these children. Tom Lawton,
agedfeleven years and nine months, apparently had neyer
heard of Blake, but nevertheless did a "Piping Song."-

Piping diown the valleys wild,
Piping loud with gice,

Came a shepherd piping loud,
A merry shepherd he.

And he sang a merry song,
A merry song sang he.

He sang right out with ail bis miglit
And filled the air with gice.

Oh, piper, sing that song again,
That song so light and frece;

Then make a peu and write it down
For Littiernan and me.
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"ILittieman",is a achool name for a boy under thirteei
change from the mysterious and romantie, let me quotE
fromn a bird poem-the volumes are rich in these-by Col
ter Mason, a lad of thirteen. Young Mason, by the way
shown a poetic turn and had written several interestin
-unchild-like poeme before he joined the sehool; undi
influence he wrote nature-poems sucli as the ",Song
Sky"

When the mornîng breaks
And the world awakes,

And muen to their labours have gone,
The lark soars high
In the clear blue sky,

Singing a beautiful song.

When the labourers est
In the standing wheat,

And the sun hau reached its height,
The birds above
Sing songs of love,

As'they wheel iu airy fiight.

When the sun goes to rest
In the golden west,

And darkness fails o'er wood aud plain,
The birds returu
From brae aud buru,

To sleep in the nest again.

Wheu the world la stiil
Through vslley and hlll,

Aud the labourers are ail asleep,
The mouruful tale
0f the nightingale

Eehoes through the darkuess deep.

A poem in whieh observation of nature and love of
imagery combine is " Autumn" by Stanley Nelson, aged t
yýars and nine months:

Little brown elves
In little brown hoods

Are stealthily creepiug
Into the woods.
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They touch the green leaves
Before it grows cold,

And their green hues change
To crimson and gold.

The littie brown leaves
Have ail settled down,

And the littie brown elves
Are in Elfintown.

Eric Francis, ten years and three months, contributes a
liarvest poem, the second'stanza of which reminds one of one
of Stevenson's "Happy hearts and happy faces":

The golden corn stands hîgh
On mountain and on plain,

The olive trees with berrnes thick
Bend with their weight again.

Singing a song of harvest,
Dancing hand in hand,

Children 8hout and play and run,
Till winter chilis the land.

These poems ame written by children, flot by grown-up
people, and by ordinary littie boys, flot by geniuses. This
poem illustrates one childish quality, the unevenness of the
poetic flow. "The olive trees with bernies thick " perhape
are flot convincing; but what praise is too high for the music
and the direetnes8 of the second stanza ?

Much use is made by the teacher of the old Englis and
Scottish, ballads, and the boys write like so many minstrels.
]Robin Hood, ballads are numerous; there are several versions
of " Edward, Edward," one of which has remarkable power
and directness. And if I were to assert that the following
first saw the ligit' on the Scottish Border two centuries ago,
could many of my readers contradict me with confidence ?
Yet it i8 part of a ballad by Tom Lewis, twelve years of age-

Oh hae ye hea:rd of John o' the Byre,
How he rade out and came hame nae mair?
The hawk's in his mew,
The hound's by the fire,
But neyer more hame came John o' the Byre.
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And Douglas Hyde, eleven years and seven months, get
very free melody out of the ballad metre in "The Coun
Fair," one stanza of which I quote. It was suggested by
annual fair.

When ail the leaves were green, sir,
And the world was upside down,

The fair was in the country, sir,
So I went iuto towu.

-Here I may pause te note one or two things about D
Cook's inethocis. His teaching is rooted iu play; he 18 vi
proud of the freedom which reigus in his class-room. Y
dances are encouraged and are a great help. But 1 1
better quote a few mnatches from one of bis introduct(
essays-

"After the repertory of miniature plays knowu as Shakespea
Songs, and the Play-songs made by the Littiemen themselves, oue of
best collections of Play-songs in Stevenson's 'Child's Garden of Vers
0f some fifty availble poems in this book we have before now had c
forty by heart in the First Forin, as well as a score of poemns frein et
sources. A scroll la kept, upon which the tities of the Play-son gs are
by one inscribed. But ne poem 'counts' until it isknown freely byhlE
sud lias a play-setting; because a gaine, like a fiddle, is no good until'
kuow how to play it.

"A poem which looks attractive at first siglit may prove, on bc
tested, net musical enough te stand group-.recital with sticks.* We î
thein a very fair trial nevertheless, sud do not drop thein until the enc
the curreut terin. You would be surprlsed te, see how many poems wh
satisfy even an exacting reader, cannet stand the test of our recital.
The speeches made by the playboys ou the motion for rejectien
littie geins of literary criticisin froin the technical, reciter's standpi
Their principal reason for discarding a frequently-tried poem le that
canuot be said rhythmically.' They have te prove their case, of coul
sud their resens weuld almost convince the author himself...

idThe peems which are favoured cerne in for frequent recital; sud 1
lurus them gradually inio Play-8ongs. These favourites are played ag
and again. It lias been estimated that one group of beys sang 'Phiein
'Full Fathomn Five,' 'The Barge,' ' Sip,' and some others ne fewer than t
hundred times each in the year. With few exceptions the PIay-songs
our serolls are drawn frem but three sources, Shakespeare, Stevenson, i
Littleman."

* The sticks are for markîng the rhythm.
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"Philomel" and "Full Fathorns Five," of course, are
Shakespeare. I arn unable to identif y "Ship" among the
poems published, but may quote "The Barge," which is by
Reginald Apthorpe, a prolific young person who did this
when ten years and five months:

Gliding Gliding Gliding,
Over the water deep,

Came a barge with dark brown canvas sails
And ber name was Land of Sleep.

SIowIy SIowIy Slowly,
She moved by the Waveney's bank,

She forged ber way through rushes and reeds
Growing both high and rank.

Sinking Sinking Sinking,
The Sun went down in the west,

And the men in the barge hauled down her sails
And sleepily went to rest.

Haénot our ten year old caught the very rhythm of sleepiness?
Had an older poet written this you would say he had selected
his vowels with painful care. While on this matter of vowel
sounds and imitative harmony, note Lawrence Smyth's
onomatopoeic fragment, "The Wind." The lad is eteven
years and two months:

Screaming through tree,
Bush and brier,

Howling the wînd went over the lea,
Neyer to tire.

Wild is the sight that meet8 your e'e,
Ver the bleak imire.

Who taught7ithis lad to run so, to "îe's" e and " 'a" Mr. Cook
disclaims the credit. Here la Cyril Vincent on "June "; lie
wus thîrteeniwhen he wrote it -

Now June is here,
And &il the day

In meadows green
The children play,

And Iaugh the whole day long.
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And in the night,
When ail ie stili,

The nightingale
Singe upon a hili

Hie wakening song.

I love to hear
His happy tune,

I love to be
Alone in June.

I have been quoting exceedingly melodious verse. Le
way of a change cite a couple of rugged but sincere stai
Douglas Harris, a littie over twelve -

The storm had continued ail day
Making the place look duil,
Ti11 out of the house came two maids
Who made the place look happy.
The trees were waving
Beneath the winds.

Till day, day, and the niglit;
But it stopped at last.
And the moon came out so bright
That I forgot the past.
Ieaving the land
Splushy and covered with water.
It made me feel so dull.

"Splushy" seems to be a portmanteau word, a u
"splash" and "8lushy." Here the verse is by nc

melodious, but the lad has feit something, and is hQnestl
to express it. My mind goes back once more to n
School days, to a particularly clever, witty boy,
unusual gift of appealing to, the sympathies and risibi
a crowd. At some 8chool entertainment he weighed
several yards of "original poetry." It was appalli.
gerel, about " My girl Hanner, who plays the piann,
was hailed as particula.rly amusing. It remains b
sorrowful memory, partly because of the sheer badnde
partly because s0 promising a boy could compose and
,sucli dreadful stuif, partly because an audience of youn,
who were being " educated " liked it. What now add

OP?3#8
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regret is the thought that had we been trained as these
English boys are traîned, my old friend would have written,
not the dreary drivel about Hanner and the pianner, but
poems as good as those 1 have quoted; and in particular it
occurs to me that lîttie Harris's rough lines are so infinitely
superior to the rhyming jocosities which constitute my sole
recollection of poetical composition in an Ontario High School.

It must not be supposed that ail the selections given are
excellent. The Playbooks are a record of work by sehool-
children, and there are examples of childish verse and childish
characteristies. Boys must be started on the path of com-
position, and the master observes that "Any boy will attempt
four lines; and if they prove worthy he will gladly add another
stanza or two." To prove it, he gives a number of such trifles.
1 quote the very first of these :

One day,
Lively and gay
I went to play
Among the hay.

Very quaint indeed is a quatrain on "Trafalgar Day":
0, how sweet is glory
When you are fresh and gory!
O, it is very sweet
To capture a fleet.

Some of my earlier examples are better than the lyrics of
many aduit poets now writing, and the foregoing artless lines
compare very awkwardly indeed with such finished work as

I see them return to the harbour again
With their brown mails wîde to the breeze.

But-this small Englishman has feit a thrill of Nelson'a glory,
and ha,% given some expression to it. And from such begin-
nings spring the other poems. I quote another snatch, which
contains evidence of actual observation-

When I was going to Meention
I pamsed a regirnent of soldiers,

Then the captain 8aid, "Attention!
And put down your shoulders."
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To teli soldiers to "put down their shoulders" is exactly wI
a drill-sergeant would say; 1 neyer before have seen this po
mentioned in print outside of a drii-book. That boy b
seen what he was describing.

But even in these beginnings we see progress. " Lit
Me" la another of thes anonymous morsels of rhyme.

When I arn put to bed at night,
I have a most disastrous fright,
I see a goblin here and there,
Sitting on a wooden chair;
But when I wake ini the morn 1 see,
Nobody there but Little Me.

And we note the beginning of the free music of the m<
advanced playboys in "The Beils of Bow"

Ring the bell -ring it long,
Ring the bell -brng forth itS Song.
Firot the high note -then the low,
And so do ring the belis of Bow.

And ln "The Yeilow Moon" we have another extraordini
flash of poetry-a marveilous parailel to a weil-known expi
sion of Wordsworth's ý

As 1 walk out on a starry nÎght,
My heart it jurnps with glee,

For up in the sk>' ever so high
The clear yellow moon I see.

I have made frequent reference to, the communal sp
whieh governs many things in the school. Much of the b
of the verse lu the Playbooks is the resuit of group influen
and group composition. One of my own memories is a bit
group song-making by grown men. I was at a 8pecies
impromptu smoking-concert, or srng-song, attended by ME
bers of the iParliazuent of Canada. Ail were on good tei
with each other, ail were in hlgh spirits, ail were sing
choruses, and at last ail feil to composing a topical version
a popular song whieh was having its vogue at the turne. W
no one man having the fuIl credit they hamxnered out, af
repeated efforts, two stanzas, one of whlch was very singat
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and 80 pleased were they with their work that they sang it
steadily for two hours. Exactly what our remote ancestors
did in the long winter evenings!1 These boys do the same sort
of thing. One form of twelve year olds in one lesson worked
out a nursery rhyine. " Some boy began it while they were
reading Nursery Rhyines, and one by one the others came out
and added each a stanza. The game was kept going until
every boy had taken a part." Lt is not difficuit verse; 1 give
one out of the twenty-six stanzas-

Willie boy he went to school,
Went to achool, went to school,
WîHie boy he went to sochool,

On a cold and frosty morning.

One can see the class shouting out the old, old air, as boy after
boy fimIs another rhyme to "sehool "-rule," "stool," "fool,"
"ipool,"" cool,"-and fits the new word to the formula. Here
cornes in a very interesting point. Lt was an objeet to have
ail the boys contribute; the list of Wiilie's adventures at
school, or perhaps the list of rhymes, ran out untimely, and the
master suggested that Wiilie's mother be introduced, ques-
tioning him at the end of that day; thus the whole story
could be repeated-

Nie mother said, " Wîlie, what did',st at school ?
What did'st at school ? What did'st at school ?"

ias mother sad, - Willie, what did'st at school,
on this cold and frosty inorning ?"I

Here we have the master's fuDetion. The boys are doing it
themselves, but at the critical moment he gives the necessary
push onwards, or the necessary twist to, the course they are
steering. At, the other end of the scale, the blank verse of the
play is partly communal, every line having been considered
and debated, improvements coming from ail quarters. And
finaily, here is part of a very pretty carol. First I quote
Mr. Cook's note:-

" Written at a tea-party conference by a group of Hia boys as part of a
play, The Cherry BoUgh. But the maeter's help in this piece was consid-
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erable. We have here, I believe, an example of pure collaboration,
neither the master nor the boys could have made tbis carol alone.
time will be found in ' Novello's School Songs,' No. 9542"

0, Mary Mother mild,
Thou maiden undefiled,
Didst trust thy Iloly Child
To a lowly manger.

The oxen standing by
Looked on with simple eyes,
.And stilled Hia infant cries
With a gentie lowing.

The wise men from afar
Beheld a guidîng star,
And came with gifts of myrrh
And a store of spices.

A littiespace must be given to the teaching of pro
the school. The resuits here are not so amazing as ii
writing of verse, but none the less are excellent. ller(
short " 'study " entitled "The Bracken" -

As I dozed in the bracken listening to the drowsy hum of th(
the " chink-chink " of a stone-chat fell upon my ears. A pheasant si
by a passer-by ffew over my head with a loud whirr. In the silence
followed a field-mouse crept out in sqarch of food, and was promptly
by a weasel, which had been on the look-out for a mal. The tramp
labourera returning from work proclaimed that it was nearing sun
gathering up my possessions I returnedhome.

Stanley Finch wrote this when eleven years and four m,
old. About a year later this young monkey, hearing il
out, wanted to change the word " proclaimed "--on the gi
that it was "journalese !" It is to, be wished that h(
de8ired also to excise «"promptly "-that meaningless
Here is a description called "The Diver":

The diver waB standing on top of an old elder tree with f~
together like some statue i mid air, with his hands over his head rE
dive. Then down he went like some bird fiying when the spring is n

Then ho went i with just a slick of the water, making bubbli
After that I saw a shadowy form moving under the water. Soon hb
up, and laughed, and said, " Oh, do make haste, the water is beai
Then he swam away, and I got in.
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This writer is Harold Taylor, twelve years and eight months.
Erie Ennion, of the saine age-a proliflc writer- did the
following sketch of "The Nightingale," which is used in the
school as an example -

Softly we close the door, and turn the key. We tread noiselessly
along the littie path, close t<: the hedge, to the littie fir and beech copse at
the end of the lane. Last evening the nightingale sang ini the coppice, and
we go again to hear it.

At lust we corne to the rnossy stile and listen.-" Jug, jug, jug, jug,
tereu, tereu," floats from a tiny Iarch. There is a rustie, and the littie
songster goes to, seek his mate and nest. Happily we return home, for we
have heard the nightingale.

By the time these lads are twelve or thirteen they are
definitely striving for style. Mr. Cook gives a series of
imitations of an antique manner. Among the works read in
cla8s was a translation of Beowulf, and in it occurs the Lay of
Finn; the boys re-wrote and expanded this translation. flere
are a few paragraplis from the opening episode -

Fairer than cool dawn was Hildeburh, daughter of Hoc, and much
loved among ber kinsfolk.

Proud, indeed, was Hoc, King of the Spear-Danes, to, have so gentie a
maiden to bis daughter. And tbere was one who durst look upon ber
with his eyes, by day and night. A man miîghty under belmet was he.
Finn by name, son of Folcwalda.

So it fell on a day that Finn, the famed shield-warrior of the Frisians,
made himself ready to seek Hildeburh.

Under the pale moon he fared forth, set out from bis own land; the
wind was blowing strong. Yea, indeed, so furious was it, that twice he
was hindered from launching bis ring-prowed ship. But on the third day
FInxi went him into bis slip; cleft the mighty waters. The sea-boards
cracked, and she was carried on the wings of the wind. She floated like a
swan, her graceful prow sank into the trough, now rose again on the white
crest of the waves, for wild were the waters.

This styllst 18 Robert Burns, aged fourteen years and nine.
months. The careful reader wiil notice f aults, and the paésage
as a whole illustrates afresh the extreme dificulty of writing
rythxnical prose; but after making ail deductions it is a wonder-
fully succesaful piece of conscious imitation, with two or
three extraordinarily poetie touches.
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Again, how are these lads taught to, write thus ? V
is mysterious to most of us; ail of us who have been teac
have tried to get children to, write decent prose. How,
Mr. Cook do it ? To my great personial pleasure, he is r
disrespectful towards Engliali grammar.

In the use of the mother-tongue the necessary correctuess lu grai
and syntax is very largely achieved by a sub-conscious process. We
correctly without having to think about it. But in learning to 8Ipý
foreigu language, attention to form of expression i8 conscious. Il
mother-tongue there la s0 much daily practice that accuracy lu al
forme of speech has become habituai. Why then labour to study
through lesons on grammar and syntax and sentence-analysis when
cala safely be left to look after themselves, and so set free the minc
sciously to seek higher forma of sel-expreWson ? .... The
is that teachers of the mother-tongue are to be charged wîth making
things difficuit, and shrinking from the diliculty of those things 1
are really easy. They make achool life a time of duli, valueless la
when it might be, as I endeavour to show, a time of gladsome play,;
ing resuits not only valuable as a training but of high intrinsie mernt

The craze for English grammar, which la not yet a thing of the pas
be explained lu several ways: (i) Teachers from old habit look upon Ei
as though it were a foreigu tongue. (ii) With the use, under the
method, of conversation and free composition, the time formerly ava
for the study of grammar la somewhat curtailed; and 50 the Engliah le*
if we are flot watchful, are to be used as an additional training gnour
the formai studies which ame necessary lu the other languages tau
(iii) English teachers sometimes have no real notion of what they wa
teach lu English; and so, as a child who does not know the use of a
thing, they devote their attention to pulling it to pieces.

Another pleasing thing is that the verse-writers N
their poemns without being troubled with "figures of spee
or the rules of scansion. "Form IIIB [the authors of or
the plays] lias neyer consciously encountered an iambie
ameter, and fears neither troehee nor anapaest. ý Whi(
better, to be able to answer exainiluation papers aut iai

Latin and Greek are tauýht at the Perse School hy the. di utho
may b. added that the. practice of the school is to begin these, ~g
somnewhat later age than isecustomary ini England; Latin when the t
and Greek when he is fourteen. The. resuits attained are extraordin~ 0<
ment reports havp beenpublished uponthese aspects of the work done by the si
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pentameters, or be able to write iambie pentameters without
knowing what their name is? lambics sucli as theïse

Summer and song together on the hbis
Have flown with her and helped her faithfully.
I flew among the highest mountain peaks
And summoned forth the eagles and the goats,
The wolve8 and beurs and ail that live so, high,
And made them take the solemn binding oath.

The idea that these feats are the work of youthf ut geuiuses
lias been repudiated. But here cornes a subtier attack.
Perhaps the school selects the clever boys and concentrates
attention on them-a fatal fauilt, if so0 it be, in these days of
legislating for the average. 1 am flot an advocate of the
Perse School; I neyer have visited it, nor have I met anyone
who has seen it at work; I amn confined to these five books,-
these specimens of work, Mr. Cook's five prefatory essays,
and the Headmaster's two introductions. Su I say that I do
flot know whether this charge (which I have heard made) is
justified or not, but I do say that such facts as are before me
tell againist it. Ninety-five boys are mentioned as the authors
of plays, poems or prose studies which are quoted; of these
eight belong to the Sixth Form, L.e., are seniors, and 87 belong
to junior forms. In addition, about fifty fragments are
quoted anonymously. The thronging numbers of littie poetsq
and essayists apply an arithmetical disproof; it is not reason-
able to suppose that a school of ordinary size has quite so
many exceptionally clever junior boys. Again, nearly ail the
boys who compose these entrancing poems when they are
littie cease to write verse when they pass from boyhood into
youth. A comparison of the nwnbers, eight against eighty-
seven, shows this; further, the poems of these older boys, while
good enougli, and showing an admirable degree of culture,
lack the clear, fresh note which is s0 remarkable in the work of
the youngsters. I may add a few further figures. 0f the
87 juniors 44 appear as writing poems only, 22 have prose
only to their credit, and 21 are authors of both poetry and
prose. Even these figures are incomplete, for one or two plays
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and several fine poems are composite. When 80 many bo
in one community write, it is more reasonable to conclu
that the masters have tapped some new vein of child natu
than that their sehool possesses 80 inordinate a number
precocious or specially able children. Perhaps I may analy
the figures even further. Out of 171 poemns five were by bo
who, were nine years old at the time of writing; 25 by boys
10; 39by boys of 11; 67 byboys of 12; 24 byboys of13; ni
by boys of 14; one by a fifteen year old, and one by a sixte
year old. Surely if it is a matter of cultivating clever bo:
while we might have this rapid rise to, the prolifie age
twelve, we should not see the even more abrupt drop to siuE
fifteen. If we consider the quality of the poems, it also i8
be noticed that many of the best are by the younger bo:
Moreover, a number of the best poems are by lads who apbE
once and once only. Perhaps I have laboured this pol
enough; but bef ore I quit it I may quote a passage from 1v
Cook. Hie has been contending that "the Spirit of the Grou
is responsible for much of the work done

.. there are two other boys who, "lomiss the composition lessons
this Forni. The first did belong to a group whose activity is just now
abeyance. He je one of 1 the Gods,' and composed last terni two of t
nine fine cliapters in the Lay of Finn. Since then, owing to absei
on one day ini the week, lie lias not made one of any active pL
group. In consequence he je stili trying as unlessoned homework to wx
studies of the Northern mythology in the Beowulf style. But as tliat ga
is flot being played just now there is no body of persons to support hini
the spirit of the thing. So lie who could liandie his style as a master 1
term, now finds huiseif heipless wlien cut off froni the group. He lias s4
this huiseif, and more than once complained this terni that tlie streni
was gone out of lum and his hand lad lost lier ctming."

There is somethLing deeply mysterlous in childhood. W
do children preserve in their games, in their point of view,
their method of reasoning, the characteristies of primiti
and medioeval mnan ? And, lest this mystery be not sufficient
difficuit, how is it that, whereas the twentieth century lit
boy is remarkably different from the twentieth century mi
the twentieth century little girl is remarkably like the twentie
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century woman ? Mr. Cook remarks that an audience of
boys bears a strong resemblance to the audiences to whom
Shakespeare played and for whom, he wrote; lie hints that the
revival of Shakespeare may corne from bis being performed by
boys. Looking over bis five Playbooks one is struck with
the freshness of the vein of poetry which has been tapped.
The boys take to the ballad form, apparently by instinct.
They throw themselves into the spirit of the Norse adven-
turers. Their observation of nature is clear and fresh. Above
ail, they have the true feeling of romance. That spirit, the
flower of medioeval if e, seems their very own. 1 must close
an article which of set purpose bas been littie but quotation
with two or three citations more--this time of this vein of
romance. "Puck" Mason--so called because lie acted that
worthy's part-is twelve years old, and lias produced only
one poem of note. Here it is; it was composed on bis name-
sake's limes-

Yonder shines Aurora's harbinger;
At whose approach, Ghosts, wand'rîng here and there,
Troop home to Churchyards; damnéd spirits ail,
That in cross-ways and floode bave burial,
Already to their wormy beds are gone;
For fear lest day should look their shames upon...

This is how young Mason throws himself into this magical
passae:-

See how the night is drawing to it8 end,
And dawn appears.

A weary way these ghostly epirits wend,
Broken with fear.

For these are damnéd spirits who do hate
The light of day,

Hliding their dreadful shame and bitter fate
As best they may.

That is the eery side of romance. Do you want romance
with a spiritual note ? Read " Evensong " by Cyril Stubble-
field, aged eleven years and one month:
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I went to bed Iast niglit
By the dim candie liglit,
I heard the old church bell
Go Pell, pell, pell.

After the bell ceased ringîng
I heard the choir-boys singing
Their evenxng psalrns,
As they walked round carryrng palms.

Then on the windows of glass,
As each one seerned to pus,
1 saw the angels of God,
Each one carrying a rod.

This sehool, this teacher, it seeins, have found oui
tap a well-spring of beauty in ordinary human nature,
fresh, direct, shallow and untroubled, but sparkli
limpid, there gusheâ from the minds of these children
of poesy. I close with one last poem-by a lad of e
a hall-Douglas Sim.monds.

The sun's lust ray his Ieft the sky,
The red bua vanish'd fust,

Anidnow torest the birds " iby-
These are the very lust.

The wind moans through the trees ail bare
Playing a rnournful tune,

And now cornes out with ioy stare
Night's niistress, Lady Moon.

C. F. H
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INrecording a few impressions gained during a stay i War-
saw shortly before the outbreak of war, I must pay tribute

Vo a littie friend, native of that city and sculptress, who, shal
be here known as Karasinska, who keen for our appreciation of
things Polish and intimately acquainted with the byways
of Warsaw became the indispensable illuininator of our
rambles therein, where mueh that was of interest had other-
wise escaped us.

We arrived at the smail and shabby station at the north
end of the city, and were vociferously greeted by a hovering
swarm of hungry porters, who, quarrelled among themselves
in a strenuous competition for service, and swept us along
with our bags to, the dusty carrnages outside, where rows of
uncivil cabmen, in dilapidated blue coats with silver buttons,
awaited their prey.

Fiat and forlorn stretched the plain on either hand, a
neighbourhood strewn with the rag and tag ends of indus-
trialism 'and rubbish heaps, and dereliet freiglit cars, like
aged labourers in a weIl-earned, repose.

The Nalewki up which we drove Vo our abode in the
Krakowskie Przedmiescie is one of the main thoroughf ares
of the poorer shop-keeping class of Jew, where both Pole and
Russian throng in countless numbers. They seemed Vo, exude
from the very pavements in dust-choked swarms. Shoddy
buildings lime this long street like low brown banks to a muddy
river, enclosing the surging current of dense humanity that
pours itself in unceasing and unresting fiow between its
narrow boundaries. One's carniage is borne this way and
that upon the noisy flood, swerving from collision with a tram,
dexterously avoidig the annihilation of a pedlar's cart Vo,
almost wreek upon a shoal of eager Hebrews who, absorbed
in conversation, have overlapped the sidewalk and inextricably
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mixed themselves with passing trafflo. Long black gowme
meagre forme, and 10w round hats sit tight above cadav
faces and uncut locks, with a cui pulled forward from t
each ear and pasted fiat upon the cheek. These aide
are characteristie of the Pollak Jew, but the black fel
that ia ubiquitous at Cracow 18 here not s0 frequently mi

Occasionally a passing face attracts by its intellE
forehead, its sensitive mouth, and far-seeing eyes that se(
pursue an unattainable object above the babel of the m,
throng. Intense concentration each on bis respective oci
tion is noticeable in many, as thimiesa of body distînguish(
majority, and deplorable, dirtinesa is common to ail-nc
pictureaque fflth and coloured raiment of the amiling chi
of the South; nay, merely monotonous here la the uni-,
shabbiness, black shadows with dusty hair fiitting pa
dejected apathy, faces soiled as 'twere with great unhapp
and in whose furrows îa inscribed the tragedy of a race.

Arrived at our destination, I refiected on an observ
previously made to me by a Muscovite friend couce
Warsaw which typffied the attitude, though by ino io
universal, of the ordinary Russian toward that city and t
Polish. Foilowing the question as to what we expected I
in Warsaw, we were assured " that there was nothing I
that what it had possessed of value miglit now be seen
advantageoualy in St. Petersburg and Moscow." We
sequently proved some truth in thia upon more thar
occasion. The net of the deapoilers has fiung far and
gathering in its meshes many a peari fished from the troi
waters of Poland. In company with Karasinaka, one
was traversing the tedious sequence of unintereatlng a
ments in the Zamek-Krolewski, formerly the palace fo
kings of Poland, now the residence of the Russian Gov
of Warsaw (and lastly I suppose lu the turu of eveuts occi
by the new Teutonie adniinistrator). My companion pi
before a massive picture framae upon the wall, enclosing e.
apace. " There, " she exclaimed, "and there also,»" poi
to others, " are the homes of lost treasures, from. wher
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robbers have carried away the inihabitants." The portraits
to which she alluded had been cut from their surrounding
frames and transported to the galleries of Russia, save those
-pictures of Polish patriots which had been destroyed. With
pathos in her blue eyes she remarked, " We artists must work
faithfully to replace for our poor country ail that which has
been lost to her."

1In one of the reception rooms my attention was drawn
to the Polish eagles carved above the immense doorway. Ap-
proached from a distance this emblem was screened effectually
from observation by a monstrous chandelier, which, hangîng
directly before it, successfully achieved the purpose for which
it was intended. This seemed to cause my littie friend some
entertaininent.

Standing later in the shadow of the palace's pink-brown
façade on the square of King Sigismund, we watched the
sunlight glancing off the bayonets of passing soldiers. A splen-
did company, giants. in khaki, red uine on the trousers and
tilt to the cap, swinging along to martial music under the
very nose of poor old King Sigismund, who, now a bronze figure
on a lofty pedestal, from where he surveys the domngs of
his square, refused to recognize them. IlFine fellows," I
thought aloud. "W#hatfighting qualities they must possess"
IlThey are Russians," said Karasinska, "lfor Polish soldiers,-
and my brother is one, are kept in Russia."

On our way home she told. me of her grandfather, as a
student one day returning from the unîversîty in company
with a well-beloved. frîend. Having paused to separate upon
a street corner, they kissed one another, her grandfather whis-
pering some words of affection in their native Polish-the for-
bidden tongue. Hardly had the phrase escaped him, than an
ungentle hand was laid upon his shoulder, he was taken from
the aide of his unhappy compatriot and eventually committed
to a Russian fortress. We were silent a little after this
melancholy story. IlTiines are changed," I at length observed.
Karasinsk nodded. in acquiescence, but her lips parted in
a thoughtful smile.
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'Twas June and a sabbath morning. I was sitting i
public gardens, the Ogrod Saski, that beauty-spot upo
face of Warsaw, watching the white of falling waters
mighty fountain against the vivid green and black of fi
trees. There had been raim, and conclaves of pleased
nias here and there rejoiced flot modestly at ail, bu
riotous ecstasy of colour. Transparent cloud shapei
soap bubbles floated higli up here and there in the blue b(
the sky. I heard the tramp of marching f eet,-a
pany of soldiers, Russian soldiers, with their tilted
passed by over. the crunehing gravel. 1 foilowed then:
the open square, the Plac Saski, where stands in Iordlyi
dour the new Greek Catholic cathedral of St. Alexi
Nevski.* 'Up its broad white steps they mounted anc
appeared within its round arched portais. iÀke a gold cro
potentate of old Byzantium upon a mnarbie thron4
gilded domne rose gleaming f rom the white lofty wails
beside it, five lesser cupolas, like aspirants for an hmn
place, thrust up their burnished glory to, the morning sui

The towering belfry of the churcli, f rom which t1,
detached it is flot isolated, being more neighbourly than
flung out a rushing tumuit of tempestuous beils.
barbarous, whoily triumphant, resistlessly they poured
one storiny cataract of sound. Whio that lias heard the
of Russia can be indifferent to, or soon f orget their wild,
clamour! Not to the senses, alone, appealing, but captiv
the imagination by their ardent pleading. A vision r
it seemed 1 was again in Moscow, that city of ten thoi
beils that set the air vibrating with the exultant upro
their tongues. 'Twas Easter Day, the tripping, cra,,
clanging beils proclaimed it, tumbling out into the sunshint
the sparkling, gilded roofs, like happy children on a ho]
some plaintive, like the fluttering, eager noise of birds escý
from a golden cage, and some like voices i a joyous rounc
Then white walls, blue domes and spangled, the glitteri

*Sinc the Gerinan occupation this church haa been re-ohristened, and
known as St. Heinrich.
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cross and crescent, a winding river and the dust'of plains that
mistily the scene enfolded. I was again in Poland beneath
the lonely belfry, and it seemed to cry in loud, insistent and
expostulating tones, " Behold, exotic though I be and grafted
on this land, my stock is vigorous. I amn not easily uprooted,
for beneath me is the seed of Russia."

Within. the church among the standing worshippers
mingled the soldiers I had seen. Reverent in attitude and
rapt in their devotions, their voices blended in passionate
intensity with the melodious intoning- of the long-haired
priests, who, in robes of golden damask, like stiff and gorgeous
,figures of medioeval saints, sent clouds of incense roiling up to
the dark mysterious and lynx-eyed Madonna upon the glitterîng
sereen. Following the upward and adoring gaze of a man in
my vicinity, I encountered a watchful pair of eyes, presumably
belongîng to the Deity, staring intently down into my own
from the interior of a cupola. This decorating of the muner
dome with an enormous head of God or Christ that completely
fille it, in painting or momaie, is characteristie of the Rus9ian
churches. In the cathedrals of St. Savior and St. Basil in
Moscow, where this design ie executed with reinarkable sin-
cerity, it obtains an effeet both striking and impressive. But
somehow in this church in Warsaw, referring as weil to, its
mural paintings, accuracy of detail and perspective has occa-
sionally been sacrificed in the magnitude of the proportions-
hence a resuit that is not altogether pleasing nor artistie.
No sooner had I moved from under one dome, where an lin-
mense pair of eyes of saint or angel made me feel uncoinfortable
by their reproachful, gaze, than I found myseif beneath another
,cupola where yet a stare more vast and stony sought
to penetrate the secrets of my miserable soul I f elt of a
sudden unaccountably guilty and hastened from the cathedral.

We did not altogether share the enthusiasin of our littie
friend, Karasinska, for the native churches of the Roman
Catholie faith, in many of which absence of staîned glass, the
plastered walls, prosaic pews and tawdry ornament ail combined
to have an unpleasing effeot. To most, however, adhered some
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story or legend investing each with a particular interet-
possessor of the urn that holds the heart of Chopin,who, t]
dying in Paris, his adopted city, yet bequeathed this]1
to bis native land. Another has a gloomy chapel
contains a life-size figure of our Saviour on the cross, c~
in one piece from an ancient oak with the burmîng realli
those days when men wrought what they believed and br
a reverence to their endeavour. More than one legend
about this Christ; 'twas claimed the drooping head
raise its wondrous face to bestow a blessing upon the s
a pure worshipper.

In the church of St. Joseph, which was burnt i
Swedish wars but re-erected in 1782,80o beautiful is a sou
in Carrara marbie of the entomibed Christ that a speciali
has been built for its reception, and a monument erec
the saune church Wo comunemorate the creator, Oscai
nowski.

In the narrow Swietojanska, one of the old stre
Warsaw, you will discover one of the earliest of its chu
the Gothie cathedral of St. John whose foundations wei
in the thlrteenth century. Though it has been restore
altered since that period, it is not large nor imposing, cri
in by lesser dwellings which detract somewhat froun its hi
Aspiring Wo the air and sunshine from its poor surroundir
façade tapers into sih circular towers that rise one
the other, Wopped by delicately carved crowns, the
resembling the pipes of an organ Wo whieh the low flat
beneath supplies the keyboard.

The interior of this church îs adorned with ex<
sculpture and paintings, chief of which la the altar-piec
Venetian master.

Poverty in the surrounding district is very great.
a church in Warsaw le entered by a fllght of steps thi
usuaily fianked on either hand by the sick and uniserabi
here waylay the prosperous on the road Wo their devc
Friday îs the beggar's red-letter day, for through ail thE
that la the onily day on which he may demand an aims.
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In the course of our rambles we came to the conserva-
torium, a tail gloomy building of weather-beaten stone.
" This," said Karasinska, " will becoine renowned, for here
our beloved Paderewski received a part of hîs musical educa-
tion." The buildings stand upon the foundations of an
ancient castie to which a peculiar legend 18 attached. It ie
said that from its gloomy dungeons at times there rises, a
long drawn-out and sobbing cry which changes when the
wind î8 still înto a melancholy song. As the story goes-
ini olden times there was imprisoned here a famous princess,
one of the inhabitants of te castle, whose form was changed
for some irregularity of conduct into that of a golden swan.
Her release might only be accomplished through the ability
of some gallant knight to refrain throughout a day's length
from the performance of one single brave or generous deed.
But so perfect were the reputed manners of the period that
out of three who volunteered their services noV one successfully
performed his mission. Lastly there appeared a fourth, a
courteous knight and Christian gentleman, who on completion
of the day devoted by hîm Wo the suppression of ail tender
hearted promptings had regained the castie, when wîtnessing
te struggles of a child that had fallen over into the waters of the

moat he thoughtlessly plunged Vo its assistance, renderîng
invalid thereby Mis ail-day career of stony-heartedness. So
to tItis day at intervals te voice of the ûmprisoned maiden
may be heard ascending from te midnight, of her keep in
mournful lamentation

Tag-day again!1 Why, only the daY before yesterday-
but what avails it Wo protest in foreign Vongue against the
paper daisy pinned on you by a persuasive'butterfly in the
person of a charming damisel daintily attired! Her fair com-
patriote flutter up to you at every other corner wîth youths
of their acquaintance decorated like perambulatîng meadows,
who emile and bow apologetically as they shake their Vrays
with a suggestive rattle and cast a hopeful eye upon
the stranger.
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Wtt takes many a kopek to assist the poor of Ws
observed Karasinska, adding that the holding of fr
"tag-days" had proved a successful method of oh
funds for home chariies, which were ahnost altogether d
ent upon local support. Generosity lias ever been
teristic of the Poles, where the welfare of their less f0]
countrymen has been concerned. More than on(
shabby coat displayed its tag, the yellow daisy, whose'
proudly fingering it, was comsious of having thus adi
mite to the relief of a yet needier brother.

This day'8 proceeds went to the "Association 1
IPromotmng of Native Industries," whose exhibitior
shop on the Alejo Jerosolimska showed fine specimens
weaver's art, which, through the skilled workers of W
attains a very high standard. Homespun blankets of
quality and pattern were ranged alongside of rareE
deries in both silk and silver thread, whose intricate
cost flot a littie, doubtless, to the patient brains that -%
them. Besides heavy woven niaterials in sombre hu
ligliter fabries of delicate texture there was some remî
fine work upon leather. The poorer Poles depend
for their subsistence upon the product of their lonis.

There was a little tea-room in the street Jasna, p
now non-existent since the tidal wave of war engulfed W
sweeping away with it things happy and pleasurable,
was called the Kawiarnia Egyipska, its interior dec,
and furnishing being carried out in Egyptian style.
remember it, adherence to this idea was tastefully ol
to the minutest details, with an effeot both charmii
unique. Velvety carpets of Egyptian blue smothered thi
of footsteps, enabling one to appreciate the excellent ore
The " Book of the Dead " unrolled itself, chapter by c.
as a deep frieze upon the blue walls, and graceful columni
their lotus-blossomed capitals toward a starry firmama
ceiling. Spread-winged scarabs adorned the chairbac].
solemn spbinxes upheld the tables upon which stooc
gays in miniature urns, while hawk and ibis shared the
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of candelabra. A decorative menu card showed Isis and
Osiris proffering Russian pastry and Frenchi chocolate in
the Polish tongue, while the familiar words " five o'clock"
inserted themselves within the royal cartouche.

Very popular was this tea-room with the young people
of Warsaw, who assembled with gay chatter under the artificial
palm trees. Pretty smartiy dressed girls ate ice cream in
company with their maie associates, and seemed to, amuse
themselves much the sanie as ini America, for the fair sex
in Poland enjoy a greater liberty than do their Russian
sisters.

There are excellent restaurants in Warsaw, and as for
bun shops, their name is legion. Tiny littie places, most
of them, literally choked with confeetionery, and crowded so
closely together that in some streets, as in the Marszaikowska,
one sees theni side by side in flourishing rivalry. They
brought to mind the luscious abundance in the bake-
shops of Germany by their variety of pretzells, doughnuts
and crullers, and rum-cakes oozing delightfully under pressure.
The rich cream and pastry displayed by the delicatessen
shops in Moscow are here not 80 much in evidence.

Apropos of the fine Hungarian wines whieh are quite
a specialty of Warsaw, there is an old Latin-Polish saying
"fllungariae natuin-Warszawa, educatuin," of which we
sought the truth in company with Karasinska.

The Stare-Miasto (market square) at which we presently
arrived through numerous small streets, lies in the older por-
tion of the city, to the north-east, not far from, the Vistula
river. Here something of the character of Warsaw in the
fifteeuth century is retained, affording an interesting glirnpse
of earlier days. The market, not differing mueli froni any
other in that it is noisy, crowded, dirty and picturesque, is
surveyed, it would seeni, with disfavour by the tail and ancient
dwellings which enclose it. Through the eyes of their serried
windows and the mouths beneath of gaping portais they
wear an imploring expression like faces of deaf mutes longing
for utterance to relate of happier tùnes. Hoary veterans,
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these houses, which have witnessed the passing of more forti
days and now hold each- other closely for mutual consol,
amid the encompassing poverty and squalor. Should(
shoulder some rise to six stories, wonderfully narrow, oi
elbows and begrimed-they yet proclaim a faded aristoc
wearing the badges of past distinction in bits of old scull
upon their fronts and Latin inscriptions on stone 1
above their arching doorways. One, abutting on the
called the " Narrow Danube,"' was formerly a royal resi<
that sheltered one of the princes of Mazovia. Anoth
process of repair, has been preserved as a museuin, thi
the efforts of some Polish people, and boasts a carvec
staircase wortli a visit in itself. Number twenty-seven,
ever, was the house we souglit, for beneath it lies a fa
ceilar dating from the year 1610, and containing rare old
of Hungary. It is the property of the Fukiers, one o
oldest families in Warsaw, in wliose possession it lias be(
generations. We read the sign, " The Bouse of the
above the doorway and raised a weather-beaten knock
admittance. In the dusk of the interior an old carved i
of an ancient frigate hung directly overhead, the relic
previous sea-faring owner, and behind it a steep and ný
staircase wound darkly upwards like a tunnel to the
stories. It is a mystery how the people of those days t
at ail within their 11-it dwellings.

Beneath the arched ceiling of a roomn upon whose
hung many a quaint and valuable old print, we prove
flavour of some Hungarian wine to be ail that and morE
was elaimed for it; our host meanwhile, Karasinska transi
regaling us with tales of famous gatherings and of vý
celebrities who from time to, time had visited bis c
Be conducted us later tlirough their pitcliy darkness, to
we descended, groping, as it were, back tlirougli the dà
centuries, following the ffickering candie of our guide f ro
ceil to another, wliere the wine of successive periods was s
lI the Iast of these lie struck anotlier liglit, flashing it u]
the rows of shelves to show the ancient botties sitting q
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(one could not expect them to move out hastily at more than
forty roubles a bottie!1) where hands had placed them ini sixteen
hundred and ten, and festooned with cobwebs so immense
as to make shudder ail save the most inveterate wine-bibber.

A stranger to Warsaw would flot seek its Art Gallery
for the purpose of studying the old masters, though amongst
them there were some fine examples of Durer and Rembrandt-,
the latter-day artists, full as they are of aspiration and promise,
will be likely to possess for hiin a greater interest and their
achievements afford him a livelier pleasure. There lias been
excellent work accomplished by Polisli scuiptors of to-day,
whose goal of ambition is usually the Paris Salon. Modestly
did Karasinska direct our notice to the fine speciinens from
her own hands that were exhibited mn the Warsaw Gallery-
one a splendid type of peasant maidenhood with lier long
braids, deep-set eyes and graceful form as yet unspoiled by
years of stooping in the fields of labour. Another-the peas-
ant, wrinkled and bent, tilling his soil, with a long string of
8tramning oxen--studies from nature at lier summer home near
Alexandrov.

In this gallery were two landscapes in oil that have
become for me an ineffaceable memory, altliough I cannot
rightly remember the inaine of the artist who was their origina-
tor. Not alone remarkable were they for teclinical superiority
and a masterly handling of colour, but as the expression of a
powerful and mnspired soul seeking to interpret 111e througli
the manifestations of nature. I found in both these paintings
an unconscious symbolism. In the first, a wide expanse of
rain-soaked fields with drunken furrows staring up at the sullen
dawn. Thunderous clouds are brooding over the havoc they
have wrought on the exhausted land. Some drag their
heavy draperies about them, for the 8torm, is lulled, but the
tops of mighty poplars catch and rend their flying garments
and shivering in distress shake their pale hands at the men-
acing heavens. But beyond the mists and trees swaying in
passionate grief, above the duil sapphire hüis in the infinite
distance there gleanis the advancing glory of the new-born day.
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In the second picture late afternoon sunlight floods
rare glory a scene radiant lu spring, and spreads itself 1
ously over the deep, steady waters of a pool whose s,
is iznperceptibly disturbed by floating myriads of anima
A willow, reddened. with the flowing sap, leans down
the bank and laves its long anus in the stream, while
birches witli their white feet at the water's edge peel
at the reflection of their new buds' ineffable green. llere i
la ln a mood of peace and tranquility and the new lif,
singing Ln her heart. In the first picture I fancied that
Polaud exhausted under the storms of history, ove
and menaced by the clouds of war and prostrated by
devastatlng rain of lead; her woru-out soil had yet pro
indomitable souls who, rending aside the shroud of oppr(
had thrust their heads into, the liglitnings of battle and]1
defiance at their conquerors. Shail their ambitions rema
ever unfulfilled, their cherished hopes unsatisfied ! Let
there lu that background the dawning day of enlighter
when peace and justice rule the hearts of men and 1
shail be restored lu ail her broken parts to national
In the other painting I saw the realization, of this long-de
dreazn, where lu the spring of resurrected nationality t]
of emancipation reaches to the depths of consciou8ne,ý
stimulates to new and eager growth the potentialities of
character and genius.

Where the busy thoroughfare, Krakowskie Przedn
(Cracow Suburb) merges its activity luto that of the ic
and noisier Nowy-Swiat (New World) there stands a
than 11f e-sized statue by Thorwaldsen of Copernicu
iilustrious Pole. 1. neyer saw this monument but I
felt a thrill of satisfaction lu the beholding. The great a
orner lu a seated posture holds a spheroid on bis knees.
natural ease and dignity he resta upon bis marble
ernbodylng the very spirit of contemplation lu the
ludifference that bis whole attitude expresses towai
environment. A simple garment la folded gracefully
the :figure aud tumas back mi a wide flat coilar from the t
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The head, whose beautiful contour is enhanced by its smooth
hair falng ini curis about the neck, is tilted slightly backwards
with the eyes of the profound thinker lifted to the sky. Five
centuries retreat--one sees the earnest savant at his window,
a discoverer in the night, wîth his body upon earth and his
mind among the stars. 0, happy Copernicus! I suppose
that still you sit there absorbed in the mysteries of the
extended skies, while round your base the ebb and flow
of the destiny of your troubled race break into mighty
waves that cannot even touch you with their spray but leave
you moveless. " Some day," observed Karasinska, regarding
this statue, " we shall have one of Ignace Paderewski, but a
Polish scuiptor shail conceive it, "-" and rare talent must
he possess," thought 1, who would emulate this noble concep-
tion of the Dane's.

Continuing along the Nowy-Swiat in a southerly direction
a carniage soon brought us into the pleasant driveway Aleja
Tijazdowska, with its parks upon one side and the well-kept
gardens of its wealthy residences upon the other. Alas, how
sad and great a change must since have swept over this once
peaceful, happy avenue, for so many of those smiling homes
are now elosed in shuttered gloom, and many a gardener that
I saw busy over his tai sweet peas will return no more. The
sun ffltering between the great trees bordering the roadway
sparkled on the rolling spokes of handsome equipages and lit
up many a fair face enjoying her daily drive, where the same
sun now glints upon the helmet of the haughty Prussian as
he takes his airing. Benches along the curbstone accommo-
dated modest and lesser beîngs who came out to watch the
flittings of the prosperous. Tail boys ini socks, and knee
pants with large silk bows under their chins rami af ter hoops,
and young men of the shop-keeping class strolled about with
linked arms and bunches of hittie pretzells dangling on a
long string from their buttonholes.

A Russian church is passed and then the Botanical Gardens
before, descending abruptly upon the left through a green
tunnel of over-arching trees, one reaches the beautiful Park
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Lazienki. This was in old times the hunting ground o
Mazovian princes, and though yet a pieturesque and
quented spot is reminiscent of a vanished gaiety. Its
artificial. lakes, where once the hunters sought, refres'hi
when heated with the chase, refleet the pillared whitenE
a littie palace in their midst, erected in the eighteenth cei
on the site of the old bath house. Built by King Stanisia
was purchased later from his successors by the Em]
Alexander I. On an island in one of the pondsa is fou
stage for theatrical performances, and facing it across a nE
strip of water, a stone amphitheatre. Elsewhere, up
bridge, one sees a warlike horseman, who, on nearer
proves to be the valiant Sobieski in stone, trampling
toriously upon the prostrate body of a Turk. This st
with its quaintly triumphant air, was begun in the reign c
aforesaid king, but not completed until a century later ,
it was placed here by order of King Stanisiaus. No
then did the young scuiptor, to whose chisel its compi
had been entrusted, become aware that thougli le had moi
the gallant Sobieski upon a dashing charger, lie had negi
te provide him with spurs. So overcome with chagrii-
he at the mortifying discovery that his dead body was f
later floating i the Vistula.

The pride of the park lies in its magnificent trees, fra
glorious vistas on every hand, but over ail-park, pondi
theatre--brooded a spirit of melancholy. Waters that
bubbled sparkling are now nearly stagnant, with here
there a desolate swan floating disconsolately, and persi
pleasure-seekers in creaki-ng punts, who pushed thenuý
about upon the torpid surface. Dampness exhaled froi
dilapidated theatre, whose seats seemed occupied by the :
gliosts of laughter-loving f olk; and though exquisite in sui
the briglit beds of flowering 11f e, here and there, like dr(
milk and Wine upon the green, they threaten te be overwhl
by the uncut grass surrounding them.

In the country south of Warsaw many a noble, who
lers wintering in the city, makes bis surnuer home, anid ù
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direction lie some beautiful estates. One of the nearest to
Warsaw is that at Willanow, which, among others, made the
objective for delightful excursions in the open cars of a littie
narrow-gauge railway. In the days of clover-scented June, we
passed by green and waving fields where peasants in bright
smocks stooped to gather, and over which, the sweet winds
rushed with the breath of farther meadows, and myriads of
insects hid and hummed unseen amid the lush and undulat-
ing grass. The country unrolled on either hand with a soft
and even beauty; here and there a mighty elm, upheld the
hedge and littie brooks were heard confidîng in the willows.

The park at Willanow is not a large one, but here we
sauntered by a quiet and littie river and a towering yew hedge,
or souglit the enchantment of its gardens, or sat beneath be-
nign old trees that Sobrieski planted more than two hundred
years ago. And adorning ail of this is the palace which lie
built of snowy whiteness, low with terraced roof and set-in
pillars in the walls, and in its interior lie placed the treasures
he had brouglit f rom Rome. Many a time lias the property
changed hands since 1377, when the princes of Mazovia owned
it. To-day its occupant is successor to the late Countese
Augusta Potocka, the original of the well-known portrait,
whose ancestors sleep under a Gothic tomb not far away among
the trees. Now, after tlie ravages and spoliation of the great
invasion, I wonder wliat lias been its fate!1

IJnhappy Warsaw! Not proudly placed like Buda-Pest,
nor modeiled like superb Berlin, nor yet distinctive as is
Moscow, the child of Russia, it nevertheless retains an hon-
oured place within the traveller's memory. For there its
dingy parts, with its îndustrialism and its mournful history
will fade, while remembrance wiil keep the old substantial
palaces and legends, its art, its gardens and tlie stately river by
its side, and, above ail, the culture and hospîtality of its
people and their ever-ready welcome to the stranger.

IRis L. MuDGE
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WHAT ITALIAN PATRIOTISM OWES T(

VERI'S OPERAS

W IHEN the news was flashed across the world t]
had drawn the sword in favour of the Allies, t]

wbich sprang at once to the mind of a student of
hietory was not that of King Victor Emmnanuel III c
Salandra, or even Garibaldi, but Ojuseppe Verdi.

llistory lias been lavish in her witness to the
Sir Christopher Musgrave's sentiment that "If a n
permitted to make all the ballade he need not care wb
make the laws." Only filteen years before Fle-
Saltoun wrote the letter to Montrose in which the im

quoted, Lord Wharton boasted that he had "sung a
prince out of three kingdoms " with his ridiculous
"Lillibulero." It would have been at once more
and not have implied inanity on the part of hie fellow-
men, had he acknowledged the debt which the words
owed to the music which Purcell composed (or, as soi
tain, adapted) to them.

A century after " Lillibulero " had proved the u
Englieli to be more susceptible to a song than any oth,
had ever shown itself to be before, " La Marseillaise "
an effect in France which was scarcely less dramatic
regard to the words, deservedly--more enduring. «
as it passes only seeein to empliasize the deflniter
which Rouget de Lisle's song becomes accepted as the
anthem of liberty over haif the world. And lest it be
that only the older civilizations could be powerfully
by music, it is well, when humming " Yankee D04
remember that this simple ditty je clear proof of the
For if it did not, like the clarion blasts of Israel, cause
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of a great city to fail, it had an almost equally miraculous
effet-it made, or largely helped to make, the national con-
sciousness of a great people to rise.

One must not interpret the word "ballad" as used by
Musgrave too literally. Equal influence has occasionally been
exercised by one of those larger and more academic works in
whîch popular songs have very often received their first
hearing. History does not record any sensational resuit as
following the performance at the Cockpit in Drury Lane in
1658 of the opera "The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru," or
in 1659 of "The History of Sir Francis Drake," and Flecknoe's
"Marriage of Ocean and Britannia." But their daily perform-
ance was connived by a Puritan Goverment which, prohibited
ordinary stage plays; indeed, it is said to have been secretly
encouraged. And this was in ail likelihood because Cromwell,
who, despite the vandalisn of his foilowers, was a great lover of
music, and doubtless aware of its power over the populace,
was contemplating a war with Spain. But whatever room for
doubt there may be in connexion with these earlier works,
there can be none in regard to, the famous " Beggars' Opera"
produced in 1727: for the influence which its scathing satires
on social and political foppery exercised over the nation was
an outstanding feature of English life of the period. And as
the mnusic consisted entirely of popular airs it was a singularly
apt illustration of Musgrave's contention whether taken
literaily or in wider sense. To avoid suspicion of an over-
siglit, perhaps the f amous "batties" between Germany and
Italy as represented by Handel and Buononcini in London in
1750, and Gluck and Piccini in Paris in 1762, should be alluded
to. But these were cases of polities influencing art rather
than of art influencing polities. The first case of an opera
directly causing a political uprising would appear to be that
of Auber's Muette de Portici, better known in this country
as -"Masaniello," the work in which a French composer
suddenly rose to a height of dramatie passion of which he had
neyer previously been thought capable, and which, produced
in Brussels (Aug. 25, 1830) resulted in the Dutch being
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driven out of I3elgium. St. Cecilla, however, has not
unmindiful of poetic justice; and Italy, the birthplace of
as now understood,* can dlaim, not a mere nioV resulting
a single opera, but that lier greatest national movemg
modern times lias been largely inspired by the master-wc
lier greatest composer.

When, in 1814, the Russian and Austrian sol
devastating Italy, passed through the littie hamiet of Rc
the, women took refuge in the churcli. Finding eve:
sanctuary no safeguard from brutalities and murder,q
thema hid herseif and lier yearling infant behind some Il
in the belfry. Thereby she prospectively saved to the
some eight of its operatie masterpieces; and to lier c(
one of the greatest forces in the evolution of its na
consciouaness.

For the lad thus saved was Giuseppe Verdi, tlie corj
wliose works, exercised a greater political influence thar
of any other of music's masters. lis operas were a
potent patriotic factor, and more -of them were suppres
altered, in reluctant obedience to police orders, than w
case with the output of any other maker of music.
Milanese, the pioneers of Italianrevolution,'seized upon hi
opera, Il Lombardi, dealing with the Crusades, as an expi
of their own longing Vo throw off an oppressive yoke, a
ceived it with tumultous applause. The next, Ernani,
republican flavour-it was an adaptation of Victor]1
Her-nani. The police declared that tliey could not a
conspiracy on the stage, and only sanctioned the perfor
after many alterations in botli words and music had been
The changes were noV sufficient, however, to prevent tliE
tians-the opera was flrst produced in the city of
-from showing themselves as patriotic as the Milan*~

* In England Il ers, had an origin diffecrent frorn what it had abroad.
not the. outcome ofran endeavour to revive the. Greek drama with chor
development of the. Masque, an out-door play with music. Unfortunately,
death of Purcell, whose operas had a style of their own, national chara
wer: stranK.ed by the. over-mastering genius of Rlandel, who, in i cpt
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Little less successful--after some intervening failures--and
even remarkable for the patriotic fervour it aroused was Attila,
produeed in 1846. The demure crowds who heard this opera
merely as a work of art' outside the Peninsular Kingdom had
littie conception of the furor its political allusions excited in
Italy itself: especially the lie-

Cara Patria gia madre e Regina.

At Venice especially the overcrowded house waa excited to
frenzy by the opportunity of letting the Austrian Government
know its feelings!1 Clapping of hands, shouts, cries, sereains,
stamping, were heard from every corner; while hats, bonnets,
fans, books of words, flowers, newspapers, flew from the gai-
leries to the stails, and from the stails back to the boxes on
the stage--the din drowning both chorus and orchestra.

.The Austrian police were now keeniy on the aiert, and an
adaptation of Victor Hugo's Le Roi s'Amuse was oniy allowed
to appear when its Italian titie had been altered from La
Maledizione to Rigoletto, and Francois 1 had been boiied down
into a Duke of Mantua!1 Another of Verdi's royal heroe8,
Gustave III, was required to undergo an even greater change:
for fear of identification with Napoleou III he had to be
metamorphosed into an American official--Governor Richard
of Boston!1 Nor was this ail. "I Vespri 8icitiani" was objected
to in Itaiy on the ground that it might suggest another revoit,
and a different libretto, Giovanna di Guzman, had to be
substituted. Lt was neyer a great success. Curiousiy enough
i Paris, despite its representing a defeat of the French, it
met with considerabie appreciation.

Meanwhile, at the height of the excitement about Gustavo
III, which Verdi had at first refused to alter, some inventive
genius discovered that the composer's nme formed a patriotie
acrostice

Viva Vittorio

Re
Di.
Italia.
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Needless to say that by this means fuel was added
fire, and the cry " Viva Verdi!" with its now double mn
reverberated through Italy and Sardinia.

An interesting proof, were it wanted, of the ext
which Verdi was looked upon as a patriotie asset ai
musical apostie of Italian nationalism, is furnished 1
consternation and jealousy with which his count
regarded a feature peculiar to, some of his later works.
was a supposed leaning towards German methods. î~
of warning "Wagner ini the air" was audible in Italy afi
production of Otello, and became a cry of alarm after F

Thougli the fear was not altogether unnatural, the
at bottom no cause for doubting the musical loyalty
popular idol. Enthusiastic crowds are not remarkal
careful discrimination, and those of Italy mistook te(
development for a pandering to outside influences.
develop an art, as Verdi did that of the opera, is flot
sarily to lessen by an iota its nationality. The robi
whicli Verdi imparted to Italian opera, appeared -as eî
his Nabucco, 1842, long before Wagnerian influence had
to spread. Two years later, in Ernani, he used rec
themes to emphasize important moments in the action,-
antecedent to the time when Wagner made the leit-z
which lie did not invent-a thing of his own by lis consui
use of it. It is ini Aïda that Verdi makes his nearest api,
to Wagner-an approacli which Sir A. C. Mackenzie d,
to be " very subtle, for it is extremely dificuit to dise,
while, as regards the leit-motif the saine authority pron,
the two subsequent and last operas, Otello and Falet
read " like direct protests against its use ," and in other r(
to be "quite un-Wagnerian." On the other hand, the:
duality of the " grand old man of music," as Verdi was affi
ately called, is stronger ini his later than in bis earlier
Re died January 27th, 1901, his funeral being attenc
three hundred thousand people.

CLEMENT A.



AN ENQUIRY CONGERNING A
NATIONAL DEMENTIA

I N spite of many ingenious conjectures and mucli careful
Sanalysis, no0 one seems to have yet discovered what is the

nature of the curious twist in the mind of Germany that bas
made lier more unlike every other nation than the Mile End
costermonger is unlike the Cossack of the Don, or the African
Hottentot is unlike the New York stockbroker. The outward
points of resemblance to the white huinan being, lis clothes,
habit of eating witli a knife and f ork, and general attributes of
an unfeathered biped, make the real and innate dissimilarity
of the German only ail the more startli-ng.

We cannot account for this peculiarity by merely describ-
ing it as insanity. The ordinary human being, unlike the
man of science, may not consider lie lias satisfactorily account-
ed for a phenomenon by placidly sticking a label on it. But
looked at from a purely abstrýact point of view, the attitude
of tlie German mÎmd of this generation. presents an interesting
study. The higliest characteristic of the German is not what
lie lias been tauglit to regard it himself, a superiority in every
detail to ail other minds, nor, as its admirers in England and
America consider it, a superlative capacity for invention and
organization: it is merely an aptitude for taking pains, a
phrase by which some one once mistakenly defined gen jus.
This aptitude lie possesses to a point of perfection unap-
proached by any other nation except possibly the Japanese. So
while it is not soothing for other nations, sucli as tlie Frenchi
and the English, to see their inventions appropriated and
skilfully coinmercialized by others, they have but themselves
to thank. They are too easily bored; a German is neyer
bored.

This capacity of the German people that they seem
to have been born witli, and have certainly developed by
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training, is a logical humnan attribute and can be accountq
Unfortunately, taken in conjunction with the curious
perversion of the German mind referred to, it finds a fiE
an enormous amount of mischief like great muscular sti
i a criminal lunatie. And at the samne time it greatly co:
any attempt Wo discover the nature of that moral perVE
its manifestations are plain but seem to obey no known
One can understand how a child will deny liaving been ne
pantry, wliile tell-tale jam-stains are visible on its n
But we cannot understand how a nation at war will d
that poisoning by gas-fumes causes a painless deatli, wh
very audience it is addressing can see men dying hc
painful deaths from. such poisoning. The German seems
explainfing lis conduct, to be quite unaware that two coul
tory propositions caxinot support a tlieory. There m-
something mentally unsound ini being satisfied witli au
ment based on the contention that Germany did not ,
the neutrality of Belgiuxn, and ais that she did so beci
was vitally necessary she sliould forestail France wh
gomng to do so. Eitlier proposition reveals lier as logical
morally deficieut, since she was at the time in armed og
tion of Belgium ou her own initiative. Nor could Fi
(supposed) criminal intention excuse Germauy's or
action against a third party. But Wo assume that ti
propositions taken together cau belong Wo auy proc
reasoning, is Wo obliterate 'axioms as essential as the
the cohesion of matter. One cannot appeal to au i
taking such an attitude, because it is impossible Wo asq
what one lias in common witli it. If a peddler charg
cents for two apples, but on your buying four cents'
gravely assures you tliat while two and two make four in
they only make three ini apples, it would be impossible
with hlm ou any basic price; eacli individual transaction
be subjeet Wo a law of its own. For if two and two onli
three i apples, but four in cents, wliat miglit liap
carrots ? Even Newton or Napier would have been ic
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of telling us how many cabbages could be had for sixty cents
at the price of two for fifteen.

At the risk of becoming over-diffuse, it will be necessary
wo pass in review a few actual cases revealing this unique
attitude of mmnd into which the German intellect at large has
fallen. A rather typical instance is that of the Kaiser's
describing the British Expeditionary Forces as "General
French's contemptible littie army," and yet exhorting his
own enormous military organization to devote its entire
attention to walking over it. If the Kaiser's army is s0
enormous and irresistible, why use it ail for so trivial a purpose?
But lie wants respect and awe for the size of his army, and
contempt for that of the British; he wants both and,
like a child, he must have, or appear to have both. That
both cannot be involved in one proposition does not strike
hlm. The mental deficiency here evidenced is essentially that
of. an incomplete or child's intellect: and it is entirely beyond
ail human reason to predict the result of ranging sucli a quality
alongside the undoubted inteilectual activity of Wilhelm II.
Lt may be only amusing, and it may be illimitably dangerous.
Lt has been both.

There is a similar note of mental unsoundness in Profes-
sor Munsterberg's screed, concerning the entire regeneration
of American 111e by German idealism. It appears that
every reform of value that has been adopted, in America is
the result of Gerinan idealism. The Professor is careful to
itemize the abolition of big crackers on the Fourth, and level
crossings, the campaign against waste of national resources,
race-suicide and intemperance. H1e expends no time in
argument, merely stating ail titis as a fact. Lt is the result of
Germait influences.

But suddenly the war broke out. Ail is threatened
with wholesale destruction. As the Prof essor pathetically
observes: "Fire-crackers burst; the passions sway; the fire-
eaters shout." The demand for znilitary preparedness, it
appears w him, "may perhaps be hasty. Yet," lie continues,
" it cannot be denied, however noble the pacifistic ideals are,
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their promoters have not succeeded as yet in proposing
single plan by which war would be abolished, and yet at 1
same time possibilities be given for the healthy growth
progressive peoples, and for the historically neces8ary
duction of decadent natiom&."

Now, I contend that the Professor's statements are sot
thing more than merely illogical. H1e asks if the interruptý.
of the Germanie influence against the spirit of lawlessn
and revklessness throughout the IJnited'States may be j
as dangerous as the spirit of enmity against Germany. 1
obvious retort that much of this enmity bas been intensifi
if not occasioned, by a German influence for, and not agai:
lawlessness, the forging of passports, fomenting of strik
perjuring of testimony, defence in the daily press of the mur,
of American citizens, and the like, neyer seems to occur
him. For a man of the education and intelligence of Prof
sor Munsterberg to, dig such a pit and then triumphan
walk into it cannot mean ignorance, but it may mean sot
thing Înflnitely more portentous.

For, be it observed, this peculiarity is evidently a quai
of German education, and a particularly adhesive one. 1ý
only does it stick to Germans long after they have left th
own country, but we flnd it in men of learning born unde
democratie form of goverument, but of the German sehool
thought. ljnder its influence, a professr of one of the fi
seats of learning iii America has been recently able to deeL
(after a visit to the country) " that it may be said, reports
the contrary notwithstanding, the Germans have taken
pictures out of Belgium." 11e inakes many other stateme:
of considerably greater general import, concerning the stý
of agriculture, the destruction of property, the burning
Louvain, etc. But I cite this one as characteristie of i
curious Germanie intellectual twist: that this Amerib
professor should deliberately affirm a universal negative uni
such cireim tances. As a f ar more probable one, it would
safe to hazard the guess that nowhere in his career has
made a declaration of similar import on any other subject
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Situations of peril wiil produce panic, and in a panic
the necessity for relief looms so large that one is often indif-
ferent as to the means taken to ensure it. The situation of
Germany is grave enough, and the example of Mr. Winle
who endeavoured to, obtain help when Mr. IPickwick fell
through the ice, by running at full speed across the country,
shouting "Fire" at the top of his voice, might be cited in
extenuation of some of her inconsistencies but that similar
instances have antedated her present danger. The spoiled
chuld attitude towards the belongings of others is a case in
point: a inere desire to possess appears to constitute a right
to take them-if possible. The famîliar story of the Palestine
Bible, now in the Berlin Museum, which Wilhelm II "bor-
rowed" from the mosque of Hazireh, through the influence
of the Sultan, and failed to return, aileging that it was much
better in Berlin, may possibly have been artificially coloured
to tempt the public appetite; one cannot be sure of invariable
fairness to an absolutely unscrupulous enemy. But I have
before me a column on chess by Emanuel Laskar, in the New
York Evening Post. There is incidentai reference to some
curious letters published by a German chess magazine,
bewailing the fact that there is no German chess opening.
One of the correspondents accounts for this by explaining
that in chess matters, as in s0 many others, Germans have
been modest in the beginning, and always inclined to, honour
others, and keep themselves in the background. As a set-off
to this self-imposed disadvantage, he suggests that one of
the English openings-the Evans Gambit--should in future
be known as the "German Game." Another correspondent,
however, prefers appropriating the Ruy Lopez (Spanish)
opening, which should be known as the "German Openîng,"
for one reason, because "the richness, depth and beauty of
its variations show many parallels with the German character"
(though nothing from this correspondent concerning a modest
position in the background). To ail this one can only find
the solution that Mr. Whibley applies to Germany's appro-
priation of Shakespeare: the syllogism "Ail good things are
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German; Shakespeare is a good thing, therefore Shakesl
is German."1 And yet it is no solution.

Refflection on this theme seems but to multiply instî
indefinitely. In the attempt of the German elemen
Chicago to force a mayor of their choice upon the oit
realy seems as if some sardonic demon had whispered d
trous counsel into, the ear of the unlücky political mac
That iuot one of its members could have been found to
the rest that American voters would not tolerate any im
influence of f oreigu prince or potentate would be inconcei,
-if it were not German. But presumably there were i
or they were disregarded; and manifestoes were printed
mounted by the portraits of Wilhelm Il and Franz Josef
would have been much wiser to have issued count
manif estoes decorated with the lineaments of Georg
appealing for votes on the other side. For the maj
against the German nominee was the highest ever knoi
an election for mayor mn Chicago.

And it is not necessary to search for proofs sucli as t
the only diificulty lies lu selection, so many are they.
the format German appropriation of Shakespeare, the Dei
Tagezeitung stili fee" called upon to declare that: " It
crymng necessity that German should replace English a
world language," otherwise "the death-knell will soun
civilization." It appears that in Britain's colonies
English language has effected "the complete animalizati
the human species." Once victorious, "there remai
task for the German than which none is, more impoi
that of forcing the German language on the world ..
acts like a blessing, which, comlng direct from God, sinki
the heart like a precious balm, and ennobles it." Si
blessing, and the method of bestowing it is reminisce
Dr. Grimstone's assurance to Paul Bultitude, that he i
establish a spirit of trustful happiness and unmurrr
content in his school if lie had to flog every boy as long
could stand ôver hlm. Similarly la the Frankfurter Z<
genuinely pained at the want ofjecognition on the part i
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people of Northern France for German "tactfulness," and
inournfully refleets that " when at noon there is music played
by a German military band, flot a single citizen, young or old,
stops to listen. " Ail of which appears to " moek our efforts to
accustom them gradually to the misunderstood benefits of
German Civilization." The Deutsche Tagezeitung's reference
to the Deity is characteristically German; we must, however,
refrain from translating Gott into God, just as we have cea.9ed
to regard Kultur as culture. Gott seems to be a ferocious
spiritual adjunct to the Prussian Army, bearing a rather
disagreeable resemblance to the god of smallpox and hail-
storms known to certain Orientais. Some of Germany's most
unaccountable outrages have been perpetrated against Amer-
îca. But like much of their conduct elsewhere, it foilows no
Unme of consistency at ail, for sometimes they appear also, to
be anxious to keep on good terins with Arnerica. The one
deduction that can be drawn f rom the extraordinary unsound-
ness of Germany's intellect is that a very large part of her
energy 18 engaged in nullifying. and being nulified, by another
large part. She performs marvels of tortuous secret service
work, and then exposes it ail to gratif y lier taste for domineer-
ing attitudes. When Germany lias recovered from the war,
says the Frankfurter Zeitung, "she will undertake a wide-
spread, weil-engineered work of education i n Ainerica, as te
the relative merits of Gerinans and Britons. If necessary,
the mailed fist will also be applled to American aberrations.",
There is no doubt of it, given the promise that Germany is
ever in the position to do it. But why does it mot occur to
the Franlcfurter Zeitung that lier chance of lever getting into
sucli a position is much diminîshed by lier expressing 8uch an
intention ? Had Gerxnany been able te carry out her original
plan of campaign, sucli pronouncements would mot have
mattered to her; if you have knocked a man down and are
sitting on lis neck, you can disregard his accusation of treacli-
ery, in that you did it while apparemtly omly knocking at lis
door and sitting at his table. Neither would it have been
necessary te explain te utterly helpless neutrals. Indeed,
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some Germai' propagandists really appear to regard
Germai' programme as irresistible, and to consider that si
the allotted time lias elapsed, lier enemies are thereby ai
matically subjugated. Others, and particularly Gerr
Ainericans, take the opposite view, and Mr. Viereck, of

iFatherland, is printing a deathly duli fiction, of literary mi
about on a par with Jack Harkaway, sliowing that it is Brit
and not Germany, who intends to apply the mailed fiai
America.

If this phenomenal attitude of the mind resulted
nothing but bungling, it miglit be in sorne degree comprel
sible-on the contrary it has produced sorne amazing suceý
Germany's control of lier commerce raiders by means of
wireless, lier supposed use of the British secret code whei
the Goeben escaped, and lier tireless, vast and intricate sys
of espionage, are testunony to the incalculable dangei
huxnanity at large, had her system been as nearly perfecte
she supposed. For she seems to have paid the minu
attention to such details, for instance, as moral influer
Much of her apparently haphazard bombardinent was p
ably used for the effect that the deafening noise had -L
the enemy. Rer use of gray-haired old men and hall-dr
youtlis in the second attack of Ypres, had (whether intei
or not) a distinctly moral effect of disgust upon the Br
soldiers, obliged to bayonet troops who " squealed like rabb
The refusai to exchange prisoners and the rn-usage of t]
with a hint of worse, as the pressure on Germauy mûre,
la another moral asst; 80, is the fact, stated 80 pathetical
M. Maeterlinck, that the Town Rail of Brus"el is mine(
miglit be even worth wliile to investigate as to whethei
composition of the numerous coal tar products that C
Britain so unsuspectingly lias purchased for years fra
nation that liardly disguised lier aïm, of undennining
Empire by any conceivable means, was of the came natu
those supplied, to other nations, or used by the Geri
themeselves. Anid the difficulty un being unable to find
stable viewpoint froni whicli to estimate anything Ger
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has counted strongly in ber favour; some of her absurdest
statements, put out for home consumption, have been in-
nocently assimilated by ourselves. Such dlaims as the
occupation of Paris by the Germans, which imposed on the
sailors on the Leipsic, the sinking of some of Admirai Sturdee's
squadron, and the loss of a battie cruiser by Sir David Beatty,
which are accepted as facts by most Germans, do not, of course,
impose on us, as we have proof to the contrary. But what may
be cailed. the Immortal Weddingen Myth. has apparently
been swailowed whole by everyone, innately ridiculous as it
is. It was, of course, to the interest of Germany to, impress
us with a notion of the terrible efficiency of her submarines--so
the loss of the Cressy, Aboukir, and Hogue were ail attributed
to, one submarine. Now, some of the survivors of these vessels
declared that two or more submarines were seen, the disaster
occurred. in the early days of the war when Germany had flot
begun to, lose her submarines, and had many; it occurred
when she had had but littie actual practice in submarine
warfare, and Commander Weddingen's U boat was a compa-
ratively small submarine carrying but few torpedoes-yet
0on no0 other evidence than Germany's unsupported statement
that one UJ boat did it ail we seem to, have accepted it un-
questionably. ln view of the ease with which we can disprove
many of lier other claims, we should have known better.

Cases arise and multiply with ecd one cited-cases so
conclusive that it. is with reluctance that one is compeiled to
omit them. But with every one quoted, and those that the
reader can adduce for hîmself, the conviction grows. and
haMmers itself home that some influence hitherto, unrecognized,
lias seized upon the intellect of tic Gerinan nation, and dis-
torted it, changed. it as hideously as the features of those
reflected by the demon's mirror were cianged. in Andersen'e
story. Astonishing and inexplicable as this influence is, we must
flot lose sigit of the fact that it is now basic and inherent in
the character of the nation. It is not that Germans make
suoli astounding and self -contradictory misstatements that
staggers us. It is the fact that tiey actuaily, as far as one
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can sec, believe thexu to be true, perhaps relieving ini

degree the moral delinquency, but enormously aggraN
the import as regards damage to the community.

It is plain that there is something abnorinal in the GE
intellect, some medium iu which it is workiug that rc
it allen on certain points, from the mîmd of any other ni
It is at once strange enougli and formidable enough to
the wildest hypothesis.

Some years ago a curious theory was discussed bý
Ambrose Bierce (who deserves to be mucli better knowr
lie i8) concerning the phenomenon of the bodily and ab
disappearance of certain unfortunate human beings fro:
ken; lie gives at length several cases as being weil authenti
fie accounts for 8uch happenings (partially and indû
by a theory which is probably not aIl his own, indeed, 1
lie cites it as one already advanced. 1 have, howeve-
with it nowhere else; and if Mr. Bierce has disintex
from some interminable cumulus of scieutific matter f
advantage of the desultory reader, lie is the more
coxnmended.

The Llieory postulates that the whole of mnaterial exii
as we know it, is permeated by something called luxulu
ether. This mediumn is absolutely nccessary to anytt
which we are cognizant. It permeates glass or liglit coi
pass through it; the distance between us and the rei
star, and even a vacuum for Lhe same reason. Ever
Lhrougli which sound or heat eau travel exists in it. lu
iL is essential to everything of which our senses inforn

But if iL were possible that this medium were i
solutely homogeneous; if there existed iu iL gaps or po
interstices; a field is at once opened for the widest speexi
For auything eutering such a space would cease to exist,
as we understand the word, since we shoulld no longe
cognizance of iL. We could no longer see, toudli, taste
or hear it. If a living creature, it would not (neceE
be dead, since to be even dead requires tIe medium of
iferous ether to be dead in. IL is necessary here to
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ourselves against any accepted notion of locality in connexion
with such a vacuity; that is, we must not suppose it to exist
between any two given geographical points, so that a man's
having (apparently) tumbled into one, and disappeared under
the eyes of his agonized family (as once occurred in some place
in Ohio, U.S.A.), would not imply that another man passing
the saine spot would equaily vanish. Indeed, those searching
for the unducky abseonder referred to evidently passed and re-
passed the samne spot with impunity. And Mr. Bierce either
directly implies or actually states that these vacuities exist
only in the fourth dimension of space.

Now, it must be remembered that, speakîng of the
ordinary huinan being, ail our conceptions of anything existent
are determined by three dimensions of space only. Were we
able to form our conjectures within four dimensions, we might
find that ail previous relational notions were incorrect, that a
protocol is as material as a popgun, and a dining table as
evanescent as a dreain. Such being the case, it would bce
possible to conceive of certain of our attributes, by dint of
unhealthy over-stimulation, involving themselves in the fourth
dimension, while the remainder of us continued in three only.
The intellect, or even part of the intellect, could be thus
transposed, and the body and ail other attributes remain
apparentty normal. I say apparently, because the translated
attributes would probably continue to exercise some influence
over thein and iniglit gain such an increase of power as to
entirely doininate the rest. It appears to me that there
could he no combination of conditions so likely to bring about
such a result ais ife under the Prussianized system. The
squeezing of the insides of ail young heads, as the Papuan
squeezes the outsides of infant heads, into one pattern, the
saturation of every soul with the general principle enunciated
by Treitschke, that the only faculty worth while is force, and
that force (German force) is above ail restraînt or appeal;
the subordination of every detail of instruction (for it cannot
be called education) to these and like principles, until the
criminal loses itself in the absurd (such as the teaching of
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German school children to shout whule singing because shou
is virile and dominant); the hope held forth that the cru
heavy taxation on Germany was to be borne only uni
sudden onslaught against an unready neighbour woulld en
Germany to recoup herself by pillage; ai this exercised thrc
the existence of at least one generation has so artifici
developed certain attributes of the modern German that
intellect is subject to the disease of overstimulation, muce
is the liver of a Strasburg goose. Writing of Frederick
Great, Macaulay gives it as his opinion that we could n
shif t to live under a debauchee or a tyrant; but to, be rule<
a busy-body is more than human nature can bear.
backed by bayonets, hunian nature in some portion ha~s
to bear it, and here is the resuit. And Mr. Ford ME
iflueffer, who has spent a good deal of his time in Germi
and studied the conditions prevailing there, gives his opi
as to the pass to which the Prussian system has brouglit
ini the following words:

"I cannot sufllciently emphasize to what% an ex
bitterness is the note of modern German life-of that moi
German life whose only discoverable arts of importance
the bitter, vigorous and obscene drawings of >implicissii
the bitter and terrifying lyries of the most modern Ger
poets and the incredibly filthy-the absolutely incred
filthy-productions of the German variety stage. Ima
then this population, whiose cultural high lighits-for the b
drawings and the bitter poemns and even the obscenities
things of an amazing cleverness-imagine then this embitt
population, whose cultural high liglits are ail product
malignity, this population filled with megalomania by
traditions of 1870 and the writings of Richard Wag
inspired to a religion of materialism, and of egotisin
inisreading the writings of Friedrich Nietzsche, this pi
lation without rest, without joy, without, euse, and wit]
any ceasing from the passion for money. Imagine then
population, whose traditions of discipline are such that
can seriously style the miilitary serfdom of a Teutonic pri3
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Bankgenossen the highest ideal of liberty; imagine themn
preaclied to by officiais, preached to, by the entire state, by
the entire professoriate, preached to incessantly, day in and
day out, year in and year out, to, the effect that the only
means of getting rich is waging war. That was modern
Gerinany umtil August 4th, 1914."

That is wliat we think of it. Let us hear what one of
Germany's foremost essayists, Lucia Dora Frost, lias to, say
concerning the systemn whieh lias flung Europe into the present
agony. She writes: "Prussia is sornething particular without
being anything peculiar .- Prussia is a systemn and a
style . . the exemplary formn for a concentration of ail
human and material forces into, a dynamie machine, and this
machine's application to, colonization .. . To act in
a Prussian manner means always to, walk faster than is natural,
to be braver than brave, to, strike down what is about to, fail,
and always to attack first . . . . In Prussia atone
everything was combined: keenness of spirit, intellect and
solidity. ilence Prussia became what it is unwillingly, the
maker of history in Europe ... England lias misused
lier power for a policy of British interests."

Now, I do not dlaim that ail this deformed method of
reasoning is new. It is as old as the lis, and will probably be as
everlasting. It is the means by which Balthazar Gerard per-
suaded himself lie was doing riglit to, murder William the Silent.
It lias been tlie justification for most of the religious persecution
tlie world lias seen; it enabled the chief priests and eIders to
persuade themselves that they were acting from disinterested
motives in demanding the murder of Christ, and King John
to aceount for his extortions fromn their descendante by
drawing their teeth. Nor is it to, be supposed that ail Germany
feUl wilingiy into tliis hideous lockstep of moral slavery. The
large percentage that did aceede to, it would be astonishing,
if we did not recognize the compieteness of this "dynamnie
machine." Hundreds of tliousands suffered it through their
helpiess youth, and crossed the Atlantic on the earliest
opportunity. But some of the finer and purer intellects could
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not face a future of walking faster than is natural (the dire
being that which leadeth to destruction) nor the strildng
of those about to f ail (having some lingering recollectiol]
precept to raise them Up) . And as testimouy of inl
pathos, we have the damning record of the prevalen
suicide among young children in Germany, the choice oi
extinction at the time of life when one's outlook is
absurdly optimistie, rather than face life on the Prussian n
Perhaps they could see in advance what we now behc
close retrospeet, that the inevitable resuit was moral di,.
tion. What must be the dominant principles in a n
produeing such resuits as the following ?

Ou September 2nd, 1914, some British troops arriv
the chateau of Mr. William Payne (an American), situat
May-en-Multien, 38 miles from Paris. Not even the ol
eutered the building, but slept in the chauffeurs' bedri
and in other of the outbuildings. Three American flags
displayed conspicuously over the chateau. The Britisi
on the next day, having doue no damage, and shortly
the Germaus arrived-.

Mr. Payne states that no words could describe thE
dition of the chateau and grounds after the Germans left.
uses about hall a coluinn, and evidently has some cal
for descriptive writing, so we can couclude lie lias doi
best before admitting f ailure. It makes interestiug re
for those who admire the Prussian dynamic machine.
flnd that everything of value had been taken away o
stroyed: silverware, mirrors, glassware and china; the
tapestry, linen, ladies' clothing, etc., eut up and used foi
dages, soaked with blood. Ail bureaux, desks, sideb
and closets had been broken open or sm ashed. The ga
were strewn with empty bottles aud with indescribable
pieces of linen, and scraps of rare old lace, used for pwi
unmentionable; of ail the rare old wines in the ceilars
bottie remained. The only différence that we eau ses
having a thousaud hungry swiue or monkeys turued loc
the estate, lies in the fact of the systematic destructi
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everything that could flot be used or carried away. Now,
there could be no0 military asset in ail this, nor do we think
that any troops but those of the Kaiser would have been
capable of it. It was evidently the outeome of personal
taste and education, since the owner of the l)roperty, Mr.
Payne, was an American, and no enemy. Nor had America,
at that time, begun to protest against her citizens being robbed
and slaughtered. The episode forms an interesting study in
criminology, for those in whom a passion for science can
overcome the feeling of physîcal disgust at reading the details.
The story of Louvain, and of nearly every Belgian town, is
too well known to do more than refer to.

Yet we believe it was with real indignation that the
Gerinan Government cried out against the introduction of
Oriental and African troops into the war. The Kaiser's own
move in a siilar direction, which brouglit about the procla-
mation of a Jehad, or holy war, resulted in a massacre of the
helpless Armenian population on a scale that lias neyer before
been conceived possible, and which reads like somne horrible
imagining of a mÎnd in delirium. So far from denying this,
Count Reventlow lias described it as " strong, j ustifiable and
necessary measures."

It may be claimed that all these charges are based on the
inherent circumstances of war; that in moments of supreme
ecstasy the personality of a human being or of a nation may
become transfigured; a Berseker rage may seize upon the
spirit. But this can be less of a plea in Germany's case than
in any other since Germany lias made a scientifie and dispas-
sionate study of war the paramount objeet of lier attention;
very little is there that is not the result of foregone arrange-
ment. And even if we leave this point in dispute and turn
to lier civil life before the war the samne perplexing anomalies
await us.

The German settler in the United States lias (until recent
activities in connexion with munition factories) always
figured as a law-abiding citizen. The inference lias been that
the German at home had liad similar respect for the laws of
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his country. Statistics, however, point rather stronj
the other direction. According to, " The Statesman,ç
Book " the total record of crime in Germany in 1909
544,191 cases, compared with a total for the same year of:«
for England and Wales, having over haIf the population.
it is noticeable that over 200,000 of these German crime
crimes against the person. Nor can we regard the ca
morality as being much indebted to the dynamic mach
mucli admired by Lucia Dora Frost. For in the same (
the record for illegitimate births in England was 37,041, a
178,115 in Germany. Divorce petitions in England we
against Germany's 20,340. According to the New
Times there were a million illegitimate children un(
years of age ini Germany at the beginning of the wax.
descending lower we find in Mr. G. B. Shaw's tedioi
twice-told accusation against England, " Cominon-sense
the War, " a reference to certain institutions tolerated
number of forty ini Berlin that one hesitates to tran
suficient it is to say that the existence of such places si
an explanation for some of the more bestial of Geri
abominations in the quiet homes of Belgium and Nc
France. The efficîency of civic governxnent in the Fatt
that we have heard so much of for years also, appeai
myth, for we find that in Berlin, Frankfort, I{amburg ani
large cities, the lunacy rate and death rates from tuber(
diphtheria and other zymotic diseases are from two t(
times as high ais they are in London, Glasgow, Manche
other large towns in Great Britain.

There is one thing that we have suspected for some
the Prussian military system has been pursued until thE
of Germany hms been, in athletic parlance, " trained
Yet here again we are confronted by a paradoxical sit,
it had an entirely unexpected result. It did not in tIE
affect the efficiency of the army. But something was
to break, and instead, the entire moral responsibility
nation went by the board. From. ,the Prussian angle i

this wus no loss at ail; indeed, it removed a few av
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restrictions upon a sudden, cataclysmic victory. The point
is, however, that the lîne of events flew off at an unforeseen
tangent, and that point brings us once more to the inexplicable
incomprehensible factor in the national mînd of Germany.

FRANK FOSrrER

F COMPANY

Along the iron road of war
A bright battalion wends

Beneath the sun, beneath the stars,-
My Company of Friends.

The armies of the world go dow-n
In dim., grey legions led,

But these are marked amid the host
As though they walked in red.

N o captain leads, no watchword's pa.ssed,
No muster cail is heard,

But every morn 1 cry them " Hail !
With dawning wind and bird.

And every night when silence faîls
Around the evening lamp,

Within my sheltered thoughts 1 liglit
The watch-flre of their camp.

They may not know the rank they keep;
-Their ways lie wide apart;

They neyer meet except within
The bivouac of my heart.

Yet in my love their lives are bound,
They march beneath my star,-

My littie company of friends;
Upon the road to war.

CLALYTON DUFF
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THE BERGSONIAN METHOD, 01
INTUMTON

dgIt i8 an incorrect and perverted usage of' the 'symbolic' when

in ofposition to the 'intuitive' mode of thought; for the 'symbolic' i

qWpee of the 'intUitive.'"-KANr.

HrL ERE are," says M. Bergso~n, one of the
..Lphlosophers of the day, "two, prof oundly d

ways of knowing a thing. The frrst implies that w(

round the objeet; the second that we enter into it. T'
depends on the point of view at which we are place
on the syinbols by which we express ourselves. The
neither depends on a point of view nor relies on any ,
The first ind may be said to, be relative ; the second, ii
cases where it is possible, to attain the absolute." Th
is intuition or " the kind of intellectual sympathy b3
one places oneself within an object in order to coincii
what is unique i it and therefore înexpressible. "
ample, in self-knowledge, " there is one reality, at leasi
we ail seize f rom within by intuition and not by simple a
It is Our own personality in its flowing through tiine--
whieh endures."*

Havmng accepted or established this, the"i, M. Bq
philosophy goes on to report through the iniperfect i

of language the knowledge arrived at by intuition,
condemn in consequence the pretended knowledge
rests on a comnbination of science and common sense.

Before giving some, reasons for not adopting M. B
method which seems to be an off-shoot of a romantic t
i philosophy, and to have as its busis a proposi
Descartes, we shail attempt to throw some light

Il Quotations from "Introduction to Metaphysics." 'Engili transie
Similar utteranceti can ho found il "CreativeEvColutioii"
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meaning of intuition, if only negatively, by marking it off fromn
what it is not. M. Bergson bas suffered in this respect even
at the hands of sympathetie interpreters, as must almnost
inevitably be the consequence of employing a word which, like
intuition, has been used so loosely and ini such different senses
i ordinary life, as well as in philosophy and theology. And
M. Bergson himself, by constant employinent of figurative
language and metaphors, bas not always helped to clarify the
understanding even of bis followers.

In the history of thought the terin intuition has been used
in, at least, four well-defined and clearly distinct meanings.
Firstly, it has sometimes and unfortunately been taken as
equivalent to sense-perception or the innediate apprebension
of physical objects or mental states, as, for example, when one
perceives a cat, or is aware of some emotion or impulse or
trai of ideas which runs its course i our mimd (as it is said).
Thus Kant, f requently used the termn intuition to cover what
is meant by perception. Descartes thought that he had an
iminediate apprehension or intuition of a soul (as distinct
froin the bod y), which psychology has not yet found;
and Berkeley thought it was only necessary Wo open his
eyes Wo intuit a God who, resembled the mmnd of certain
theologians. A second interpretation of intuition has tended
Wo regard it as synonymous wîth instinct or instinctive
knowledge, as, for example, the intuitions of a ben with
regard Wo the chickens it is hatching or that of a youth
towards the object of his affections. Thirdly, intuition is
used, and this is, perhaps, the most philosophical interpre.
tation of the terni, Wo indicate knowledge of a self -evident
character such as the first principles of re.asoning, miathe-
matical axioms, etc., which are known with complete cer-
tainty, and wbich neither require nor can acquire any further
foundation. Finally, the terni bas been used in a very wide
and vague sense froni the time of Plato down through Spinoza
and Schelling Wo the present day, to indicate a sort of mystical
approach Wo truth in which emotional promptings are con-
sgpicuous3 and which may culininate in a kind of indescribable
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and ineffable illumination. ThuÊ leaving aside the poets, weha-
the intuitive science recommended by Spinoza and the mysi
cal Ilinsight"I recommended by some of our neo-Hegeliaý
to help, out the inadequacies of their logic. And psychologh
sometimes refer to, the "lflash of intuition"I or imaginatii
that leads, the scientist to a new discovery, which has thi
to be tested by logic and sense-data.

Dom M. Bergson employ intuition in any of these sensE
And if so, in which?

The late Professor James was disposed to say in the fii
sense; ini the sense of a Iltuming towards sensation, th
flesh-bound thing which rationalism lias always loaded wi
abuse." But this rather indicates James' own predilectio
than the view of Bergson in whom the contrast between inti
tion and intellect is deeper than that between percept-L
and conceptual knowledge. There would, be nothing ni
in Bergson if this were ail that were ineant by intuitic
But with hlm, intuition is more -esoteric than percepti
knowledge. It appear frequently to coincide with t
second of the above meanings. "By intuition, I me
instinct," says Bergson, "that lias become disinterest(
self -consciousness, capable of reflecting upon its obj(
and of enlarging it indeflnitely." (C. E., p. 186.) Hi4
is it then distinguished from intellect or intelligence? W(
" itelligence remains the luininous nucleus round whi
instinct, even when amplified and purified into intuition, fon
only a vague nebulosity." Intuition is thus a sort of frii
or penumbra of intellect. "lIntellect is characterized by
natural inability to understand 111e." IlInstinct is alone kno
ledge at a distance. It lias the same relation Vo intelliger
that vision lias to toucli." M. Bergson thinks greatly
visual images and is disposed at times Vo arrive at an eý
mate of reality from an analysis of his own psycholol
Aithougli lie expressly rejects ail theories of -matter and mii
lie yet espouses tlie belief that the external. world is a series
images. C" Matter and Memory.")
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Elsewliere lie tells us that science and metapliysics are
re-united in intuition, which, as Mr. Bertrand Russeil wittily
remarks, is best seen in ants and bees and M. Bergson, wliereas
inost of us are condemned to tlie use of intelligence. This
sort of intuition seems to suggest something of the romantic
mysticism. of Schelling in wliom the metaphysical effort
transcended reason. Yet M. Bergson protests against his
doctrine being regarded as mystical. Intuition requires
sympathetic insiglit, we are told: it is attainable only through
undoing wliat intelligence lias performed. " The meta-
pliysical intuition, altliougli one can readli it only by
means of material knowledge, is quite different from, the
resumé or synthesis of sudh knowledge." In one place
we are informed: "Intuition is mind itself, and in a certain
sense, life itself." (C.E., p. 282.) Is it really possible to say
what it is? M. Bergson gives more descriptions of intuition
(whicli according to liim alone can follow reality and life in al
its sinuosities) than Herbert Spencer gave definiàtions of force
in lis First Principles. In tlie attempt to describe it, image
is added to image, metapliors are piled up on metapliors
to an extent tliat is unusual, even among the poets. In
this, Bergson is a true disciple of Schielling and Hegel. 0f
the resuit it may be said wliat lias been said of Plotinus:
that "lie can neyer find tlie last conclusive word for it, and
has to fail back on tlie thouglit that it is unspeakable, and
that lis words can only stimulate the hearer to make tlie
experience for himself." This would both support Bergsons
view of tlie incommunicability of sucli first liand experience
and refute his attempt to write a metaphysic, owing to the
limitations inherent in tlie huinan intellect, and its indis-
pensable instrument of discourse.

That tlie act of intuition is difficuit as well as the com-
munication of its results is clear to every reader of Bergson,
even if lie lad not insisted on it himself.* The phrase

* Borne one has 8&id that if intuition is flot clear it is flot French. But the
same might be said regarding Bergson'u doctrine of time and pure change, which,
so far as I can see, no one hae yet rendered intelligible. To such a ciroular
.rgmnxt the answer Îs that the meaning of intuition is flot clear, and that thi8 is

flotthe ault0f ti. E enh angage There is a foreign and even Oriental elernent
ini M. Bergson which shows th intelectual kinahip with Schopenhauer. Indeed
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Ilmitellectual sympathy " usejl in its definition (?) soemns
suggest that intuition involves ascribing to nature or real
a psychical life somewhat sixnilar to our own. Only by
animating it can its outer sheil be penetrated, can it be und
stood from the inside or " sympathetically." Knowled
if it eau be called such, would ixnply a coincidence of ourset'
with the generative adt of reallty; so that the only way
know an obWet would be to become it. This would se
to be an echo, of the old thouglit of idealism that there must
an affEnity between the huinan mind and its objeet if the forn
is really to have knowledge. The fallacy of this position]1
often been exposed. It involves for one thing a false int
pretation of the causal principle. By a parity of reasoni:
if we are to know "lbrute " matter we must be " brut
matter. In M. Bergson's case there is an additional dilficu]
mnasmucli as he more than once suggests that each individ
must exercise intuition for hiniself, if he would know w]
reality and presumably also what intuition is. The attem.
of Mr. Wildon Carr and Mr. Leroy to show that Bergso
position does not involve solipsism, or thoroughgoing subi
tivism, which exeludes a common meeting place or agreem,
between the experiences of different intuitionists and perci
ents, have flot, I think, been successful.

We shail pass over these dilficulties of interpretation
well as the Dualism that is inherent in the Bergsonian miE
physie in order to see the act or process of intuition at worl
Bergson, since the tree may be tested by its fruits, e,
though it may not be possible to define the character of the ti
Bergson maintains that the resuits of intuition and instinct
beliefs are far more trustworthy than those which depq
on the activity of intelligence; and he attempta to prove I
i two ways: llrstly, by depreciation of the method of scient
analysis and proof, and by emphasizing the view that intÀ
gence is designed only te secure biological success;i

Bergson bas derived much fromn Cerman sources. Hie alogism and his élan
show an immediate connection with Schopenhauters theory of knowile and
doctrine of the. wil as ultimate reality. Hi theory of matter remuans oui
Fichte. Hia biologism aiso brings hum ixito close connection with Nietze
Mauch or Bergsones philosophy hms been developed in opposition to Kant.
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second ly, by pointing to, remarkable feats of instincts in the
lower animais and to characteristics in the world which he
maintains can be apprehended by intuition while they remain
baffling to intellect (as he understands it). Bergson evidently
assumes at times that intelligence is obliged to, follow exclu-
sively the law of identity.

In agreement with some biologists and physicists who,
make occasional excursions into the field of philosophy, MX
Bergson holds that intelligence is a purely practical faculty
which lias been developed in the course of the struggle for
survival and hence cannot be a source of truth. It is thus
assumed, without any evidence, that a historical growth and
biological origin are necessarily incompatible with epistemo-
logical validity and value. The burden of proof rests with the
assertors, who appear to overlook the fact that it is only
through the decried intelligence that we know of or can for-
mulate any theory of the biological ancestry of man. If the
intellect is misleading (a will o' the wisp or a " Zauberlaterne, "
as Schopenhauer said) the whole of this and kindred theories,
including Bergson's criticism of science, are presumably
groundless. As a matter of fact, capacity for this kcind of
knowledge and for epistomology generally is not more difficuit
to explain on received biological theories of origin than is
capacity for pure mathematies. Neither M. Bergson nor any-
body else is able to show that the latter science is illusory.

In man, intuition or instinct is seen at its best in regard
to other people's characters and dispositions, that is to say,
where it is directly useful. Here it sometimes acts wîth aston-
ishing rapidity and effectiveness. The most striking instances
which Bergson, like Schopenhauer, brings forward from the
Ife of the lower animais ail bear directly on survival value.
Now, of course, intellect lias also a survival, value; both instinct
and intelligence, which are not wholly distinct in origin (apart
from the minds of certain a priori and spiritualistic philosophers
who pay littie heed to, the teachings of comparative psycho.
logy), have generally speaking been developed because useful,
and they are useful because, and in so f ar as, they are in accord
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with fact, i.e., truth, and harmful when they are not. On 1
whole, instinct diminishes in value as civilization increases.
is, broadly speaking, of greater extent and importance i
i.meducated than in the educated, in children than in adu.
In dogs its operations probably exceed anything to, be f oij
iii mm. ," But those who find in these facts a recommen,
tion of intuition (or instinct) ought to return to runn
wild in the woods, dyeing themselves, and living on hips E

liaws." This would really be following M. Bergson's recc
mendation of undoing the work of intelligence. The u
mate ideal of existence would be that of the polyp,
wbidh the distinction between the animal and exter
reality tends te disappear, the " intuited time " would
best described by negatives, and the " freedom,> Wb
some of our philosophers find so praiseworthy in Berge
would coincide witli the total elimination of cognition. T.
would be settled finally the vexed question-unseti
only for those who, are unable or unwilling to follow
results of physiology and psychology--of the freedomn of
will. For' cognition at the vanishing point involves
problems of knowledge or of action.

We shail now inquire whether intuition or instinct
sesses the infallibility ascribed to it by Bergson. Do
instances wbich lie adduces and discusses with literary
and which have imposed and probably will continue to imI
on those who know less of biology and psydliology than lie d
support the alleged superiority of instinct over intelligE
as a guide to knowledge and the affaîrs of life? Let us bri
consider the case of intuition in huinan beings and t
review some of the notable instances of it in the lower anir

In the former, M. Bergson considers that the best instE
of it is to be seen in acquaintance with ourselves, inm
knowledge. When we can enter truly into, and take posses
of ourselves we are, lie tells us, free. But lie lias ixnmedia
to, admit that sucli experiences are extremely rare. Apart f
M. Bergson, the imperfection of such self -knowledge is
torious.' Many persons liave in their natures qualities
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propensities hidden to themselves and yet obvious to their
friends, as the Scotch poet well knew when he wrote:

0 wad some power the giftie gie us
To see oursel as ithers see us!
It wad frae mony a blunder free us

An' foolish notion!

Intuition is frequently ail the more deceptive just because it
has a quallty of irresistibleness that is lacking to, logic
iu the case of beings in whom reason is for the most part
only potential. In the matter of the affections, intuition is
regarded as the great guide by many, who say that love
enables different personalities to see into one another's
Ilsouls." Still in such cases deception is sometimes practiced
with success; and even in the absence of any desire to deceive,
the experience of mankind tends to show that in many cases
the supposed insiglit was illusory and that the more tentative
xnethods of intelligence guiding and inhibiting instinct are
sometimes more satisfactory.

On turning to, instinct in the lower animals, we notice
that M. Bergson appears to choose " sympathetie " instances
from writers which he has not examined in detail for hirnself.
To comparative psychology some of these instances are known
as cases of Ilblind prevision." But this does flot suit our
philosopher, who maintains, so far as we eau see without any
evîdence being offered, that the evolution of instinct presup-
poses some effort more or less couscîous on the part of the
animal.

One of the cases cited by Bergson to show the marvellous
capacity of instinct and its superiority over intelligence is that
of the well-known Ammophila wasp, which stings caterpillars
at certain nerve centres lu such a way as to paralyze themn
without, kiling them, in order that they may be stored up as
food for the wasp, larvae. The result is that escape of the
caterpillar is prevented and putrescence of the food is avoided.
More detailed investigation of the instance shows that the
facts are not so clear and unambiguous as Bergson assumes.
Somae of the caterpillars are not stung at the right centres,
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and in some instances the food is stored up in hermetica
sealed chambers -where it can be of no0 use to the wasp larvi
Thus the wasp does flot always show the knowledge of
experienced entomologist, or even of an ordinary carpent
Now, this is just what might be expected, if instinct î
product of evolution, depends largely on inherited structi
and chemical changes, and is, ini consequence, to a certi
extent, imperfect, and not always purposefuL Berg,,
seems to think that such instinct is more marvellous tii
other organie products, partly, perhaps, because il disclo
a resemblance to intellin human activities., He shows hi
self to be a genuine metaphysician of the old school by
sorting to a method of " interpretation " and supposi
"ia sijmpathy between the Anunophila and its victi
which teaches it from within, so Vo say (!), conce:
ing the vulnerability of the caterpillar." (C. E., 18
Hie thus indulges in one of those pretended explanati<
which consist in a purely verbal description and is aIn,
as. weak as the method of ascribing the soporific qui
ties of opium Vo a virius dormitiva. To explain the orij
of the sympathy, which operates like a deus ex machina, iç
least as difficuit as to explain the instinct on psycho-biologi
grounds. But metaphysicians like Bergson will adopt a
suggestion, however lacking i evidence, rather than adi
a lack of knowledge. To suspend judgement or adi
ignorance is, irrecondilable with the everlasting Hang,
Metaphy>sik Vo account for everytbing, including the me
physician himself.* Bergson believes that it is better
go back to the Aristotelian theory of nature rather than to si
short before instinct as before an unfathomable myste
That is Vo say, better adopt an untenable theory than no,
The alternatives are not exhaustive. Leaving out of accoi
what comparative psychology has Vo say on the subject
shoulid prefer Addison's statement Vo Bergson's speculati(

* A critic of Bergson has given a delightful argument on Bergson's mnetho<
i3how that the philosopher rannot exist, because, aeeuming the infinity of sp
it caxi be shown that he cannot be in Paris or at any definite place in the unive
Thia argument, altheugh fallacious, ie no worse thean what Bergson sonieti
emaploya in the interest of hie own speculations.
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wlien lie said: "I1 look upon instinct as upon the principle
of gravitation in bodies, which is not to be explained by any
known qualities inlierent in the bodies tliemselves, for fromi
any laws of xneclianism, but as an immediate impression from
the first Mover to the Divine Energy acting in the creatures."
This is at least clear and relatively modest. Its only draw-
back is that it cuts away tlie possibility of a scientifie treatment
of the phenomena.

A hen that hatches out a brood of ducklings has presum-
ably intuitions whicli seera "Vto place lier inside tliem and their
desires." She is not lirnited by the " analytical metliod of
science." But when tlie ducklings take to water, tlie lien be-
cornes flustered, is left helpless on the land, and lier intuitions
are found to be illusory. Many parents liave sim-ilar illusory
intuitions regarding tlieir chuldren. Nor is this surprising;
for sucli instinctive intuitions are useful just in habituai sur-
roundings and have Vo be modified by intelligence as soon as
the environinent, changes ini sucli a way as Vo render liabitual
modes of action untrustwortliy. It seems to be a well-estab-
lisled proposition of psychology that intelligence, involving
in its earliest phase the capacity to learn by experience, and
later the ability to appreliend relations, is indispensable to
the welfare of the animal where non-habitual modes of action
arising out of unfamîilar situations are necessary.

Bergson takes a strange view of intelligence, and limits
îV by a pure assuniption, when lie maintains Vliat it cau only
deal with Vliings in so far as tliey resemble wliat lias been
experienced in tlie past. Intuition, on the other hand,
in able Vo appreliend the uniqueness and novelty that belongs
Vo each new moment of reality. As a matter of fact, fresh
moments of reality are given Vo us in sensation and do not re-
quire us to postulate any .peculiar metliod or faculty of
intuition. If intelligence were really llmited, in the way
Bergson assumes, it would be impossible Vo understand
historical events, since sucli events may ail be regarded as
unique. Bergson's view involves an untenable interpreta-
tion or application of the principle of causation, which
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he thinks requires a repetition of similar phenomei
Modern logic does not support this view; it would exclh.
an application of causation in history. The law of 1
determination of changes doe not require eitlier for
validity or applicability that the same changes be repeat
Historical facts, which do not repeat tliemselves, are und
stood by science, which involves not merely analysis, as Be
son seems to, think, but synthesis as well. A fundamen
error in his criticism. of science is the assumption that intE
gence is identical, with mere analysis. In ail scientifie meti
analysis and synthesis go together, and, outside of pure mat
matics, their resuits must be controiled and tested by obU
vation and experiment. Even hypotheses, the dynamiÉ
factor in science which, frequently resuit from what are cal
" intuitions"I or imaginative combinations--doubtless due
the functioning of brain paths not yet understood-ni
be subi ected to the test of facts if they are to be regari
as anything more than convenient fictions. Important aé
tions to truth are sometinies suggested by intuitions,
unsupported " intuitions"I are no guarantee of truth.'
"9synoptic grasp"I is ail the more adequate the more perfe(
the preceding work of analysis lias been done. M. Berg
overlooks ail this. The superiority of the intuitive m<
physical metliod consists in its celerity. A favourite de,
of Bergson's is to assume that a given number of explanati
exhausts ail possible accounts of some group of natural 1
nomena, to point out difliculties in a certain number of th
and then assume that the remaining one, which lie suppc
is the sole explanation. Re rarely sees any objections to
own liypotheses.

For Bergson's own peculiar doctrines of tume, of cha:
and the freedom of the wiil it would be liard to find any tD
eitlier in fact or in tlie conditions of experience. lis doct
of freedoni, if I understand it, is a surrender of the w
position, since one is freest at tlie vanishing point of cognil
and if you attempt to de fine what freedom means, you wil
Bergson pleasingly admnits, inevitably find yourself conuni
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to the opposite doctrine of determinism. Some of our pro-
fessors of philosophy have welcomed M. Bergson's pronounce-
ments, because it has relieved them of a mental difficulty.
They enter into themselves and " feel " free: and they con-
tinue to be free so long as they remain safely entrenched
within a morass of incommunicable feeling.

But we shail not 110w discuss the fallacies contained in this
and other doctrines of Bergson. It is not too much to say that
a large part of M. Bergson's philosophy and its method is based
on a keen appreciation of the errors of science and the diffi-
culties that arise for any system of knowledge which aîms
at completeness. It appeals to those who dislike the restraint
that scientific method places on undisciplined phantasy.
Lt flourishes by emphasizing the shortcomings of knowledge
and by overlooking the imperfections and limitations of
intuitions and instincts, which, of course, may be most useful
in prompting and stimulating intelligence. Errors connected
with intellectual activities are seized upon as showing the
bankruptcy of reason, while the resuits of instinctive activities
are lauded to the skies. " Instinct alone is knowledge at a
distance." A good test ought presuinably to be afforded by
our astronomical knowledge; but our knowledge of the stars
without the use of the telescope is very limited; and it is noto-
nious that some of the most brilliant discoveries in this field have
been due to logical inferences from. mathematically defined
premises. La there the least evidence to support the view
that insects are capable of such knowledge or of detecting the
presence of argon in the earth's atmosphere ? Lt might be
supposed that instances of telepathic communication supply
illustrations of M. Bergson's proposition. In the very few
verified instances, howcver, it has been found that increase of
distance has an unfavourable effect on the resuits, and that the
dloser in space the " subjects of the experiment " are, the
more intense is the " intuitional rapport," which not improb-
ably depends on the presence of intervening, although so, far
undetected, atniospheric vibrations. Il the insecte, including
stinging wasps, are presumably at the very centre of reality
and life, why is it then that these creatures do not advance,
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but keep in the saine monotonous round? The speculationi
M. Bergson throw littie liglt on this phenomenon.

The many allusions to mathematies, biology, psychoi
in Bergson's works have undoubtedly strengthened his p
osophy aniong careless and " fashionable " readers. T
have imposed 0on philosophera who know less' of mathema
and the experimental sciences than M. Bergson him,,
But they have not impressed favourably those who knoý
these things ait first hand. Mr. Bertrand Russell, who spe
with authority regarding mathematies, says, very drastica
regarding some performances of Bergson: " So long as the ni
object of philosophers is to, show that nothing can be lear
by patience and detailed thinking, but that we oughit rai
to worship the prejudices of the ignorant under the titE
i ireason," if we are Hegelians, or of " intuition, " if we
Bergsonians, so long philosophers wili take care to ren
ignorant of what mathematicians have done to remove
errors by which Hegel pro:fited."

While there is a great difference in the procedure of H-1
and Bergson, there is also something fundamentally comrno:
the spirit of both. The former tried to produce a fui
between a pseudo-poetry and pseudo-logic; the latter desp
logic. On the other hand, Hegel would undoubtedly h
subscribed to a maxim of Bergson's that philosophy is
constrained to scientific precision, since he made such lib
use of it in his own IPhilosophy of Nature. Bergson,
follows the Hegelian dictuni that " Philosophy dwells i
region of self-produced ideas without reference to actualil
CJonsequently, he is able to give an a priori refutation of psy(
Physical parallelisin and to maintain that consciousnes
independent of cerebral structure. His method of refuý
theories f rom which lie <issents is well illustrated in his
niissal of the view that memory is physiologically conditioi
Rie denies this because it would involve the storing ul
images and words i the brain ceils; and, of course, lie lias
mucli difficulty in pointing to objections against this supr
tion. As if this, the crudest form of the psycho-phy,,
theory of memory, were the only one i which it could
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maintained! It would be an equaily good way of dismissing
any theory of the localization of cerebral functions to say that
it involved the phrenological hypothesis of Gall. Bergson
takes no account of the scientifie canon that in the case of
rival hypotheses it is desirable Vo criticize those which you
consider erroneous in their strongest form. His own hypo-
thesis of the relation of " mid " and " matter " rests largely
on images, metaphors and very doubtful analogies.'

In his desire Vo have us believe that intuitions are always
riglit, Bergson reminds us of the neo-Platonic philoso-
phers of pre-medioeval days. How is it then that history
shows some of the intuitions of Plato, ArisVotie,' Ptolemy,
Descartes, and even Newton, Vo be wrong? Differeut
men have different intuitions on the same subject. They
cannot ail be riglit. How are we Vo distinguish the weeds
from the fine plants except by a test of observation and
experinent? Some of M. Bergson's own intuitions, such as
that pain is an effort to repair damage and it is always located,
in that part of the body where it is feit, appear Vo have no
better basis than the old instinctive belief that the moon wus
placed in the sky in order to afford light by night. Hegel
had an intuition that it was a perfection of the earth, to
possess only one satellite: a vîew that establishes the closest
connexion between modern and ancient philosophy 2

The attempts to defend M. Bergson'8 use of " pure
intuition " by the general argument that it is flot legitimate
to criticize it from the standpoint of the synibolie procedure
of science is easily met by the reply that neither he nor any
one of his disciples has as yet shown how it is possible to get

1 lIere is a sample of one out of znany. The phi losopher compares the relation
between the brain and thought to that between a hook and a coat hung on it; and
infers from, the contin"eny of the latter the conting cy of the former relation.
Thus a solution is arrived at by assumption of a simic.

2 What the method of intuition, uncontrolled by objective experience, caui
achieve is well illustrated in the Prussian school of historians from Treitschke
downwards. A recent disciple of the achool, who in Mis apotheosis of the Prussia
Shows the influence of Hegel's philosoh of history, admaits that it requires a
strong dose of intuition to establish this thesis, " because positive documents for it
are lackmng." (Driesmans.) The militarîsts and certain theologians whio unite inmaintaining that war is the divine and redeeming tonic for mnaukind also have te
fall back upon intuition or - opinings,' because thy lack the necessary knowledge.
Anyone else hbu as much reason for au~n that e is the ange! Gabriel, or thatto him alone has heen given the key of kowedge.
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on without " symbols," or how, without making use of
despised intellect and a certain amount of scientific met',
dependent on it, it is possible to answer questions wl
Bergson regards as important, such as: What are i
Whence do we arise ?

A merely dumb and inarticulate intuition cari at 1
satisf y only the vague cravings of its individual posses
If it remain incommunicable, it cari have no value for kn
ledge in general; and were we condenined to such a situat
it would be vain for M. Bergson to write and reason at
metaphysics and problems of science. And there is bes
this an important consideration which makes against
attempt Vo, find in instincts and intuitions the basis of pl
sophy.'

The theoretical understanding of the world, which. 18

primary aim of philosophy in common with science, is n,
matter of great importance to animais, to human savage,,
even to practical men (who are for the most part those 1
practice the errors of their forefathers). It is not 11k
therefore, that the quick and rough methods of instinctiv
intuitive reactions, whîch bring out oui kinship with ren
generations of animal and semi-human ancestors, will 1
find a suitable field of application. IPhilosophy and scie,
s0 f ar f rom showing up pur aflinity with the biologie p
are, on the contrary, highly civilized pursuits, demanding
their success a liberation from the if e of instinct as wel
certain detachment from ail mundane hopes ani fears.
them rapid and unanalyzed convictions and intuitions
least deserving of acceptance, however comforting or d
able they may appear. Their resuits, if they cari lay ci
Vo being anything more than pleasing dreams, must be teý
by methods based on sense-data and logic, which it se
many philosophers, who are either greatly hampered by
traditions of the pust or who follow the line of least à
lectual resistance, stil], consider to be synonymous with
logic of Aristotle or, stranger still, with the logic of Hegel

J. W. A.



ECCLESIASTES
TJnder the fluent folds of needlework,
Where Baikis prick'd the histories of kings
Once great as he, that were as greatly loved,
Solomon stooped, and saw the dusk unfold
Over the apple orchards like a fiower.
"O0 bloom. of eve, " he said, " diviner loss
0f ail liglit gave us, dove of the whole world,
Bearing the branch of peace, the dark sweet bough,
Endure a littie longer, ere f ull night
Cornes stark from God and terrible with stars,
Eternal as H1e or Love. Now no one wakes,
But a lean gardener by my apricots,
Sweeping the withered leaves, the yellowing leaves
Down the wind's road.

Perîsh our years with them,
Our griefs, our littie hungers, our poor sins,
Leaves that the Lord hath scattered. 11e shall quench
The fierce impetuous torches of the sun,
Yea, from our dead dust he shail quieken kings,
Loosen new batties, sharpen spears unborn,
Shadow on shadow. But lis stars remain
Iminortat, and Love immoral crowned with them."

Night came, and ail the hosts thereof. Hie saw
Arcturus clear the doorways of the cloud
And One that followed with his shining sons
In the ikeness of a gardener, that strode
Over the windy hoilows of the sky
And with a great broom drave the stars ini heaps,-
The yeilow stars, the littie withering stars-
Faint drifts along the darkness. New stars came,
Budded, and bloomed, and feil. These too 11e swept,
And ail the heavens were changed.

Then Solomon stood,
Silent, nor ever turned to the Queen's kiss.

M. L. C. PICKTHÂL
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POEMS.
Alfred Gordon. Musen, Toronto, $1.00. Pp. 120.

Several of the poems in this volume have appeared in the pages o
magazine, which can now look back on a goodly number of boks of
issued by its contributors. Ris Dedicaton not only prepares us for
workrnanship but for an interesting development. Hie has passed
the speUl of " Swinburne and Dowson, Symons, Oscar Wilde,"-".
decoration and embroidered rhyme, te some poor reading of the mir
men." With growing strength and independence he bas gained a
perspective and a winning sincerity. Mr. Gordon has given us examr,
bis work in these stages, covering a wide range of moods. The wai
plies the theme for many poem8, varying from fiery denunciation t
paraphrase of Mr. Clutton Brock's France. But, perhaps, the 1
core is te be found in the more personal pieces: ini (te mention only
the passionate piety of The ille Church, and the delicate fancy of A

THE LIFE OF SIR PHILIP SYDNEY.
Malcolm William Wallace, Associate Profes"e of Englich Later

Uni versiy (Jo lege, Toronto. Cambridge; at the Untiversity Press,
This book takes its place at once as the standard life of Sidney.

based on first-hand examination of the sources of information, incl
some net previously available; it sets the events of Sidney's life agali
adequate historical background; and it traces his career and estimai
character and significance with lucidity and discrimination. No prt
biography of Sidney has united these three merits.

Professer Wallace's specifie contributions te our knowledge of
are of considerable importance. Ris discovery at Penshurst of a
account of Philip's expenfes, while a pupil at Shrewsbury, makes rE
us the routine of the boy's school-days and the excitement of bis vi.
bis uncle, the Earl of Leicester, at Kenilworth and Oxford, when the ir
equipment supplied by bis father is replaced by a whole wardrobe of i
tuous clothing, the gift of the powerful favourite. 0f especial inter
admirera of the ballads is the entry for September 8, 15660, when ',
with bis tuter and servants was at Chipping Norton, on bis way from C
at Shrewsbury:

" Item, given by Mr. Philip's commandment te a blind harper ç
Sir William Relies' man of Nottinghamshire ..........
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Every reader wii agree witb Professor Wallace that in ail probability,
Sidney had this incident in mind when he penned that locus d*xssicu8 of
baliad criticism:-

IlCertainiy I muet confess my own barbarousness. I neyer beard the
old song of Perey and Douglas that I found flot my heart moved more than
with a trumpet, and yet it is sung, but by some biind crowder, with no
rougher voice than rude style."

A sligbt defeot ini chapter IV, whicb is devoted to this journey, is a iack
of consistency in regard to modernizing the names of places visited. For
example: the MS. form IIKillingworthe " is altered to II Kenilworth,"
but no hint is given that "IBrumegeame " is the local. form of IIBirmning-
ham " (cf. the modern colloquial form IIBrummagem "). Similarly,
"Il ttermaster " is not changed to fKidderminster," and no0 attempt is
made to identify the curious forma, "Relie." Perbaps it refers to, Bedey,
iii Worcestershire, wbich was a possible halting-place at that stage of the
route.

Prof essor Wallace's second discovery strongly confirme our previous
impression of Sidney's high continental reputation as a champion of
militant Protestantism. Certain enigmatic passages in the correspondence
of Sidney and bis guide, philosopher, and friend, the humanîst, Languet,
are shown by means of a passage in the correspondence of the Spanish
ambassador and Philip II to refer to negotiations for a marriage between
Sidney and a sister of William the Silent, Prince of Orange. Both Sidney
and Orange were eager for the match, which would have been a bond of
union between England and the Netherlands, but Elizabeth was unwilling
at this time (1578) so openly to, antagonize Spain, and refused ber consent.
The incident is highly significant of Sidney's aime and higb standing in the
politico-religious struggles of the time.

To Sidney's career as a man of letters Professor Wallace also brings bis
quota of information. He establishes a strong probability that Sidney
was, for a short time, a student at Cambridge, and there became acquaînted
with Edmund Spenser; and he proves, from a casual reference in a 17th
century MS., that the H. S. who revised and expanded Sidney's Arcadia,
was Henry Sandford, Secretary to the Earl of Pembroke. These are not
important points, but they illustrate the accurate scholarhip of the book,

In its very detailed treatment of contemporary bistory, this biography
inevitably suggests Masson's encyclopaedic L'ife of MUOn î# Conneciion
toiA the Hi8tory of His Time. Professor Wallace equals Masson in careful
scholarship and clear presentation, and avoids bis tendency to narrate
every event in which the subject of biography migbt conceivably have been
interested. With the exception of the long chapter on Sir Henry Sidney's
administrative difficulties in Ireland, the historical passages are in due
proportion to, the biograpical and are really essentiai to any satisfactory
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account of Philip Sidney's mimd and conduot. Fraise is also due to
biographer for eschewîng that sentimentality which led Masson to piet
imaginary scenes and episodes of Milton's life.

IlOn Monday (September 9th, 1566) the travellere reached Stratford-
Avon in time for dinner, and those sentimentally inclined may specul
on the possibility of Master Philip'e having here caught sight of a ehi
at this time aged two years and some four months, who was to bec(
even more famous than the hero, of our story." But Professor Wall
doce not need such speculation in order to tend intereet to hie eubj
Sidney'e pereonal relations to his dîstinguished contemporaries, Burle
Walsingham and Leicester, were dloser than those of Milton to Cromm
Re was the ornament of Elizabeth's court, the ardent champion of
Protestant cause, the encourager of colonization and discovery, the refi
of English romance and Englisb poetry, the promoter of Humani
ideals in criticisim.

IlThe poet's, scholar's, soldier's eye, tongue, sword,
The expectancy and rose of the fair etate."

In illurninating these and other facete of Sidney's xnany-sided nati
Professor Wallace bas not only conveyed an adequate idea of bis achiE
ments and significance but bas made hie book a ricb and comprehew
summary of the characteristies of the Elizabethan age.

Has the biographer eucceeded in presenting a life-like portrait of Sidm
the man ? We muet not be misled by the mas of detail, whicb might se
at first to obscure the outince of the picture. Almost ail the facts
essential, either for the background or for the main figure, which, as
read, slowly takes form until in the delightful Postecript, it stands liv
before us. We understand tbe influences that formed Sidney's character
his father, the loyal, efficient administrator; bis mother, conscious of h:
birth and royal neglect, but pious*and loving; hie classical training at sch
and college; and his development througb foreign travel and the friends]
of a Protestant bumanist, Hubert Languet, from a raw youth to an acco
plished courtier and stateeman, the friend of princes. We see bis charac
tested by prosperity in the suite of the unscrupulous Leicester, by advers
under straitened circumstances and the loss of the queen's favour, and
tbwarted passion nobly repressed in tbe Astrophel and Stella episc
(whicb Professor Wallace convincingly presents as a genuine experien
and no mere literary creation). Then Sidney begins to assume bis rigbt
place in the service of his queen and country, a place which be fuily atta,
when he goe to Flanders to offer hie life for the cause of liberty. Profesi
Wallace now suminarizes the impressions of Sidney, whicb bave bE
graduaily forming, in a few telling paragraphe. The universal attracti
of his personality le attributed to hie higb-miudedness, bis simple a
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earnest piety and patriotism, his love of the beautiful, both in art and in
conduct, his kindliness, and, above ail, his other-worldliness, expressed in
the motto Vix ea nostra voco, the unreality of the material and the reality
cf the unseen world. And, lest Sidney should appear too, perfect to be
human, the biographer adds that he was improvident, somewhat hot-
headed, and inclined to be arrogant and egotisticaL. This admirable
portrait is the culmination and the abundant justification of the wlole
book.

THE GATE 0F ASIA.
W. Warfield. G. P. Putnam'8 Sons, New Yorke, 1916, $2M6,

pp. 374.
This book describes a journey undertaken by the author from the

Persian Guilf to the Black Sea. It la a pity that the date of the journey
-whch appears te be 1913-is flot added in the titie. Sudh a work,
especially at the present moment, cannet fail te, excite interest. The
history cf this district goes back to such a remote past and involves se
many different centres of civilization that we are net surprised te find
oecasionally statements which are net in accordance with usually accepted
facto. We are told, for example, that Sparta is one of the places that
meat cf us think cf in connection with Greek Art and Literature; that in
608 B. C. King Sardanapalus was defending the last vestiges cf Assyrian
power; that the Emperor Julian crossed the Tigris twe centuries later
than 360 A. D.; that the Romans under Pompey besieged and teck Van
mu 87 B. C. and slow its King Tigranes.

There are other items cf information for which we should like te know
the writer's authority, c.g., that Hystaspes was the father cf Cyrus; that
Mithradates was a Parthian; that Tamerlane was a descendant cf (3englâ
Khan; that the word Yazdan la clearly a corruption cf the Persiau Ahura-
mazda; that the old Urartian language lias been deciphered and the numer-
ous inscriptions translated.' Does the author in the last case refer te the
attempta at decipherment made by Dr. Mordtmann? The English, toc,
offers grounds for criticism: we find, for example, Ilihe camped upon us until
we ohould be able to lire hlm te get off "-meaning apparently Ilpay hlm
te go,"I-" whom we soon discovered wanted our passporta,"1 "4the women
lived aways lu the secrecy cf their apartments, " Ilthey slid down just like
sliding down a railway embankment," Ilte, present hlm the gun as a
memente," Ilagainst whom tliey are at deadly feud." Otlier curions uses
cf words are "a tremendous culture," idan undulating head," "la burly
moustache," IlMosul, the modern Ninevel," "la large sbower," Ilinvulner-
ability "-apparently lu the sense cf inviolabiity--and Ilark, " by which the
author seems te mean "lcitadel." We hasten however te say that the bock
is written in a decidedly racy style and ought te le cf absorbing interest,

445
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especially ait the present time when the fate of the whole of the dist
described is trembling in the balance. The work ought to help te &i
many illusions from which English people have suffered tee long;
may learu for exaniple the truc inwardness of the Young Turk maoveix
We commend the foilowing, too, to these who stifi believe that the Tu:
idat ail events a gentleman."-"' When we ment eut to take pictures
look around the town we were followed by a heoting mob that we e
shake off only by returning te the inn and ordering the great wooden
shut behind us. Such treatment is alinost unheard of among Arabe,
ame always quiet and courteous. It le rare, too, among the Kurds, who:
a high sems of hoepitality and will net annoy a guet. But this tomi
Kifri, like many of the larger places in this region, is largely Turkish. "
description, toc, of Armenia, and the horrors of its treatment by the T1ý
coming as it dme from a neutral aud an eye-wlýtness whose visit wi
meent, should be studied by ail. The book is full of just and co:

observations whleh bear witness both to the humauity and intellig
of the author. We will close by quotiug ene remark whîch 18 quite
and may be the nieans of savlug the reader at some future time froi
unnecessary expendlture, of hie cash:- " Many grow quite ricl i n this
(L.e. by raisiug money lu America for " scheols sud orphanages "), by
standards, and one man actually brought $15,000 back to within a few i
of his native valley, where le was rebbed of bis luet cent by a delig
Party of Kurds. Like their Moslem neighbours these people ought
to be judged according te Western ide"l. Oriental charity 18 altog(
selfish. Ahus are given for the benefit of the giver, who does not trc
himef te what use hiâ money 18 put, but looks upon the recipient
convenience througl whom le 18 able te acquire menît. So these moui1
maen cannot understand why the charitable sheuld cam whether the m
goes to schools or orphauages or net. Accordiug te Estern ideaM
Lord will net reward them the leem for their charity if the money 18
ratIer for tIe coinfort of the collecter."

THE BLAGKEST PAGE OF MODERN HISTORY.
Armenia: Events of 1915: The Foots and Responsibilitîe8: by G.

Gibbons. G. P. Putnam's Smn, New Yorkc. 75 cents, 1916, joe
It would be well if this littie werk were read by ail who are folio

the fortunes of tIe war, and that means by everybody. For nowJ
even lu the present time of distrese, have the bliglting effecte of cri
been mnore painfully evident than in Armenia. We recommcnd a a
of the book te our readers. It is a pity that the publishers were not
te issue it at a lower Price.


